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Meiotic recombination is a fundamental genetic process in all sexually reproducing 
eukaryotes, ultimately responsible for the generation of new combinations of alleles upon which 
natural selection can act. It begins with the formation of programmed double stranded breaks  
along the genome, and ends with their repair as non-crossover or crossover recombination 
events. The localization of such events along the genome has important evolutionary 
consequences for genome structure, base composition, patterns of genetic diversity, linkage 
disequilibrium and introgression, along the genome, as well as in the evolution of post-zygotic 
hybrid sterility and speciation. Understanding how meiotic recombination events are localized is 
thus crucial to the proper interpretation of observed genetic variation, and to the field of 
population genetics as a whole. However, little is known about how most species localize 
recombination events. While some species localize meiotic recombination events fairly evenly 
along the genome (e.g., Caenorhabditis elegans or Drosophila), most species studied to date, 
including all yeasts, plants and vertebrates, localize the vast majority of meiotic recombination 
events to narrow intervals of the genome known as recombination hotspots. Within such species, 
there appear to be at least two general mechanisms underlying the localization of hotspots. First, 
in many species, including baker’s yeast, canids, birds, and plants, the vast majority of hotspots 
are found in close proximity with promoter-like features of the genome, such as transcriptional 
start sites and CpG-islands. Recombination landscapes in these species tend to be highly 
 
 
conserved between closely related species. Second, in mice, primates and cattle, the vast 
majority of hotspots are found away from promoter-like features of the genome, and at sites 
bound by the PRDM9 protein, which has a rapidly evolving DNA-binding specificity. 
Concordantly, the recombination landscapes in these species tends to be rapidly evolving. The 
aim of Chapter 2 of this dissertation is to characterize the distribution of mechanisms across 
vertebrates indirectly, by leveraging what is known about their genetic and molecular 
underpinnings. In particular, I consider what is known about the molecular mechanisms and 
evolutionary consequences of using PRDM9 to localize recombination events, and attempt to 
infer which vertebrate species are or are not likely to be using PRDM9 in an analogous manner. I 
find that PRDM9 has been lost repeatedly within vertebrates, and, moreover, that many species 
carry partial PRDM9 orthologs lacking one or more feature believed to be important for its role 
in recombination. In Chapter 3, I demonstrate that swordtail fish, which have such a partial 
PRDM9 ortholog, do not use PRDM9 to localize recombination events. Instead, they use 
promoter-like features of the genome, similar to species lacking PRDM9 altogether. This work 
suggests that only species carrying complete PRDM9 orthologs are likely to use them to localize 
recombination events, and that upon the partial or complete loss of PRDM9, species typically 
default to the use of promoter-like features. Beyond more immediately practical insight, 
understanding the phylogenetic distribution of mechanisms by which meiotic recombination 
events are localized along the genome will shed light on why different species employ different 
mechanisms. The repeated losses of PRDM9-directed recombination across vertebrates suggests 
that selective pressures are not always strong enough to justify the evolutionary maintenance of 
PRDM9. Notably, theory suggests that PRDM9’s DNA-binding specificity has to be continually 
evolving in order for it to localize recombination events to hotspots. This is a consequence of 
 
 
gene conversion acting to remove PRDM9 binding sites from the population over time. Models 
have been proposed in which selection favors younger PRDM9 alleles because their binding sites 
have experienced less erosion due to gene conversion. Nonetheless, it has remained unclear how 
the loss of PRDM9 binding sites might cause a reduction in fitness, principally because it has 
remained unclear what the evolutionary benefit of having hotspots is more generally. Recently, 
however, a number of studies investigating the role of PRDM9 in mediating hybrid sterility in 
certain crosses of musculus subspecies have implicated the erosion of its binding sites in this 
process. In particular, the lineage specific erosion of PRDM9 binding sites causes, in the F1 
generation, the PRDM9 alleles from each parental lineage to bind primarily to the non-parental 
genetic background, where its binding sites have not yet been eroded. These studies suggest that 
there is a benefit to the symmetric binding of PRDM9 across homologous chromosomes, and 
that fitness is reduced as a consequence of asymmetry in PRDM9 binding. In Chapter 4 of this 
dissertation I develop a population genetics based model of the co-evolution of PRDM9 and its 
binding sites taking into consideration these recent findings. In particular, I model competition 
between PRDM9 binding sites and define fitness as a function of PRDM9 binding symmetry. 
This model demonstrates that PRDM9 binding symmetry will decrease over time in randomly 
mating populations, and that selection for symmetric binding is sufficient to drive the rapid 
turnover of PRDM9 alleles. Importantly, the requirement for symmetry in this model shapes the 
recombination landscape by favoring highly skewed binding distributions. This model thus 
provides theoretical support for the hypothesis that a requirement for symmetry might underlie 
the evolutionary advantage of recombination hotspots. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
1.1 Meiosis  
By 1887, August Weismann had appreciated that the offspring produced by sexual 
reproduction showed more phenotypic variation than those produced asexually. He proposed that 
sex could “be regarded as a source of individual variability, furnishing material for the operation 
of natural selection.” This verbal argument still holds today, and is backed by numerous 
population genetics based models investigating the evolutionary benefit of sex in more specific 
terms (Felsenstein, 1974). In parallel, more experimentally minded biological work has provided 
a tremendous amount of insight into the specific processes by which sex acts to create novel 
variation upon which natural selection can act (Zickler and Kleckner, 2015; Grelon, 2016).  
All sexually reproducing eukaryotes undergo life cycles consisting of alternations 
between haploid and diploid states, mediated by the processes of meiosis and fertilization. 
Meiosis is a specialized kind of cellular division, wherein a cell will undergo a single round of 
DNA replication followed by two successive rounds of cellular division, leading to the 
production of gametes with half the genetic content of the parental cell (reviewed in Okhura, 
2015). Fertilization is the process by which individual gametes can fuse together to form a 
zygote, thereby returning the genome to a diploid state (or otherwise to its initial degree of 
ploidy in polyploidy organisms). Across species, however, there is a tremendous amount of 
variation in how these processes are carried out.  
Here I consider meiosis in particular. The process of meiotic division is, in many ways, 
very similar to mitosis – the standard form of cellular division used in somatic cells. During 
mitosis, a single round of DNA replication is followed by a single round of cellular division, 
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leading to the production of two daughter cells, each with the same genetic content as the parent. 
The ability of the cell to ensure the faithful segregation of ‘sister chromatids’ is a consequence of 
the fact that protein complexes known as cohesins hold sister chromatids together after DNA 
replication.  
During meiosis, the cell likewise needs to separate sister chromatids, but faces the 
additional challenge of segregating homologous chromosomes. This task is typically carried out 
in the first cellular division of meiosis (Meiosis I), whereas the segregation of sister chromatids 
occurs during the second cellular division (Meiosis II) (Grelon, 2016). While many of the same 
general strategies used to segregate sister chromatids are similarly employed to segregate 
homologous chromosomes, the proper assortment of homologs faces an in additional challenge 
in that, because they are inherited independently of one another (e.g., one copy from each parent 
in diploid organisms), they must first be properly paired before they can be properly segregated. 
The overall consequence of doing this successfully is the independent assortment of 
chromosomes, and the generation of novel combination of chromosomes (Zickler and Kleckner, 
2015; Grelon, 2016).  
A second distinguishing feature of meiosis is the process of meiotic recombination. 
Observed in all sexually reproducing eukaryotes, meiotic recombination begins with the 
formation of programmed double strand breaks throughout the genome. The vast majority of 
these double strand breaks are then repaired as crossover and non-crossover recombination 
events off the homologous chromosome (Baudat and de Massy, 2007; Zickler and Kleckner, 
2015, Grelon, 2016; Ranjha et al., 2018). Crossovers in particular serve to create new 
combinations of alleles within chromosomes by mediating the reciprocal exchange of genetic 
content between homologous chromosomes on either side of the initiating double strand break. 
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This process in particular is widely held to underlie the evolutionary advantage of meiotic 
recombination (Felsenstein, 1974). Both non-crossover and crossover outcomes ultimately result 
in gene conversion, wherein some sequence near the double strand break is removed and 
ultimately replaced using the homologous chromosome as a template during repair, such that the 
two sequences become identical within a conversion tract of variable length. The distribution of 
gene conversion and crossover events thus both play important roles in shaping patterns of 
genetic diversity along the genome (Korunes and Noor, 2017).  
 Despite the seemingly fundamental roles that homolog pairing, double strand break 
formation and meiotic recombination play in the successful completion of meiosis and the sexual 
life cycle, different species have evolved a variety of mechanisms by which these processes are 
carried out (Mirzaghaderi and Hörandl, 2016). In the following sections, I review what is known 
about the mechanisms underlying homolog pairing and meiotic recombination across species.  
 
1.2 Homolog Pairing 
It is thought that nearly all sexually reproducing eukaryotes employ mechanisms to 
spatially organize their chromosomes within the nucleus prior to meiosis, and that this step 
contributes to the efficacy of homolog pairing. This process typically involves the transient 
formation of a “bouquet” of chromosomes, in which particular regions of chromosomes, often 
the telomeres, are brought within close proximity of one another through their localization to 
either a particular region of the nuclear envelope, or near the microtubule organizing center. 
Subsequently, stochastic oscillations of the chromosomes allow for interactions between them 
which may be used, via a handful of possible downstream mechanisms, to check for homology 
(reviewed in Harper et al., 2004).  
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In the roundworm, Caenorhabditis elegans, for example, regions of the chromosomes 
known as pairing center, found near one end of each chromosome, are involved in the tethering 
of chromosomes to the nuclear envelope, and in the downstream step of homology recognition. 
In particular, each PC is bound by one of four Cys-2-His-2 zinc finger proteins: HIM-8, ZIM-1, 
ZIM-2, or ZIM-3. The symmetric recruitment of these proteins to homologous chromosomes is 
believed to play an important role in homolog recognition, but is unlikely to be the sole 
determinant of chromosomal identity in C. elegans, particularly as some pairing center proteins 
bind to more than one chromosome (reviewed in Hillers et al., 2017).  
In many species, excluding principally C. elegans and Drosophila (McKee, 2009; Hillers 
et al., 2017), the mechanism underlying homolog pairing is believed to be at least partially 
dependent upon the formation of meiotic double strand breaks, and their subsequent repair via 
meiotic recombination. In particular, in order for double strand breaks to be repaired off the 
homologous chromosome, they first need to undergo a process of homology search by which 
some region of sequence near the double strand break is compared to candidate sequences until it 
finds a homologous sequence. Failure to find the appropriate homologous sequence may lead to 
non-allelic homologous recombination or the need to implement alternative repair mechanisms 
(e.g., repair off the sister chromatid instead). In these species, it seems likely that this process of 
homology search serves, in addition to the repair of the individual double strand break, to 
establish chromosomal identity for homolog pairing. Nonetheless, even in these species, such as 
in yeast and mice, some extent of homolog pairing occurs prior to double strand break formation 
(Burgess, 2002; Boateng et al., 2013; Ishiguro et al., 2014). 
In either case, once each chromosome has successfully recognized its homolog, a 
specialized protein structure known as the synaptonemal complex typically forms between them, 
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serving to maintain their close association through the subsequent stages of meiosis (Zickler and 
Kleckner, 2015). When homolog pairing occurs via double strand break-independent 
mechanisms, programmed meiotic double strand breaks are generally initiated after the 
formation of the synaptonemal complex, and are repaired via homologous recombination. In 
these species, meiotic recombination often still plays a role in the proper segregation of 
homologous chromosomes, if not their initial pairing. One notable exception to these patterns is 
in Drosophila, where the formation of both meiotic double strand breaks and the synaptonemal 
complex are restricted to female meioses. The alternative mechanisms employed in Drosophila 
males are not well understood (reviewed in John et al., 2016). 
 
1.3 Meiotic Recombination 
Most of the molecular machinery involved in the process of meiotic recombination in 
vertebrates has been conserved since the common ancestor of plants, animals and fungi (de 
Massy, 2013). Notably, in nearly all sexually reproducing species that have been examined to 
date, the SPO11 protein is responsible for generating the initiating meiotic double strand breaks. 
Here I briefly review what is known about the double strand break repair pathway employed 
during meiosis, and how it leads to non-crossover and crossover recombination outcomes, and to 
gene conversion (reviewed in Ranijha et al., 2018). A schematic of this process is included at the 
end of this section (Figure 1; from Bernstein et al., 2011). 
Subsequent to the formation of a double strand break, SPO11 remains covalently bound 
to the 5’ strand of one of the blunt ends of the cut DNA. A nicking enzyme then cuts the 
backbone of that strand, releasing SPO11 in association with a short ssDNA molecule known as 
a SPO11-oligo. The newly created ssDNA overhang is extended by further 5’ to 3’ end resection, 
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and is then coated by the binding of ssDNA binding proteins (DMC1, RAD51 and RPA) 
(Bannister and Schimenti, 2004; Symington, 2014; Mimitou et al., 2017). These ssDNA 
overhangs then undergo homology search and strand invasion, in which they are used to scan the 
genome for a complementary sequence, typically on a copy of an unbroken homologous 
chromosomes.  
After strand invasion, the recombination intermediate formed can be resolved either as a 
non-crossover through the synthesis-dependent strand-annealing (SDSA) pathway, or as a 
crossover through the formation and resolution of a double Holliday junction (DHJ). In principle, 
DHJs can also be resolved as non-crossovers. However, it is believed both that the vast majority 
of DHJs formed are resolved as crossovers, and that the majority of non-crossover events 
observed are derived from the SDSA pathway. In many species, including humans and mice, the 
vast majority of double strand breaks are believed to be resolved as non-crossovers off the 
homologous chromosome (Grelon, 2016; Ranijha et al., 2018). Inversely, in other species, such 
as in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, the vast majority of double strand breaks are resolved as 
crossovers.  
In both cases, the invading strand is extended by a DNA polymerase using the 
homologous chromosome as a template. In the SDSA pathway, the extended invading strand 
then un-anneals from the homologous chromosome, and anneals to the remaining ssDNA 
overhang, forming a non-crossover. Another DNA polymerase fills in any missing sequence, and 
a ligase repairs the DNA backbone. Alternatively, the D-loop of the invaded chromosome may 
itself be bound by the remaining ssDNA overhang, forming a DHJ. In this case, both ssDNA 
overhangs are extended by DNA polymerase using the homologous chromosome as a template. 
A resolvase can then cut the DHJ such that the chromosomal arms on either side of the double 
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strand break have been swapped between homologous chromosomes, forming a crossover. A 
DNA ligase then repairs the remaining nicks in the DNA backbone (Grelon, 2016; Ranijha et al., 
2018). 
Both non-crossover and crossover outcomes ultimately result in gene conversion, 
wherein some sequence near the double strand break is removed during end resection and 
ultimately replaced using the homologous chromosome as a template during sequence extension, 
such that the two sequences become identical within a conversion tract of variable length. This 
process shows strong evidence of a GC-bias in determining which variants are over-transmitted 
(Duret and Arndt, 2008; Williams et al., 2015; reviewed in Duret and Galtier, 2009). Recent 
evidence in mice suggests that this GC-bias arises as a consequence of a GC-bias in the repair of 






Figure 1: A model of homologous recombination (Fig 2 from Sung and Klein, 20061) 
 
                                                




1.4 Recombination Landscapes 
  In many species, including all yeast, plant and vertebrate species studied to date, the vast 
majority of meiotic recombination events are localized to short intervals of the genome (of 
hundreds to thousands of base pairs; Lange et al., 2016) known as recombination hotspots. 
Inversely, in others, such as in flies or worms, the recombination landscape seems more uniform, 
lacking such hotspots (Rockman and Kruglyak, 2009; Chan et al., 2012; Heil et al., 2015).  
Within species that have recombination hotspots, all species studied to date seem to localize 
these hotspots to regions of the genome enriched for histone-3-lysine-4 trimethylation 
(H3K4me3) marks (Borde et al., 2009; Buard et al., 2009; Lam and Keeney, 2014).  
H3K4me3 is typically thought of as an indicator of open chromatin and is associated with 
active transcription, being broadly observed at promoter-like features such as transcriptional start 
sites and CpG-islands. Perhaps because of their greater chromatin accessibility, in many species, 
including baker’s yeast, plants, birds, canids, and some fish, hotspots are preferentially localized 
to these promoter-like features of the genome (Lichten and Goldman, 1995; Auton et al., 2013; 
Choi et al., 2013; Hellsten et al., 2013; Lam and Keeney, 2015; Singhal et al., 2015; Baker et al., 
2017). In S. cerevisiae in particular, which lack CpG-islands, the Spp1 protein has been 
implicated as the primary reader of H3K4me3 marks at transcriptional start sites and in bringing 
such marked sites to the chromosomal axis, a meiosis specific structure at which double strand 
break formation occurs (Sommermeyer et al., 2013).  
 In other species, including primates, mice, cattle, and likely many others, the locations of 
recombination hotspots are determined principally by the DNA binding specificity of the 
PRDM9 protein (Baudat et al., 2010; Myers et al., 2010; Parvanov et al., 2010; Sandor et al., 
2012; Great Ape Genome Project et al., 2016). In these species, PRDM9 has four major 
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functional domains: a KRAB, SSXRD and PR/SET domain (referred to as the SET domain in 
what follows), followed by a Cys-2-His-2 zinc finger array, consisting of a characteristic 
structure of a single zinc finger, a spacer region, and a tandem array of individual zinc finger 
domains (Birtle and Ponting, 2006).  
During Prophase I, PRDM9 binds sequences throughout the genome, as specified by its 
zinc finger array (reviewed in Ségurel et al., 2011), and the SET domain of PRDM9 makes 
H3K4me3 and H3K36me3 marks nearby (Eram et al., 2014; Powers et al., 2016). Notably, the 
methyltransferases activity of PRDM9’s SET domain can be ablated by mutations occurring at 
known catalytic residues (Wu et al., 2013; Chu et al., 2015). The binding of PRDM9 and the 
subsequent changes it brings to its chromatin landscape ultimately serve to bring particular 
PRDM9-bound sites to the chromosomal axis for double strand break formation, by a mechanism 
that remains largely unknown, but is associated with the presence of both histone marks (Grey et 
al., 2017; Getun et al., 2017), and likely involves the KRAB and SSXRD domains mediating 
important protein interactions (Imai et al., 2017; Parvanov et al., 2017; Thibault-Sennet et al., 
2018). A common feature of the recombination landscape in these species is thus that 
recombination tends to be directed away from PRDM9-independent H3K4me3 peaks (Brick et 
al., 2012) and estimates of recombination rates are not clearly elevated near transcription start 
sites (Myers et al., 2005; Coop et al., 2008). 
In both species with and without PRDM9, some recombination hotspots are found at 
transposable elements and repetitive DNA (Underwood and Choi, 2019). In species with 
PRDM9, whether or not PRDM9 binding motifs are found on certain transposable element 
backgrounds, such as on the THE1B background, seems to influence the capacity of the 
underlying motif to recruit the double strand break machinery (Myers et al., 2010).  
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1.5 The Rapid Evolution of PRDM9 
 In species with PRDM9, recombination landscapes and the locations of hotspots are 
rapidly evolving. Closely related species, such as humans and chimpanzees, lack any evidence of 
a conserved recombination landscape at fine scales, mirroring a divergence in the inferred DNA-
binding specificity of their respective PRDM9 alleles (Ptak et al., 2004; Myers et al., 2005; Ptak 
et al., 2005; Winckler et al., 2005; Auton et al., 2012; Singhal et al., 2015; Great Ape Genome 
Project et al., 2016). Variation in recombination landscapes is additionally observed across 
individuals of the same species (Coop et al., 2008; Hinch et al., 2011). This variation, in 
primates, mice and cattle, has been directly associated with variation in the PRDM9 zinc finger 
array (Baudat et al., 2010; Parvanov et al., 2010; Myers et al., 2010; Sandor et al., 2012). 
Moreover, the experimental insertion of novel PRDM9 alleles into mice is sufficient to 
completely reprogram their recombination landscapes (Davies et al., 2016). This evidence all 
suggests that the evolution of PRDM9 is intimately tied to the evolution of recombination 
landscapes. 
 Notably, the PRDM9 zinc finger array is rapidly evolving, mirroring the rapidly evolving 
recombination landscapes it seems to influence (Oliver et al., 2009; Thomas et al., 2009). 
Estimates of the rate of evolution of PRDM9’s DNA binding specificity can be inferred by 
taking advantage of the fact that each individual zinc finger domain found in the tandem array 
possesses four canonical DNA-binding residues, which are particularly important for conferring 
the DNA-binding specificity of its zinc finger array. Continual positive selection for novel DNA-
binding specificities is predicted to lead to a higher degree of diversity at these sites, relative to 
the remaining residues, which should be under some higher degree of functional constraint. 
Importantly, the mechanisms by which zinc finger arrays can evolve involve the concerted or 
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parallel evolution of zinc finger domains. This arises as a consequence of frequent duplications 
and deletions of zinc finger sequences owing to either gene conversion events occurring within 
individual zinc finger arrays or gene conversion events, or unequal crossing over, between alleles 
(Jeffreys et al., 2013). To account for this, evidence of positive selection on PRDM9’s DNA 
binding residues has often been inferred using alignments of the zinc finger domains from 
individual PRDM9 zinc finger arrays, as opposed to alignments of the zinc finger arrays of 
different PRDM9 orthologs. By these kinds of measurements, PRDM9 has the most rapidly 
evolving DNA binding specificity of any of several hundred zinc finger genes in the human or 
mouse genomes (Oliver et al., 2009; Thomas et al., 2009; Myers et al., 2010).  
More broadly, PRDM9 genes have been identified with a rapidly evolving DNA binding 
specificity across a diverse set of metazoan species (Oliver et al,. 2009). Nonetheless, not much 
is actually known about what selective pressures drive the rapid evolution of PRDM9. The 
hotspot conversion paradox, discussed in the next section, suggests that its rapid evolution is 
intimately associated with its role in recombination.  
    
1.6 The Hotspot Conversion Paradox 
Theoretical work exploring the double strand break repair pathway suggests the existence 
of an evolutionary paradox dubbed the hotspot conversion paradox, in which hotspot-inducing 
alleles should be preferentially lost in the population (Boulton et al., 1997; Kauppi et al., 2005; 
Pineda-Krch and Redfield, 2005; Coop and Myers, 2007). The apparent paradox arises because 
any sequence variant that increases the probability of experiencing a double strand break in cis 
should experience higher rates of gene conversion than a variant less likely to experience a 
double strand break, and thus will be under-transmitted in heterozygotes. The over transmission 
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of the colder allele in hot/cold heterozygotes acts analogously to purifying selection against the 
hotter allele (Nagylaki and Petes, 1982), theoretically leading to the preferential loss of hot 
alleles from the genome, and the paradox of their existence (Boulton et al., 1997; Kauppi et al., 
2005; Pineda-Krch and Redfield, 2005; Coop and Myers, 2007). 
In species with hotspots that do not use PRDM9 to direct meiotic recombination events, 
the predicted rapid evolution of recombination hotspots is not seen. In birds that lack an ortholog 
of PRDM9, the locations of recombination hotspots are conserved over long evolutionary time 
scales (Singhal et al., 2015). Similarly, both the location and heats of recombination hotspots are 
conserved across highly diverged yeast species, in which H3K4me3 marks are made by a single 
protein without a DNA binding domain (Lam and Keeney, 2015). In these taxa, it remains 
unknown whether the coincidence of recombination with functional genomic elements, such as 
transcriptional start sites and CpG-islands, is facilitated by specific binding motifs or simply by 
greater accessibility of the recombination machinery to these genomic regions (Brick et al., 
2012; Auton et al., 2013; Choi et al., 2013; Lam and Keeney, 2015; Singhal et al., 2015). Even if 
there are specific motifs that increase rates of recombination near functional genomic elements, 
variation within such motifs are likely to have important, pleiotropic consequences, such as 
influencing the expression levels of nearby genes. Thus, there may be a strong countervailing 
force to the loss of hotspots by under-transmission of hotter alleles in these cases, leading to the 
evolutionary stability of hotspots (Nicolas et al., 1989). 
 In species with PRDM9, a solution to the hotspot conversion paradox has been proposed 
in the form of the Red Queen theory of recombination hotspots, so named after a character from 
Lewis Carroll’s Through the Looking Glass who has to keep running in order to stay in the same 
place. These models allow PRDM9 binding sites to be lost in cis due to the gene conversion, and 
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then replaced in trans as new PRDM9 alleles continually and rapidly evolve with new DNA-
binding specificities, each recognizing entirely new sets of hotspots (Ubeda and Wilkins, 2011; 
Lesecque et al., 2014; Latrille et al., 2017). In these models, younger PRDM9 alleles are favored 
over older ones by virtue of having more binding sites. 
Consistent with the in cis loss of PRDM9 binding sites, empirical observations in both 
humans and mice suggest that the strongest binding sites for currently segregating alleles have 
been preferentially lost on the lineages they are found in (Berg et al., 2010; Myers et al., 2010; 
Lesecque et al., 2014; Baker et al., 2015; Smagulova et al., 2016). Thus, at least in mammals 
carrying PRDM9, it seems that individual hotspots are lost quickly over evolutionary time, but 
changes in the PRDM9 zinc finger generate novel sets of hotspots, leading to the rapid turnover 
in the fine-scale recombination landscape between populations and species. 
These observations sketch the outline of a general pattern, whereby, among species with 
recombination hotspots, species that do not use PRDM9 to direct recombination target promoter-
like features and have stable fine-scale recombination landscapes, whereas those that employ 
PRDM9 tend to recombine away from promoters and experience rapid turnover of hotspot 
locations. 
    
1.7 PRDM9 and Hybrid Sterility 
Notably, PRDM9 is implicated in the F1 male hybrid sterility of various crosses of Mus 
musculus subspecies, along with an unknown epistatic interactor on the X chromosome named 
HSTX2 (Mihola et al., 2009; Flachs et al., 2012). More recently, variation at PRDM9 has 
likewise been associated with reduced fertility of certain crosses of cattle breeds, suggesting 
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PRDM9’s role in mediating hybrid sterility might be a somewhat common phenomena (Seroussi 
et al., 2019).   
In the past few years, a number of studies in mice have revealed that the lineage specific 
erosion of PRDM9 binding sites by lineage specific alleles plays an important role in this 
sterility. In particular, in certain F1 hybrids produced by crossing, for example, domesticus and 
musculus subspecies, the domesticus PRDM9 allele preferentially binds the musculus genetic 
background, where its hottest binding sites have not yet been lost due to sequence erosion, and 
vice versa (Davies et al., 2016; Smagulova et al., 2016). These mice are sterile and exhibit 
meiotic defects including widespread asynapsis and a failure to pair homologs (Mihola et al., 
2009).  
Across different crosses, the level of asymmetric PRDM9 binding is correlated with 
levels of infertility, giving rise to the hypothesis that there is a requirement for the symmetric 
binding of PRDM9 during meiosis (Smagulova et al., 2016). Experimental work has provided 
further support for this hypothesis. First, the addition of a novel PRDM9 allele, specifying 
binding sites for which neither lineage had experienced erosion, is sufficient to restore both 
symmetric PRDM9 binding and fertility in otherwise sterile hybrids (Davies et al., 2016). 
Likewise, experimentally restoring homozygosity for one or the other parental background for 
some length of the chromosomes most susceptible to asynapsis, such that the PRDM9 allele from 
the other parental strain can bind it symmetrically, appears to be sufficient to restore fertility 
(Gregorova et al., 2018). These results suggest that there must be a sufficient amount of PRDM9 
binding symmetrically, such that some minimal number of double strand breaks are initiated at 
symmetrically bound sites.  
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1.8 Why Hotspots Exist 
The requirement for symmetric PRDM9 binding suggests that the binding of PRDM9 
plays a role not only in the localization of recombination events, but additionally in their repair. 
In particular, it has been proposed that after a meiotic double strand break has been made at a 
PRDM9 bound site, the search space explored during homology search can be reduced 
substantially by initially checking other PRDM9 bound sites (Davies et al., 2016). This 
explanation might likewise be applied to the evolutionary use of hotspots more broadly; so long 
as there is some common feature of where double strand breaks are initiated that leads to these 
sites being preferentially searched during repair, search space will be reduced by using some 
smaller proportion of the genome for meiotic recombination. 
Notably, the process of double strand break-dependent homology search is much more 
important in some species relative to others, and this appears to correlate with whether or not 
these species have recombination hotspots. Some species, such as Caenorhabditis elegans and 
Drosophila, are able to completely pair their homologs before initiating meiotic double strand 
breaks, and lack hotspots (McKee, 2009; Hillers et al., 2017). Inversely, most other species 
studied to date rely on double strand break-dependent homology search as a means of properly 
pairing homologous chromosomes or stabilizing their connections, and have recombination 
hotspots. This suggests that the evolutionary benefit of localizing meiotic recombination events 





1.9 Why PRDM9 Exists 
It remains less clear what the evolutionary benefit of localizing hotspots to some 
particular features of the genome over others might be (Ritz et al., 2017). In particular, it appears 
that it is somewhat easy to lose PRDM9. While some mouse strains are sterile when PRDM9 is 
knocked out, others remain fertile (Mihola et al., 2019). Moreover, a single human female was 
identified as homozygous for PRDM9 null alleles, and nonetheless had children (Narasimhan et 
al., 2016). In both cases, the loss of PRDM9 seems to correspond with a transition to the use of 
default hotspot sequences – those near promoter-like features of the genome such as 
transcriptional start sites and CpG-islands (Brick et al., 2012; Narasimhan et al., 2016; Mihola et 
al., 2019). The evolutionary transition between PRDM9-mediated recombination to the use of 
promoter-like features occurred in canids, which carry a pseudogenized copy of PRDM9 
(Munoz-Fuentes et al., 2011), and likely in archosaurs (birds and crocodiles), which lack 
PRDM9 altogether (Singhal et al., 2015).  
One hypothesis for the evolutionary benefit of using PRDM9 lies with its ability to 
localize recombination events away from promoter-like features (Brick et al., 2012). Importantly, 
when recombination events are localized to promoter-like features, selection for the pleiotropic 
consequences of hot alleles may provide a countervailing force to their loss, but the process of 
gene conversion still results in a genetic load at promoters. The overall fitness of individuals in 
the population will be reduced as a consequence (Boulton et al., 1997). By using PRDM9, and 
localizing recombination events away from promoters, the amount of genetic load there may be 
reduced. Nonetheless, many species are perfectly fine recombining at promoter-like sequences, 
and how these species resolve the hotspot conversion paradox is less well understood.  
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Some additional role of PRDM9 may be associated with its observed binding to 
transposable elements, and co-localization with other KRAB-ZF genes (Altemose et al., 2017; 
Underwood and Choi, 2019). Because KRAB-ZF proteins often play a role in recruiting 
repressive histone marks, the presence of a KRAB-ZF binding motif near an otherwise hot 
PRDM9 binding site might be sufficient to effectively turn that binding site off. By virtue of 
alleles carrying KRAB-ZF binding motifs acting as cold alleles with regard to PRDM9 binding, 
gene conversion at these sites might act to fix the binding motifs of KRAB-ZF genes, thereby 
turning off transposable elements (Altemose et al., 2017). Intriguingly, the KRAB-ZF family of 
transcription factors appears to have arisen from an evolutionary duplication of PRDM9 
followed by the subsequent loss of the SET and SSXRD domains (Birtle and Ponting, 2006). 
One last possible evolutionary advantage of PRDM9, under the assumption that the 
benefit of hotspots is tied to the reduction of search space during homology search, might be that 
PRDM9-directed hotspots allow for a further reduction of search space beyond which was 
possible when relying on promoter-like sequences. Notably, if the PRDM9-mediated 
recombination landscape results in more symmetry across homologs than is observed without 
PRDM9, in terms of sites brought to the chromosomal axis, it might take fewer double strand 
breaks per meiosis to properly pair homologs. Given that double strand breaks are inherently 
dangerous to the cell owing to their potentially mutagenic nature, and that unrepaired double 
strand breaks trigger apoptosis, there should be a general selective pressure against the number 
of double strand breaks, which might in some circumstances favor the use of PRDM9. This 
hypothesis seems to be supported by recent evidence suggesting that the mice which can lose 
PRDM9 without a reduction in fertility tend to be those which initiate more double strand breaks 
per meiosis or have higher recombination rates to begin with (Mihola et al., 2019).  
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Importantly, none of these hypotheses are mutually exclusive, and nor do they necessarily 
need to be employed to explain the evolutionary maintenance of PRDM9. It is possible that 
PRDM9-mediated recombination initially evolved for some particular benefit and has 
subsequently been maintained for alternative reasons, which do not need to be strictly adaptive. 
For example, substitutions might occur in other genes which are neutral in the presence of 
PRDM9, but become deleterious in the absence of PRDM9, thereby serving as a source of 
selection for the evolutionary maintenance of PRDM9.  
 
1.10 Research Aims 
 The work presented in the following chapters employs a variety of strategies to expand 
our understanding of the evolution of recombination rate variation. The work presented in 
Chapter 2 uses comparative genomics to characterize the phylogenetic distribution of PRDM9 
across vertebrates, and leverages what is known about the molecular biology of PRDM9-directed 
recombination in order to infer which species are, or are not, likely to be using PRDM9 to 
localize recombination events. The work presented in Chapter 3 employs experimental and 
computational approaches to characterize the recombination landscape in a species carrying a 
partial ortholog of PRDM9, and suggests that such species localize recombination events in a 
manner analogous to that observed in species lacking PRDM9 altogether. Together the work in 
these chapters substantially expands our understanding of the distribution of mechanisms 
localizing recombination events across vertebrates.  
In Chapter 4, I develop a population genetics based model describing the co-evolution of 
PRDM9 and its binding sites in light of recent advances in the understanding of the 
consequences of sequence erosion at PRDM9 binding sites in the context of hybrid sterility in 
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mice. The goal of this model is two-fold. First, to re-visit the hotspot conversion paradox in light 
of the observation of competitive PRDM9 binding. In particular, if the loss of a binding site 
simply leads to PRDM9 binding elsewhere, is there still a paradox? Second, to ask whether or 
not a requirement for the symmetric binding of PRDM9 might be sufficient to drive the rapid 
evolution of its DNA-binding specificity. The results of this model informs our understanding of 
the evolutionary maintenance of hotspots, their possible evolutionary advantage, as well as the 
dynamics of PRDM9 turnover and evolution.  
 
1.11 Published work 
The work presented in Chapters 2 and 3 of this dissertation has been published (Baker et 
al., 2017), and was done in collaboration with Molly Schumer, Yuki Haba, Lisa Bashkirova, 
Chris Holland, Gil G. Rosenthal and Molly Przeworski.  
Molly Schumer, Molly Przeworski and myself contributed to the conceptualization of the 
project. The original draft of the manuscript was written by Molly Schumer, Molly Przeworski 
and myself, and with editing contributions from Yuki Haba. Molly Schumer collected swordtail 
fish from Mexico under a permit to Guillermina Alcarez (PPF/DGOPA-173/14). Chris Holland, 
under the supervision of Gil G. Rosenthal, performed tissue extraction and RNA-seq experiments 
of swordtail fish. Lisa Bashkirova performed experimental work involving H3K4me3 ChIP-seq. 
Molly Schumer, Chris Holland, Lisa Bashkirova, Yuki Haba and myself were involved in data 
curation and methodology. Molly Schumer produced Figure 2 – Figure Supplements 3-5, as well 
as Figure 5 and its supplementary figures. All remaining figures were produced by me, with 
input from Molly Schumer, Yuki Haba and Molly Przeworski.     
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The work presented in Chapter 4 of this dissertation is ongoing under the co-advisement 
of Molly Przeworski and Guy Sella. All parties contributed to the conceptualization of this work. 






Chapter 2: A Phylogenetic Investigation of PRDM9 
 
2.1 Abstract 
Studies of highly diverged species have revealed two mechanisms by which meiotic 
recombination is directed to the genome—through PRDM9 binding or by targeting promoter-like 
features—that lead to dramatically different evolutionary dynamics of hotspots. Here, we 
identify PRDM9 orthologs from genome and transcriptome data in 225 species. We find the 
complete PRDM9 ortholog across distantly related vertebrates but, despite this broad 
conservation, infer a minimum of six partial and three complete losses. Strikingly, taxa carrying 
the complete ortholog of PRDM9 are precisely those with rapid evolution of its predicted 
binding affinity, suggesting that all domains are necessary for directing recombination. 
 
2.2 Methods 
2.2.1 Identification of putative PRDM9 orthologs from the RefSeq database 
As a first step in understanding the distribution of PRDM9 in vertebrates, we identified 
putative PRDM9 orthologs in the RefSeq database. We used the blastp algorithm (Altschul et al., 
1990) using the Homo sapiens PRDM9 sequence, minus the rapidly evolving tandem zinc finger 
array, with an e-value threshold of 1e-5. We downloaded GenPept files and used Batch Entrez to 
retrieve the corresponding GenBank files (September 2016). The longest transcript for each 
locus and amino acid and DNA sequences corresponding to the KRAB, SSXRD and SET 
domains of these sequences (as annotated by the Conserved Domain Database; Marchler-Bauer 
et al., 2015), were downloaded using a R script (Supplementary file 4). The retrieved SET 
domain sequences, an additional 44 retrieved from whole genome assemblies, as well as seven 
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retrieved from RNAseq datasets for five species without sequenced genomes (see Predicting 
PRDM9 orthologs from whole genome sequences) were input into ClustalW2 (Larkin et al., 
2007), in order to generate a neighbor-joining guide tree (see Figure 2—figure supplement 2). 
This approach was used to identify and remove genes that cluster with known PRDM family 
genes from humans and that share the SET domain of PRDM9 but were previously reported to 
have diverged from PRDM9 before the common ancestor of vertebrates (Vervoort et al., 2016; 
see Phylogenetic Analysis of PRDM9 orthologs and related gene families). 
 
2.2.2 Predicting PRDM9 orthologs from whole genome sequences 
There were a number of groups not included in the RefSeq database or for which we were 
unable to identify PRDM9 orthologs containing the complete domain architecture. For 33 
representative species from these groups, we investigated whether we could find additional 
PRDM9 orthologs in their whole genome assemblies (see Supplementary files 1,2) (Song et al., 
2015; Xiong et al., 2016; Bradnam et al., 2013; Georges et al., 2015). To this end, we ran tblastn 
against the whole genome assembly, using the PRDM9 ortholog from the most closely related 
species that contained a KRAB domain, a SET domain, and at least one zinc finger domain 
(Supplementary file 1B). The number of hits to each region was limited to ten, and gene models 
were only predicted when a blast hit to the SET domain was observed with an e-value threshold 
of 1e-10. 
When a single contig was identified containing an alignment to the full length of the 
query sequence, this contig was input into Genewise, along with the PRDM9 protein sequence 
from a species with a high quality ortholog (using a closely related species where possible), in 
order to create a new gene model. When PRDM9 domains were found spread across multiple 
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contigs, we needed to arrange them in order to generate the proper sequences of the genomic 
regions containing PRDM9 orthologs from each species. When linkage information was 
available and we observed the presence of PRDM9 domains on linked contigs, we arranged the 
sequences of these contigs accordingly, with gaps padded with 100 Ns, before inputting them 
into Genewise. In cases where linkage information was not available, our approach differed 
depending on whether or not we identified more than one hit to each region of the query 
sequence. In species where there appeared to be only one PRDM9 ortholog, we arranged the 
contigs according to the expected arrangements of the domains, though did not include any zinc 
finger arrays unless they were found on the same contig as the complete SET domain because the 
repeat structure of these domains makes homology difficult to infer. In species with more than 
one PRDM9 ortholog, we did not attempt to construct any gene models not supported by linkage 
or by transcripts identified from the same species (see Confirming the expression or absence of 
PRDM9 in the testes of major phylogenetic groups; Supplementary file 1B for details). 
The positions of KRAB, SSXRD and SET domains for each gene model were annotated 
using CD-blast (Domain Accessions smart00317, pfam00856, cl02566, pfam09514, pfam01352, 
cd07765, smart00349). This approach resulted in the identification of additional PRDM9 
orthologs containing at minimum the SET domain, in two jawless fish, two cartilaginous fish, 
nine bony fish, one monotreme, two marsupials, one turtle, four lizards, and eight snakes 
(Supplementary file 1A). We were unable to detect PRDM9 orthologs in one lizard (Anolis 
carolinenesis), or in any of three amphibian species (Supplementary file 1B). We used RNA-seq 
data to investigate whether these negative findings are due to genome assembly quality or reflect 
true losses (see below). 
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2.2.3 Phylogenetic analysis of PRDM9 orthologs and related gene families 
To understand the evolution of PRDM9 within vertebrates, we used a phylogenetic 
approach. We first built an alignment of the amino acid sequences of putative PRDM9 and 
PRDM11 SET domains using Clustal Omega (Sievers et al., 2011). We included genes clustering 
with PRDM11 because it had been reported that PRDM11 arose from a duplication event of 
PRDM9 in the common ancestor of bony fish and tetrapods (Vervoort et al., 2016), and we were 
interested in identifying any PRDM9 orthologs carried by vertebrate species that may precede 
this duplication event. The alignment coordinates were then used to generate a nucleotide 
alignment, which was used as input into the program RAxML (v7.2.8; Stamatakis, 2006). We 
performed 100 rapid bootstraps followed by maximum likelihood estimation of the tree under the 
General Reversible Time substitution model, with one partition for each position within a codon. 
The resulting phylogeny contained monophyletic groups corresponding to the PRDM9 and 
PRDM11 duplication event, with 100% bootstrap support (Figure 2—figure supplement 1). 
These groups were used to label each putative ortholog as PRDM9 or PRDM11. Only jawless 
fish have PRDM9 orthologs basal to this duplication event, suggesting PRDM11 arose from 
PRDM9 before the common ancestor of cartilaginous fish and bony vertebrates. We observed at 
least one PRDM11 ortholog in each of the other vertebrate species examined. 
Within teleost fish, we identified two groups of PRDM9 orthologs, which we refer to as 
PRDM9α and PRDM9β (Figure 3—figure supplement 1). While the bootstrap support for the 
monophyly of the two groups is only 75% for PRDM9α and 54% for PRDM9β, the potential 
duplication event suggested by this tree is coincident with the whole genome duplication event 
known to have occurred in the common ancestor of teleost fish (Taylor et al., 2003). Moreover, 
the phylogenetic grouping based on the SET domain is concordant with general differences in 
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the domain architectures between the two orthologs: In contrast to PRDM9α, PRDM9β genes 
have derived zinc finger array structures, containing multiple tandem zinc finger arrays spread 
out within the same exon (Figure 3—figure supplement 1) and are always found without the 
KRAB and SSXRD domains, whereas PRDM9α genes generally have a single tandem array of 
zinc fingers consistent with the inferred ancestral domain architecture, and occasionally have 
KRAB and SSXRD domains (Figure 3). 
 
2.2.4 Confirming the expression or absence of PRDM9 in the testes of major 
phylogenetic groups 
A necessary condition for PRDM9 to be involved in recombination is its expression in 
meiotic cells. For groups of taxa in which we detected a PRDM9 ortholog, we evaluated whether 
this ortholog was expressed in the testes, using a combination of publically available RNAseq 
data and RNAseq data that we generated. Additionally, in groups of species where PRDM9 
appeared to be absent from the genome, we used publically available RNAseq data to confirm 
the absence of expression of PRDM9. In both cases, we used a stringent set of criteria to try to 
ensure that the absence of expression was not due to data quality issues (see details below). 
We downloaded data for jawless fish, cartilaginous fish, bony fish, coelacanth, reptile, 
marsupial and monotreme species for which Illumina RNAseq data were available 
(Supplementary file 2A,C,D). We additionally generated RNAseq data for two percomorph fish 
species, Xiphophorus birchmanni and X. malinche (see Chapter 3). Downloaded reads were 
converted to fastq format using the sratoolkit (v2.5.7; Leinonen et al., 2011) and trimmed for 
adapters and low quality bases (Phred <20) using the program cutadapt (v1.9.1; 
https://cutadapt.readthedocs.io/en/stable/). Reads shorter than 31 bp post-quality trimming were 
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discarded. The program interleave_fastq.py was used to combine mate pairs in cases where 
sequence data were paired-end (Crawford, 2014; https://gist.github.com/ngcrawford/2232505). 
De-novo transcriptome assemblies were constructed using the program velvet (v1.2.1; Zerbino 
and Birney, 2008) with a kmer of 31; oases (Schulz et al., 2012; v0.2.8) was used to construct 
transcript isoforms. Summaries of these assemblies are available in Supplementary file 2A. 
In order to identify potential PRDM9 transcripts in each of 24 assembled transcriptomes, 
we implemented tblastn using the human PRMD9 sequence, minus the zinc finger domain, as the 
query sequence, with an e-value threshold of 1e-5. The identified transcripts were extracted with 
a custom script and blasted to our dataset of all PRDM genes (Supplementary file 5). If the best 
blast hit was a PRDM9 ortholog, we considered PRDM9 expression in the testis to be confirmed 
(see results in Supplementary file 2C). For five species lacking genome assemblies, we extracted 
PRDM9 orthologs with best blast hits to human PRDM9/7 and included these in our 
phylogenetic analyses (see Phylogenetic Analysis of PRDM9 orthologs and related gene 
families). 
Failure to detect PRDM9 could mean that PRDM9 is not expressed in that tissue, or that 
data quality and sequencing depth are too low to detect its expression. To distinguish between 
these possibilities, we used other recombination-related genes as positive controls, reasoning that 
if expression of several other conserved recombination-related genes were detected, the absence 
of PRDM9 would be more strongly suggestive of true lack of expression. Eight recombination-
related genes are known to be conserved between yeast and mice (Lam and Keeney, 2014). We 
used the subset of seven that could be reliably detected in whole genome sequences, and we 
asked which transcriptomes had reciprocal best tblastn (e-value <1e-5) hits to all of these 
proteins, using query sequences from humans (Supplementary file 2A; Supplementary file 2D). 
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In addition, in order to assess whether PRDM9 expression might simply be lower than that of 
other meiotic genes, we quantified absolute expression of PRDM9 and the seven conserved 
recombination-related proteins in whole testes, using data from three major taxa (bony fish, 
mammals, and reptiles); see Analysis of PRDM9 expression levels and expression levels of other 
conserved recombination-related genes for more details. Together, these results suggest that not 
detecting PRDM9 in whole testes transcriptomes provides support for its absence. 
 
2.2.5 Analysis of PRDM9 expression levels and expression levels of other conserved 
recombination-related genes 
To determine whether some of the genes in our conserved recombination-related gene set 
were expressed at similar levels to PRDM9, implying similar detection power, we examined 
expression levels of these genes in three species representing the bony fish, reptilian, and 
mammalian taxa (Xiphophorus malinche, Pogona vitticeps, and Homo sapiens). 
To quantify expression in X. malinche, we mapped trimmed reads from testes RNAseq 
libraries that we generated from three individuals to the X. maculatus reference genome (v4.4.2; 
Schartl et al., 2013; Amores et al., 2014) using bwa (v0.7.10; Li and Durbin, 2009). The number 
of trimmed reads per individual ranged from 9.9 to 27.5 million. We used the program eXpress 
(v1.5.1; Roberts et al., 2011) to quantify fragments per kilobase of transcript per million mapped 
reads (FPKM) for each gene, and extracted the genes of interest from the results file based on 
their ensembl gene id. eXpress also gives confidence intervals on its estimates of FPKM. 
For the bearded lizard Pogona vitticeps, we only had access to one publically available 
testis-derived RNAseq library. We followed the same steps used in analysis of swordtail FPKM 
except that we mapped to the transcriptome generated from the data and identified transcripts 
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belonging to recombination-related gene sets using the reciprocal best blast hit approach 
described above. 
Several publically available databases already exist for tissue specific expression in 
humans. We downloaded the ‘RNA gene dataset’ from the Human Protein Atlas (v15, 
http://www.proteinatlas.org/about/download). This dataset reports average FPKM by tissue from 
122 individuals. We extracted genes of interest from this data file based on their Ensembl gene 
id. 
Examination of these results demonstrated that other meiotic genes (2-5) in each species 
had expression levels comparable to PRDM9 (Figure 2—figure supplement 3). This finding 
suggests that these genes are appropriate positive controls, in that detecting their expression but 
not that of PRDM9 provides evidence against expression of PRDM9 in testes. 
 
2.2.6 Confirmation of PRDM9 domain loss and investigation of loss of function 
In addition to complete losses of PRDM9, we were unable to identify one or more 
functional domains of PRDM9 in orthologs identified from the platypus, Tasmanian devil, 
elephant shark, all bony fish and several placental mammals. 
To ask whether the missing PRDM9 domains were truly absent from the genome 
assembly, we first used a targeted genome-wide search. To this end, we performed a tblastn 
search of the genome against the human PRDM9 ortholog with an e-value of 1e-10. For all blast 
hits, we extracted the region and 2 Mb flanking in either direction, translated them in all six 
frames (http://cgpdb.ucdavis.edu/DNA_SixFrames_Translation/), and performed an rpsblast 
search of these regions against the CDD (database downloaded from NCBI September 2016) 
with an e-value of 100 to identify any conserved domains, even with weakly supported 
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homology. We extracted all rpsblast hits to the missing functional domain (SET CDD id: 
smart00317, pfam00856, cl02566; SSXRD CDD id: pfam09514; KRAB domains pfam01352, 
cd07765, smart00349) and used them as query sequences in a blastp search against all KRAB, 
SSXRD and SET containing proteins in the human genome. If PRDM9 or PRMD7 was the top 
blast hit in this search, we considered that the missing domain could be a result of assembly or 
gene model prediction error (if not, we investigated the potential loss of these domains further). 
This approach allowed us to rule out genome-wide losses of PRDM9 domains in nine out of 14 
species of mammals for which our initial approach had failed to identify complete PRDM9 
orthologs. In each case, we checked whether or not the identified domains were found adjacent 
to any of our predicted gene models and adjusted the domain architecture listed for these RefSeq 
genes accordingly in our dataset (see Supplementary file 1A). In five species of mammals 
(Tasmanian devil, three bat species, and the aardvark), we only identified a partial PRDM9 
ortholog, but we were unable to confirm the loss of domains using RNAseq data (see next 
section). Within bats, each partial gene model starts within 500 bp of an upstream gap in the 
assembly. Moreover, we were able to identify a KRAB domain corresponding to PRDM9 from a 
closely related species of bat (Myotis brandtii). Thus, we believe that in the case of bats, these 
apparent domain losses are due to assembly errors or gaps. 
For species with available RNAseq data from taxa in which we predicted PRDM9 N-
terminal truncation based on our initial analyses, we sought to confirm the domain structure 
observed in the genome with de novo transcriptome assemblies from testis RNAseq (described 
above). As before, we only considered transcriptomes that passed our basic quality control test 
(Supplementary file 2D). Because RNAseq data are not available for all species with genome 
assemblies, we were only able to perform this stringent confirmation in a subset of species 
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(Supplementary file 2C). As a result, we consider cases where N-terminal losses are confirmed in 
the genome as possible losses but are most confident about cases where N-terminal losses are 
observed both in the genome and transcriptome. 
To examine the transcripts of PRDM9 orthologs from the transcriptome assemblies 
(Supplementary file 2A), for each domain structure, we translated each transcript with a blast hit 
to the human PRDM9 in all six frames and used rpsblast against all of these translated 
transcripts, with an e-value cutoff of 100 (as described above). Finally, we performed a 
reciprocal nucleotide blast (blastn; e-value cutoff 1e-20) to confirm that these transcripts were 
homologous to the PRDM9 ortholog identified using phylogenetic methods in these taxa. Results 
of this analysis can be found in Supplementary file 2C. In summary, there were two cases where 
the transcriptomes supported additional domain structures not found in the whole genome 
sequence (Supplementary file 2C): a PRDM9 ortholog from the spotted gar (Lepisosteus 
oculatus) that was observed to have a KRAB domain not identified in the genome sequence, and 
a PRDM9α ortholog from the Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) that was observed to have both 
KRAB and SSXRD domains not identified in the genome search. In all other cases, we 
confirmed the losses of either the KRAB or SSXRD domains, including: (i) PRDM9β orthologs 
missing KRAB and SSXRD domains in all species of teleost fish expressing these orthologs 
(Supplementary file 2B,C) (ii) PRDM9α orthologs missing KRAB and SSXRD domains 
identified from Astyanax mexicanus, Esox lucius, Gadus morhua, and Ictalurus punctatus, and 
(iii) loss of the KRAB domain from one PRDM9 ortholog in monotremata (Ornithorhynchus 
anatinus) and both KRAB and SSXRD domains from the other ortholog in this species. 
For all groups in which we confirm that there is only a partial PRDM9 ortholog based on 
the above analyses, we asked whether the PRDM9 gene in question has likely become a 
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pseudogene (as it has, for example, in canids; Oliver et al., 2009; Muñoz-Fuentes et al., 2011), in 
which case the species can be considered a PRDM9 knockout. Though such events would be 
consistent with our observation of many losses of PRDM9, they would not be informative about 
the role of particular PRDM9 domains in recombination. For this analysis, we aligned the SET 
domain of the PRDM9 coding nucleotide sequence to a high-quality PRDM9 sequence with 
complete domain structure from the same taxon using Clustal Omega (see Supplementary file 
3A), except for the case of PRDM9β in bony fish and the PRDM9 ortholog from cartilaginous 
fish, where such a sequence was not available. In the case of PRDM9β, we compared the 
sequence between X. maculatus and A. mexicanus, sequences that are >200 million years 
diverged (Hedges et al., 2015). In the case of cartilaginous fish, we used the sequence from 
Rhincodon typus and Callorhinchus milii, which are an estimated 400 million years diverged 
(Hedges et al., 2015). 
We analyzed these alignments with codeml, comparing the likelihood of two models, one 
with a fixed omega of 1 and an alternate model without a fixed omega, and performed a 
likelihood ratio test. A significant result for the likelihood ratio test provides evidence that a gene 
is not neutrally-evolving (Supplementary file 3A). In all cases of N-terminal truncation analyzed, 
dN/dS is significantly less than one (Supplementary file 3A). While it is possible that some of 
these cases represent very recently pseudogenized genes, the widespread evidence for purifying 
selection on the SET domain strongly suggests that these PRDM9 orthologs are functionally 
important. 
We also investigated constraint in all mammalian Ref-seq orthologs that appear to lack 
only an annotated KRAB or SSXRD domain; for this larger number of genes, we did not confirm 
all domain losses, due to the large number of genome searches that would be required and lack of 
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RNAseq data for most species. We found evidence of purifying selection in all cases except for 
five PRDM7 orthologs from primates, for which we had been unable to identify a KRAB domain 
(Supplementary file 3C). PRDM7 is thought to have arisen from a primate specific duplication 
event and to have undergone subsequent losses of the zinc finger array and of some catalytic 
specificity of its SET domain (Blazer et al., 2016). Thus, PRDM7 orthologs are unlikely to 
function in directing recombination. Our findings further suggest they are evolving under very 
little constraint, and may even be non-functional. More generally, within placental mammals, the 
majority of partial PRDM9 orthologs that we identified lack the zinc finger array completely or 
have truncated arrays (notably, there are fewer than four tandem zinc fingers in 24 of 28 
orthologs), in sharp contrast to other taxa in which partial orthologs to PRDM9 lack the N 
terminal domains, yet have conserved zinc finger arrays and are constrained. Moreover, the 
paralogs lacking a long zinc finger tend to be found in species that already carry a complete 
PRDM9 ortholog (21 of 24). Thus, some of these cases may represent recent duplication events 
in which one copy of PRDM9 is under highly relaxed selection, similar to PRDM7 in primates. 
 
2.2.7 Evolutionary patterns in the SSXRD domain 
The SSXRD domain is the shortest functional domain in the PRDM9 protein. One 
species of cartilaginous fish (R. typus), and several species of bony fish (Anguilla anguilla, A. 
rostrata, A. japonica, Salmo trutta, S. salar) have weakly predicted SSXRD domains (e-values 
>10, see Supplementary file 1B and 2C). This observation is potentially suggestive of functional 
divergence or loss of this domain. Unfortunately, because the domain is so short, there is little 
power to reject dN/dS = 1; though the estimate of dN/dS was 0.10 and 0.11 between 
cartilaginous fish and eel and salmon orthologous regions, respectively, the difference between 
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models was not significant in either case. Based on these findings, we tentatively treat the 
weakly predicted SSXRD domain in R. typus and in the above species of bony fish as evidence 
that this domain is present in these species, but note that we were unable to identify a similar 
region in predicted gene models from another species of cartilaginous fish (C. milii). 
 
2.2.8 PCR and Sanger sequencing of Python PRDM9 
We performed Sanger sequencing of Python bivittatus PRDM9 from a single individual 
to collect additional data on within species diversity of the zinc finger array (Figure 2—figure 
supplement 5). Primers were designed based on the Python bivattatus genome (Castoe et al., 
2013) to amplify the zinc finger containing exon of PRDM9 and through a gap in the assembly. 
Primers were assessed for specificity and quality using NCBI Primer Blast 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/tools/primer-blast/) against the nr reference database and were 
synthesized by IDT (Coralville, IA, USA). 
DNA was extracted from approximately 20 mg of tissue using the Zymo Quick-DNA kit 
(Irvine, CA, USA) following the manufacturer’s protocol. PCR was performed using the NEB 
Phusion High-Fidelity PCR kit (Ipswich, MA, USA). Reactions were performed following 
manufacturer’s instructions with 60 ng of DNA and 10 µM each of the forward (zinc finger: 
5’TTTGCCATCAGTGTCCCAGT’3; gap: 5’ GCTTCCAGCATTTTGCCAGTT’3) and reverse 
(zinc finger: 5’ TTGATTCACTTGTGAGTGGACAT’3; gap: 5’ 
GAGCTTTGCTGAAATCGGGT’3) primers. Products were inspected for non-specific 
amplification on a 1% agarose gel with ethidium bromide, purified using a Qiagen PCR 
purification kit (Valencia, CA, USA) and sequenced by GeneWiz (South Plainfield, NJ, USA). 
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2.2.9 Analysis of PRDM9 zinc finger array evolution 
In species in which PRDM9 is known to play a role in recombination, the level of 
sequence similarity between the individual zinc fingers of the tandem array is remarkably high, 
reflective of high rates of zinc finger turnover due to paralogous gene conversion and duplication 
events (Oliver et al., 2009; Myers et al., 2010; Jeffreys et al., 2013). It has further been observed 
that DNA-binding residues show high levels of amino acid diversity, suggestive of positive 
selection acting specifically at DNA-binding sites, that is, on binding affinity (e.g. Oliver et al., 
2009; Schwartz et al., 2014). These signals have been previously studied by comparing site 
specific rates of synonymous versus non-synonymous substitutions (dN/dS) between paralogous 
zinc fingers in PRDM9’s tandem zinc finger array (Oliver et al., 2009). Assessing statistical 
significance using this approach is problematic, however, because the occurrence of paralogous 
gene conversion across copies means that there is no single tree relating the different zinc 
fingers, in violation of model assumptions (Schierup and Hein, 2000; Wilson and McVean, 
2006). Here, we used a statistic sensitive to both rapid evolution at DNA-binding sites and high 
rates of gene conversion: the total proportion of amino acid diversity observed at DNA-binding 
sites within the zinc finger array. We then assessed significance empirically by comparing the 
value of this statistic to other Cys-2-His-2 zinc finger genes from the same species (where 
possible). 
To this end, for each species with a PRDM9 ortholog, we downloaded the nucleotide and 
protein sequences for all available RefSeq genes with a Cys-2-His-2 zinc finger motif annotated 
in Conserved Domain Database (pfam id# PF00096). To simplify alignment generation, we only 
used tandem zinc finger arrays with four or more zinc fingers matching the 28 amino acid long 
Cys-2-His-2 motif (X2-CXXC-X12-HXXXH-X5 where X is any amino acid). In all of our 
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analyses, if a gene had multiple tandem zinc finger arrays that were spatially separated, only the 
first array of four or more adjacent zinc fingers was used for the following analysis 
(Supplementary file 3B). However, an alternative analysis using all zinc fingers or different 
subsets of zinc fingers led to qualitatively similar results for the PRDM9β orthologs from bony 
fish, where zinc fingers are commonly found in multiple tandem arrays separated by short linker 
regions in the predicted amino acid sequence (Figure 3—figure supplement 1; Figure 3—figure 
supplement 2). For species with PRDM9 orthologs with fewer than five zinc fingers, we 
implemented blastn against the whole genome sequence using the available gene model as a 
query sequence, in order to determine whether or not there was a predicted gap within the zinc 
finger array, and, if there was, to identify any additional zinc fingers found in the expected 
orientation at the beginning of the adjacent contig. This approach was able to successfully 
identify additional zinc finger sequences on contigs adjacent to PRDM9 in the genome assembly 
for two species (Latimeria chalumnae and Protobothrops mucrosquamatus). These zinc fingers 
were included in subsequent analysis (Supplementary file 1A). 
Using the alignments generated above, we determined the amino acid diversity along the 
zinc finger domains of PRDM9 genes and all other Cys-2-His-2 zinc fingers from the same 
species (Table 1, Supplementary file 3B), and calculated the proportion of the total amino acid 
diversity at canonical DNA-binding residues of the zinc finger array. Specifically, we calculated 
the heterozygosity xk at position k across the aligned zinc fingers from a single tandem array as: 
 








where m is the number of unique amino acids found at position k across the fingers, and fi is the 
frequency of the ith unique amino acid at that position across the fingers. The total proportion P 
of amino acid diversity assigned to DNA-binding residues is the sum of xk at DNA-binding sites 
over the sum of xk at all sites in the zinc finger array. To compare results to those for other 
genes, we ranked PRDM9 by the value P compared to all other Cys-2-His-2 zinc finger genes 
from the same species (Table 1, Supplementary file 3B). 
We used the R package phylotools (Zhang et al., 2012; https://cran.r-
project.org/web/packages/phylotools/index.html) to calculate a p-value for the correlation 
between complete domain structure and rapid evolution of the PRDM9 zinc finger array, taking 
into account phylogenetic relationships between PRDM9 orthologs. We coded these variables 
using a binary approach with ‘00’ for incomplete domain structure and no evidence of rapid 
evolution and ‘11’ for complete domain structure and evidence of rapid evolution. To describe 
the phylogenetic relationships between orthologs, we used the RAxML tree that we constructed 
from the SET domain for all PRDM9 orthologs. Species with missing zinc finger information, 
including species where PRDM9 has been lost, were excluded from this analysis using the 
drop.tip function of the ape package (Paradis et al., 2004), resulting in a tree with 91 tips. We 
used the phyloglm command to perform a logistic regression evaluating the relationship between 
domain structure and the odds of rapid evolution of the zinc finger array. 
 
2.2.10 Analysis of SET domain catalytic residues 
 In order to investigate whether the catalytic function of the SET domain is conserved in 
the PRDM9 orthologs identified above, we asked whether any PRDM9 orthologs in our dataset 
carried substitutions at three catalytic residues shown to mediate the methyltransferase activity of 
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human PRDM9 (Wu et al., 2013). To this end, we used Clustal Omega to create an amino acid 
alignment of the SET domain with 15 amino acids of flanking sequence for each PRDM9 
ortholog in our dataset and asked whether the gene had substitutions to tyrosine residues at 
positions aligning to Y276, Y341 and Y357 in human PRDM9 (Supplementary file 1A). Domain 
alignments deposited at Baker et al., 2017. 
In total, 57 genes were identified as having substitutions in at least one of these residues, 
including 11 from placental mammals and 46 from bony fish (Supplementary file 1A). To 
visualize the distribution of these substitution events within bony fish, we mapped these 
substitutions onto the phylogeny of PRDM9 orthologs generated above (Figure 4). 
 
2.3 Results 
2.3.1 Initial identification of PRDM9 orthologs in vertebrates 
In order to identify which species have PRDM9 orthologs, we searched publically 
available nucleotide and whole genome sequences to create a curated dataset of vertebrate 
PRDM9 sequences. To this end, we implemented a blastp-based approach against the RefSeq 
database, using human PRDM9 as a query sequence (see Materials and methods for details). We 
supplemented this dataset with 44 genes strategically identified from 30 whole genome 
assemblies and seven genes identified from de novo assembled transcriptomes from testis of five 
species lacking genome assemblies (see Materials and methods for details). Neighbor joining  
and maximum likelihood trees were built using identified SET domains to distinguish bona fide 
PRDM9 orthologs from members of paralogous gene families and to characterize the distribution 
of PRDM9 duplication events (Figure 2—figure supplement 1 and 2). Since the placement of the 
major taxa used in our analysis is not controversial, in tracing the evolution of PRDM9 
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orthologs, we assumed that the true phylogenetic relationships between taxa are those reported 
by several recent papers (synthesized by the TimeTree project; Hedges et al., 2015). 
This approach identified 227 PRDM9 orthologs (Supplementary file 1A,B), found in 
jawless fish, cartilaginous fish, bony fish, coelacanths, turtles, snakes, lizards, and mammals. We 
confirmed the absence of PRDM9 in all sampled birds and crocodiles (Oliver et al., 2009; 
Singhal et al., 2015), the absence of non-pseudogene copies in canids (Oliver et al., 2009; 
Muñoz-Fuentes et al., 2011), and additionally were unable to identify PRDM9 genes in 
amphibians (Figure 2), or the lizard Anolis carolinensis, despite targeted searches of whole 
genome sequences (Supplementary file 1B). 
We further inferred an ancient duplication of PRDM9 in the common ancestor of teleost 
fish, apparently coincident with the whole genome duplication that occurred in this group (Figure 
2, Figure 3). We used both phylogenetic methods and analysis of the zinc finger structure to 
distinguish these copies (see Figure 3—figure supplement 1, Materials and methods) and refer to 
them as PRDM9α and PRDM9β in what follows. While PRDM9β orthologs were identified in 
each species of teleost fish examined, we were unable to identify PRDM9α type orthologs within 
three major teleost taxa, suggesting at minimum three losses of PRDM9α type orthologs within 
teleost fish (Figure 3, Supplementary file 1A). Several additional duplication events appear to 
have occurred more recently in other vertebrate groups, including in jawless fish, cartilaginous 
fish, bony fish, and mammals (Supplementary file 1A). 
 
2.3.2 Expression of PRDM9 in the germ line of major vertebrate groups 
 Since a necessary condition for PRDM9 to play a role in meiotic recombination is for it 
to be expressed in the germline, we looked for PRDM9 in expression data from testis tissues in 
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order to confirm its presence. We focused on testis expression rather than ovaries because 
although both obviously contain germline cells, preliminary analyses suggested that meiotic gene 
expression is more reliably detected in testes (see Materials and methods). We selected 23 
representative species, spanning each major vertebrate group, with publically available testis 
expression or testis RNA-seq (Supplementary file 2A); we also generated testis RNA-seq data 
for two species of bony fish (see Materials and methods). In teleost fish with both PRDM9α and 
PRDM9β genes, we were able to detect either the expression of both orthologs or only 
expression of PRDM9α orthologs. In species of teleost fish with only PRDM9β genes, we 
consistently identified expression of PRDM9β genes. More generally, we were able to identify 
PRDM9 expression in nearly all RNA-seq datasets from species in which the genome carried a 
putative ortholog, the elephant shark (C. milii) being the sole exception (Supplementary file 
2B,C). 
 
2.3.3 Confirmation of PRDM9 losses 
Concerned that absences of PRDM9 observed in some species could reflect lower quality 
genome assemblies rather than true loss events, we also used testis RNAseq data to investigate 
putative losses of PRDM9 in amphibians and fish (PRDM9α). To this end, we relied on the fact 
that when PRDM9 is present, it is detectable in RNAseq data from the whole testis of vertebrates 
(see above). Our approach was to analyze testis transcriptome data from species lacking PRDM9 
sequences in their genome assemblies, using an analysis that is not biased by the genome 
assembly (see Materials and methods). For each species, we confirmed that the dataset captured 
the appropriate cell populations and provided sufficient power to detect transcripts that are 
expressed during meiosis at levels comparable to PRDM9 in mammals (Figure 2—figure 
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supplement 3, Supplementary file 2B,D). With this approach, we were able to find support for 
the loss of PRDM9 in salamanders (Cynops pyrrhogaster, Ambystoma mexicanum) and frogs 
(Xenopus tropicalis). Because of the paucity of amphibian genomes, however, it is not clear 
whether or not these examples represent a widespread loss of PRDM9 within amphibians or 
more recent, independent losses. Within bony fish, we were able to confirm the three 
independent losses of PRDM9α type orthologs in one species each of percomorph (X. 
birchmanni), cypriniform (Danio rerio) and osteoglossomorph fish (Osteoglossum bicirrhosum). 
Thus, in all cases with sufficient power to detect expression of PRDM9 in testes data, our 
findings were consistent with inferences based on genome sequence data. 
 
2.3.4 Inferences of PRDM9 domain architecture 
PRDM9 orthologs identified in jawless fish, some bony fish, coelacanths, lizards, snakes, 
turtles, and placental mammals have a complete domain structure, consisting of KRAB, SSXRD 
and SET domains, as well as a Cys-2-His-2 zinc finger array. The phylogenetic relationships 
between these species suggest that a complete PRDM9 ortholog was present in the common 
ancestor of vertebrates (Figure 2). 
Despite its widespread taxonomic distribution, however, the complete domain structure 
was not found in several of the 149 sampled lineages with PRDM9 orthologs (Figure 2; in 
addition to the complete losses of the gene described above). Instances include the absence of the 
SSXRD domain in some cartilaginous fish (see Materials and methods), absence of both KRAB 
and SSXRD domains in PRDM9β orthologs (Figure 2) and in PRDM9α orthologs found 
distributed throughout the teleost fish phylogeny (Figure 3, Figure 3—figure supplement 1), and 
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the absence of the KRAB domain in monotremata (O. anatinus) and marsupial mammals 
(Sarcophilus harrisii, Figure 2; Supplementary file 1A). 
Because these frequent N-terminal losses could be the result of assembly or gene 
prediction errors, we sought to confirm them by systematically searching genomes and 
transcriptomes for evidence of these missing domains (see Materials and methods). We required 
not only that missing domains homologous to PRDM9 be absent from the genome in a whole 
genome search, but also that the missing domain not be present in the transcriptome, when other 
domains of PRDM9 were. This approach necessarily limits our ability to verify putative losses 
when there are no suitable transcriptome data, but nonetheless allowed us to confirm the losses 
of the KRAB and SSXRD domains in a PRDM9 ortholog from holostean fish (Lepisosteus 
oculatus), in all PRDM9β orthologs from teleost fish (Figure 2), in PRDM9α orthologs that lost 
their complete domain structure in several taxa of teleost fish (Gadus morhua, Astyanax 
mexicanus, Ictalurus punctatus, Esox lucius; Supplementary file 2C), as well as losses of the 
KRAB domain in two PRDM9 orthologs identified in monotremata (both in O. anatinus, 
Supplementary file 2C), indicating a minimum of six N-terminal domain losses within 
vertebrates. 
For representative cases where we were able to confirm missing N-terminal domains, we 
further investigated whether the truncated genes had become pseudogenes by testing whether the 
ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous substitutions in the SET domain is significantly different 
than 1 (see Materials and methods). In all cases of N-terminal truncation, the partial PRDM9 
shows evidence of functional constraint (i.e., dN/dS <1, where dN is the rate of amino-acid 
substitutions and dS of synonymous substitutions; see Materials and methods for more details). 
This conservation is most strikingly seen in teleost fish, in which a partial PRDM9 ortholog has 
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been evolving under constraint for hundreds of millions of years (Figure 2, Figure 3—figure 
supplement 1, Supplementary file 3A). These observations suggest that in these species, PRDM9 
has an important function that it performs without KRAB or SSXRD domains. Moreover, these 
cases provide complementary observations to full PRDM9 knockouts in amphibians and 
archosaurs, allowing the roles of specific domains to be dissected. 
 
2.3.5 Evidence for rapid evolution of PRDM9 binding specificity 
Rapid evolution of the PRDM9 zinc finger array has been reported previously in all 
species with evidence for PRDM9-directed recombination, including cattle, apes and mice. 
While it is not known whether this rapid evolution is a necessary consequence of its role in 
recombination, plausible models suggest it is likely to be (see Introduction). If so, we expect 
species with PRDM9-directed recombination to show evidence for rapidly-evolving PRDM9 
zinc finger arrays and can use this feature to hone in on the subset of PRDM9 orthologs most 
likely to play a role in recombination. 
To this end, we characterized the rapid evolution of the PRDM9 zinc finger in terms of 
the proportion of amino acid diversity within the zinc finger array that occurs at DNA-binding 
sites (using a modification of the approach proposed by Oliver et al., 2009). This summary 
statistic is sensitive to both rapid amino acid evolution at DNA binding sites and concerted 
evolution between the individual zinc fingers (see Materials and methods). Using this statistic, 
placental mammals that have PRDM9-directed recombination show exceptionally high rates of 
evolution of the PRDM9 zinc finger compared to other zinc fingers (Table 1; Baudat et al., 2010; 
Myers et al., 2010; Parvanov et al., 2010). Moreover, two of six cattle PRDM9 orthologs that we 
identified were previously associated with interspecific variation in recombination phenotypes 
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(Supplementary file 3B; Sandor et al., 2012; Ma et al., 2015), and both are seen to be rapidly 
evolving (Table 1, Supplementary file 3B). 
In addition to placental mammals, PRDM9 orthologs in jawless fish, some bony fish 
(Salmoniformes, Esociformes, Elopomorpha), turtles, snakes, lizards, and coelacanths show 
similarly elevated values of this statistic (Figure 2—figure supplement 4). In fact, PRDM9 is the 
most rapidly evolving zinc finger gene genome-wide in most species in these taxa and all 
PRDM9 orthologs with the complete domain structure were in the top 5% of the most rapidly 
evolving zinc finger arrays in their respective genomes (Table 1, Supplementary file 3B). In 
contrast, evidence of such rapid evolution is absent from other taxa of bony fish, including all 
PRDM9β orthologs and partial PRDM9α orthologs, as well as from the putatively partial 
PRDM9 orthologs found in the elephant shark, the Tasmanian devil, and in several species of 
placental mammals (see Materials and methods for details). We only observed one instance (little 
brown bat, Myotis lucifugus) in which a partial PRDM9 ortholog was evolving unusually rapidly 
(Table 1); in this case, we were unable to confirm the loss of the missing KRAB domain (see 
Materials and methods), so it remains possible this ortholog is in fact intact.  
In summary, with one possible exception, species show evidence of rapid evolution of the 
zinc finger binding affinity if and only if they carry the intact PRDM9 ortholog found in 
placental mammals. This concordance of rapid evolution with the complete domain structure is 
highly unlikely by chance (taking into account the phylogenetic relationship between orthologs, 
p<10−6; see Materials and methods). Assuming that rapid evolution of the zinc fingers is 
indicative of PRDM9-directed recombination, these observations carry two implications: KRAB 
and SSXRD domains are required for this role and non-mammalian species such as turtles or 
snakes also use PRDM9 to direct recombination. 
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2.3.6 Analysis of SET domain catalytic residues 
While partial orthologs of PRDM9 have lost one or both of their N-terminal domains, 
they retain the SET and zinc finger domains known to play a role in recombination, are under 
purifying selection, and are expressed in testis. In principle then, these partial orthologs could 
still play a role in directing recombination. To evaluate this possibility, we started by examining 
whether the catalytic activities of the SET domains of partial PRDM9 orthologs are conserved. 
We did so because the catalytic specificities of PRDM9 are believed to be important to its role in 
directing recombination: two marks made by the SET domain of PRDM9, H3K4me3 and 
H3K36me3, are associated with hotspot activity in mammals (Powers et al., 2016; Grey et al., 
2017; Yamada et al., 2017; Getun et al., 2017) and the human PRDM9 is unusual in being able to 
add methyl groups to different lysine residues of the same nucleosomes, when most other 
methyltransferase genes are responsible for only a single mark (Eram et al., 2014; Powers et al., 
2016).  
Specifically, we focused on three tyrosine residues shown to be important for the 
catalytic specificities of the human PRDM9 gene (Y276, Y341 and Y357; see Materials and 
methods and Supplementary file 1A; Wu et al., 2013) and asked if those residues were conserved 
across vertebrates. Loss of individual residues is not necessarily evidence for loss of catalytic 
activity, as compensatory changes may have occurred. For example, a tyrosine to serine 
substitution at Y357 of PRDM7 has led to the loss of H3K36me3 specificity, but H3K4me3 
activity appears to have been retained through compensatory substitutions (Blazer et al., 2016). 
Nonetheless, PRDM9 orthologs with substitutions at these residues are unlikely to utilize the 
same catalytic mechanisms as human PRDM9 for any methyltransferase activity that they retain. 
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We found that each of the three residues is broadly conserved across the vertebrate 
phylogeny, with substitutions observed in only 57 of 227 PRDM9 orthologs, including 11 genes 
from placental mammals and 46 genes from bony fish. Strikingly, however, none of these 
substitutions occur in a complete PRDM9 ortholog containing KRAB, SSXRD, SET and zinc 
finger domains. Within mammals, the majority of PRDM9 orthologs that experienced these 
substitutions lack the zinc finger array entirely, including eight PRDM7 genes from primates, 
which share a substitution at Y357, and one PRDM9 ortholog from a bat (Miniopterus 
natalensis) that carries a substitution at Y276. Others are lacking the KRAB domain, including 
PRDM9 orthologs identified from a lemur (Galeopterus variegatus) and a rodent (Octodon 
degus), which carry substitutions at Y276 and Y357, respectively. 
Within bony fish, we identified 46 PRDM9 orthologs with substitutions at one or more of 
these residues, including the partial PRDM9 ortholog from holosteans (see above) and all 
PRDM9β orthologs in teleosts (Supplementary file 1A). The distribution of substitutions at these 
residues within PRDM9β genes suggests that numerous independent substitution events have 
occurred in this gene family following the loss of KRAB and SSXRD domains (Figure 4). In 
contrast, no substitutions were observed at these residues in any PRDM9α ortholog, regardless of 
their domain architecture. These observations could be consistent with a lack of constraint on the 
ancestral methyltransferase activities of PRDM9 in PRDM9β genes after the PRDM9α/PRDM9β 
duplication event (or conceivably an indication that there has been convergent evolution towards 
a new functional role). Thus, PRDM9β genes not only lack KRAB and SSXRD domains, they 





Based on our reconstruction of 227 PRDM9 orthologs across the vertebrate phylogeny, 
we inferred that the ancestral domain architecture of PRDM9 consisted of KRAB, SSXRD and 
SET domains followed by a Cys-2-His-2 zinc finger array, and that this complete architecture 
was likely already in place in the common ancestor of vertebrates. 
Moreover, even though to date only the functions of the SET domain and Cys-2-His-2 
zinc finger array have been connected to the role of PRDM9 in directing recombination, the 
evolutionary patterns uncovered here suggest that all four domains are important. The first line 
of evidence is that there is no observation of rapid evolution of the zinc finger domains in 
PRDM9 orthologs from which KRAB and SSXRD domains have apparently been lost (including 
a subset of species in which the catalytic activity of the SET domain is seemingly conserved), 
suggesting that there has not been rapid evolution of binding specificity. In contrast, there is 
evidence of rapid evolution of the PRDM9 zinc finger in all species that have KRAB, SSXRD, 
SET, and zinc finger domains. Since plausible models suggest that the rapid evolution of 
PRDM9 binding affinity is a consequence of the role of this gene in directing recombination (see 
Introduction), this observation suggests that all four domains are required for this role. 
 If the partial ortholog of PRDM9 is not used to direct recombination at all, then the 
overall conservation of the protein points to another role of the gene. In that regard, we note that 
partial PRDM9 orthologs share their domain architecture with other members of the PRDM gene 
family, many of which act as transcription factors (Hayashi et al., 2005; Vervoort et al., 2016). 
Conversely, if the presence of all four domains, conservation of catalytic residues, and 
the rapid evolution of the zinc finger array are sufficient indications of PRDM9-directed 
recombination, then the role of PRDM9 in directing recombination appears to have originated 
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before the diversification of vertebrates. It would follow that many non-mammalian vertebrate 
species, such as snakes, use the gene to determine the location of recombination hotspots. One 
hint in that direction is provided by the high allelic diversity seen in the zinc finger within a 
python species (Python bivittatus), reminiscent of patterns observed in apes (Schwartz et al., 
2014; Figure 2—figure supplement 5). Assessing the role of PRDM9 in directing recombination 
in these species is a natural next step in understanding the evolution of recombination 
mechanisms. 
It further appears that the intact PRDM9 has often been duplicated, with more than one 
copy associated with recombination rate variation in cattle (Sandor et al., 2012; Ma et al., 2015). 
Based on the RAxML tree of the SET domain, we count 55 independent cases of duplications. 
How commonly more than one copy of PRDM9 retains a role in directing recombination remains 
to be investigated. 
More generally, the distribution of PRDM9 across vertebrates raises the question of why 
species switch repeatedly from one recombination mechanism to another. Although PRDM9-
directed recombination clearly confers enough of an advantage for it to be widely maintained in 
vertebrates, at least six taxa of vertebrates carry only partial PRDM9 orthologs and the gene has 
been lost entirely at least three times (based on 227 orthologs; Figure 2, Figure 3). Thus, PRDM9 
is not essential to meiotic recombination in the sense that SPO11 is, for example (Lam and 
Keeney, 2014). Instead, the role of PRDM9 is perhaps best envisaged as a classic, trans-acting 
recombination rate modifier (Otto and Barton, 1997, Otto and Lenormand, 2002; Coop and 
Przeworski, 2007), which was favored enough to be adopted at some point in evolution, but not 
so strongly or stably as to prevent frequent losses. With a more complete picture of 
recombination mechanisms and their consequences across the tree of life, these hypotheses can 





Figure 2: Phylogenetic distribution and evolution of PRDM9 orthologs in vertebrates. 
Shown are the four domains: KRAB domain (in tan), SSXRD (in white), PR/SET (in light green) and zinc fingers 
(in gray/dark green; the approximate structure of identified zinc fingers is also shown). The number of unique 
species included from each taxon is shown in parenthesis. Complete losses are indicated on the phylogeny by red 
lightning bolts and partial losses by gray lightning bolts. Lightning bolts are shaded dark when all species in the 
indicated lineage have experienced the entire loss or same partial loss. Lightning bolts are shaded light when it is 
only true of a subset of species in the taxon. Zinc finger arrays in dark green denote those taxa in which the zinc 
fingers shows evidence of rapid evolution. White rectangles indicate cases where we could not determine whether 
the zinc finger array was present, because of the genome assembly quality. For select taxa, we present the most 
complete PRDM9 gene found in two exemplar species. Within teleost fish, we additionally show a PRDM9 paralog 
that likely arose before the common ancestor of this taxon; in this case, the number of species observed to have each 
paralog is in parenthesis. Although the monotremata zinc finger is shaded gray, it was not included in our analysis of 





Figure 2 – Figure Supplement 1: Phylogenetic approach to identifying PRDM9 
orthologs and related gene families.  
A maximum likelihood phylogeny built with RAxML, using an alignment of SET domains, distinguishes between 
genes that cluster with mammalian PRDM9 and PRDM11 with 100% bootstrap support. Genes shown in black, 





Figure 2 – Figure Supplement 2: Neighbor-joining guide tree based on the SET 
domain.  
A neighbor-joining guide tree analysis on SET domains identified in our RefSeq, whole genome assembly, and 
transcriptome datasets was used as an initial step to identify sequences clustering with human PRDM9/7 or 
PRDM11. These sequences (in red) were selected for phylogenetic analysis with RAxML; they included all RefSeq 
genes in our dataset that have been previously annotated as PRDM9/7 or PRDM11 (in yellow). Genes more closely 





Figure 2 – Figure Supplement 3: Expression levels of genes with a known role in 
meiotic recombination in testes of three exemplar species: human, swordtail fish and 
bearded dragon (a lizard). 
For three swordtails (X. malinche) and one bearded dragon, the FPKM per individual is plotted for each transcript. 
For humans, the point represents the average expression of 122 individuals from the gene expression atlas (see 
Materials and methods). For bearded dragons, PRDM9 and RAD50 were represented by multiple transcripts (two 
and three respectively), and the average expression level is shown. Dashed lines show the point estimate or average 
expression level of PRDM9 to highlight that several genes in each species have expression levels comparable to or 





Figure 2 – Figure Supplement 4: Amino acid diversity as a function of amino acid 
position in the zinc finger alignment for six exemplar species. 
Each plot shows the 95% range of diversity levels at that site for all Cys-2-His-2 zinc fingers from a species of that 
taxon (gray); the values at PRDM9 are show in red or blue. Turtles, snakes and coelacanth show a pattern of 
diversity that is similar to those in mammalian species with a complete PRDM9 ortholog, with higher diversity at 
DNA-binding sites (residues 11, 12, 15 and 18) and reduced diversity at most other sites. In bony fish, this pattern is 
not observed in PRDM9β genes (blue) or in partial PRDM9α genes (shown for A. mexicanus), where PRDM9 zinc 




Figure 2 – Figure Supplement 5: Examples of differences in computationally predicted 
PRDM9 binding motifs for species from three taxa. 
Shown are two mouse from the same species (Mus musculus subspecies; Genbank: AB844114.1; FJ899852.1), two 
pythons from the same species (Python bivittatus; the genome sequence and a Sanger resequenced individual; see 
Materials and methods), and two species of swordtail fish (X. birchmanni and X. malinche; genome sequences). The 






Figure 3: Phylogenetic distribution and functional domains of PRDM9α orthologs in 
teleost fish and in holostean fish that are outgroups to the PRDM9α/PRDM9β duplication 
event. 
Shown are the four domains: KRAB domain (in tan), SSXRD (in white), PR/SET (in light green) and zinc fingers 
(in gray/dark green; the approximate structure of identified zinc fingers is also shown). The number of unique 
species included from each taxon is shown in parenthesis. Complete losses are indicated on the phylogeny by red 
lightning bolts and partial losses by gray lightning bolts. Lightning bolts are shaded dark when all species in the 
indicated lineage have experienced the loss. Lightning bolts are shaded light when it is only true of a subset of 
species in the taxon. Zinc finger arrays in dark green denote those taxa in which the zinc finger shows evidence of 
rapid evolution. White rectangles indicate cases where we could not determine whether the zinc finger was present, 
because of the genome assembly quality. While many taxa shown have more than one PRDM9α ortholog, the genes 
identified from each species generally have similar domain architectures. Exceptions include Clupeiformes, 
Esociformes, and Holostean fish, for which two alternative forms of PRDM9α paralogs are shown. Based on this 
distribution, we infer that the common ancestor of ray-finned fish likely had a rapidly evolving and complete 




Figure 3 – Figure Supplement 1: Section of maximum-likelihood phylogeny of the 
SET domain showing bony fish PRDM9 orthologs α and β. 
The reciprocal monophyly of PRDM9 orthologs α and β is reasonably well supported and in particular bootstrap 
support for the monophyly of PRDM9α genes is 75%. The zinc finger domains for representative PRDM9 orthologs 
of each type are shown to the right, with each gray pentagon indicating the location of a zinc finger. In swordtail 
fish, the complete zinc finger array is found within a single exon, and the last tandem array of six zinc fingers forms 




Figure 3 – Figure Supplement 2: Analysis of zinc finger evolution in PRDM9β.  
Red lines show the median (solid) and first and third quantiles (dashed lines) for all 48 complete PRDM9 orthologs 
identified in vertebrates that have four or more zinc fingers. Blue lines show the median (solid) and first and third 
quantiles (dashed lines) for all other Cys-2-His-2 zinc finger genes from X. maculatus (157 genes). Results about the 
rate of zinc finger evolution in the PRDM9β gene from X. maculatus are qualitatively similar regardless of our 
choice of which cluster of individual zinc finger domains to include in our analysis, indicating that our ability to 
detect evidence of positive selection at DNA-binding residues in these arrays, or lack thereof, is unlikely to be 





Figure 4: Substitutions at SET domain catalytic residues in bony fish PRDM9 genes. 
(a) Lineages within bony fish carrying substitutions at each of three tyrosine residues involved in H3K4me3 
catalysis in human PRDM9 are shown in blue, yellow and red. (b) Lineages carrying substitutions at one, two or 
three of these residues are shown in red, pink and blue respectively. All PRDM9β genes as well as a partial PRDM9 
ortholog from holostean fish carry one or more substitutions at these residues. The PRDM9β gene from 





Table 1:  Evolution of the zinc finger array in PRDM9 orthologs with different domain 
architectures.  
PRDM9 orthologs for which an empirical comparison dataset is available are ordered by their domain structures: 
from the top, we present cases of complete PRDM9 orthologs with KRAB-SSXRD-SET domains; partial orthologs 
putatively lacking KRAB or SSXRD domains or partial orthologs lacking both; then those containing only the SET 
domain. A row is shaded green if the zinc finger array is in the top 5% most rapidly evolving Cys-2-His-2 zinc 
finger arrays in the species, as summarized by the proportion of amino-acid diversity at DNA-binding sites, and is 
dark green if it is ranked first. A complete PRDM9 ortholog from dolphins (Balaenoptera acuforostrata scammoni) 
is shaded in gray because there is no amino acid diversity between zinc fingers of the tandem array. The empirical 
rank is also shown, as are the number of PRDM9 orthologs identified in the species. Asterisks indicate PRDM9 
orthologs known to play a role in directing recombination. For PRDM9 genes from teleost fish, we additionally 













Number of ZF 
genes evaluated 
from species
Balaenoptera acutorostrata scammoni placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA NA 1 272
Bison bison bison placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 0.667 1 1 285
Bos taurus* (chr1) placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 0.684 1 3 313
Bos taurus (chrX) placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 0.414 6 3 313
Bos taurus* (chrX) placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 0.414 7 3 313
Bubalus bubalis placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 0.667 1 1 268
Chelonia mydas turtle KRAB-SSXRD-SET 0.414 11 1 235
Chlorocebus sabaeus placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 0.500 1 1 344
Chrysemys picta bellii turtle KRAB-SSXRD-SET 0.478 1 1 308
Cricetulus griseus placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 0.781 3 1 259
Dasypus novemcinctus placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 0.614 1 1 289
Dipodomys ordii placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 0.567 1 1 194
Esox lucius teleost fish (α) KRAB-SSXRD-SET 0.455 1 4 234
Fukomys damarensis placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 0.430 3 1 227
Homo sapiens* placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 0.687 1 1 357
Latimeria chalumnae coelacanth KRAB-SSXRD-SET 0.545 2 1 227
Loxodonta africana placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 0.617 1 1 381
Macaca fascicularis placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 0.680 1 1 364
Macaca mulatta placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 0.645 1 1 366
Marmota marmota marmota placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 0.483 1 1 277
Microcebus murinus placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 1.000 1 1 326
Mus musculus* placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 0.910 1 1 224
Nannospalax galili placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 1.000 1 1 307
Octodon degus placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 0.333 5 3 227
Octodon degus placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 0.331 6 3 227
Ovis aries placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 0.615 1 2 252
Ovis aries placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 0.398 4 2 252
Ovis aries musimon placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 0.353 12 1 285
Papio anubis placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 0.585 1 1 404
Pelodiscus sinensis turtle KRAB-SSXRD-SET 0.692 1 1 221
Peromyscus maniculatus bairdii placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 1.000 1 1 243
Protobothrops mucrosquamatus squamata KRAB-SSXRD-SET 0.462 5 1 195
Python bivittatus squamata KRAB-SSXRD-SET 0.571 1 1 206
Rattus norvegicus placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 0.570 1 1 255
Rousettus aegyptiacus placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 0.742 1 1 258
Salmo salar teleost fish (α) KRAB-SSXRD-SET 0.538 9 4 510
Salmo salar teleost fish (α) KRAB-SSXRD-SET 0.500 11 4 510
Sus scrofa placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 0.542 1 1 248
Thamnophis sirtalis squamata KRAB-SSXRD-SET 0.459 3 1 179
Tupaia chinensis placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 1.000 1 1 249
Tursiops truncatus placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 0.939 1 1 233
Myotis lucifugus placental SSXRD-SET 0.524 1 2 308
Myotis lucifugus placental SSXRD-SET 0.310 68 2 308
Octodon degus placental SSXRD-SET 0.282 46 3 227
Sarcophilus harrisii marsupial SSXRD-SET 0.224 277 2 344
Callorhinchus millii cartilaginous fish KRAB-SET 0.314 6 1 63
Astyanax mexicanus teleost fish (α) SET 0.258 60 2 158
Astyanax mexicanus teleost fish (β) SET 0.167 152 2 158
Clupea harengus teleost fish (α) SET 0.279 6 4 118
Clupea harengus teleost fish (α) SET 0.278 7 4 118
Clupea harengus teleost fish (α) SET 0.274 10 4 118
Clupea harengus teleost fish (β) SET 0.158 114 4 118
Cynoglossus semilaevis teleost fish (β) SET 0.182 80 1 107
Danio rerio teleost fish (β) SET 0.179 345 1 367
Esox lucius teleost fish (α) SET 0.295 32 4 234
Esox lucius teleost fish (β) SET 0.192 176 4 234
Esox lucius teleost fish (β) SET 0.192 177 4 234
Fundulus heteroclitus teleost fish (β) SET 0.189 158 1 206
Haplochromis burtoni teleost fish (β) SET 0.180 148 1 168
Ictalurus punctatus teleost fish (α) SET 0.320 14 8 140
Ictalurus punctatus teleost fish (α) SET 0.319 15 8 140
Ictalurus punctatus teleost fish (α) SET 0.306 24 8 140
Ictalurus punctatus teleost fish (α) SET 0.303 25 8 140
Ictalurus punctatus teleost fish (α) SET 0.286 33 8 140
Ictalurus punctatus teleost fish (α) SET 0.276 39 8 140
Ictalurus punctatus teleost fish (α) SET 0.253 55 8 140
Ictalurus punctatus teleost fish (β) SET 0.179 127 8 140
Larimichthys crocea teleost fish (β) SET 0.192 70 1 115
Lepisosteus oculatus holostei fish SET 0.223 48 1 106
Maylandia zebra teleost fish (β) SET 0.173 161 1 176
Neolamprologus brichardi teleost fish (β) SET 0.173 141 1 152
Nothobranchius furzeri teleost fish (β) SET 0.180 245 1 266
Notothenia coriiceps teleost fish (β) SET 0.167 83 1 87
Oreochromis niloticus teleost fish (β) SET 0.173 173 1 190
Oryzias latipes teleost fish (β) SET 0.213 104 1 191
Otolemur garnettii placental SET 0.266 121 1 285
Poecilia formosa teleost fish (β) SET 0.191 184 1 242
Poecilia latipinna teleost fish (β) SET 0.191 175 1 235
Poecilia mexicana teleost fish (β) SET 0.191 187 1 244
Poecilia reticulata teleost fish (β) SET 0.191 162 1 212
Pundamilia nyererei teleost fish (β) SET 0.173 134 1 147
Pygocentrus nattereri teleost fish (α) SET 0.331 12 2 142
Pygocentrus nattereri teleost fish (β) SET 0.179 124 2 142
Salmo salar teleost fish (β) SET 0.188 411 4 510
Salmo salar teleost fish (β) SET 0.180 454 4 510
Sinocyclocheilus anshuiensis teleost fish (β) SET 0.185 224 2 284
Sinocyclocheilus anshuiensis teleost fish (β) SET 0.185 225 2 284
Sinocyclocheilus grahami teleost fish (β) SET 0.185 211 1 271
Sinocyclocheilus rhinocerous teleost fish (β) SET 0.185 208 2 269
Sinocyclocheilus rhinocerous teleost fish (β) SET 0.185 209 2 269
Takifugu rubripes teleost fish (β) SET 0.188 66 1 98
Xiphophorus maculatus teleost fish (β) SET 0.191 117 1 158
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Chapter 3: Recombination in a Species with a Partial PRDM9 Gene 
 
3.1 Abstract 
 In Chapter 1 of this dissertation I presented the results of an investigation of the 
phylogenetic distribution of PRDM9, in which we observed the repeated loss of PRDM9-
directed recombination. Notably, a large number of identified PRDM9 orthologs were lacking 
one or more domain, and only PRDM9 orthologs carrying the complete domain architecture 
observed in humans and mice were found to have rapidly evolving zinc finger arrays. Here we 
investigated whether or not swordtail fish (Xiphophorus), which carry a partial PRDM9 ortholog 
lacking N-terminal domains, used PRDM9-directed recombination by mapping crossover events 
using whole genome sequence (with ~1X genome coverage) from 268 natural hybrids. We find 
that similar to species lacking PRDM9 altogether, swordtail fish localize their recombination 
events to promoter-like features of the genome, and away from predicted PRDM9 binding sites.  
 
3.2 Methods 
3.2.1 RNA extraction and sequencing of liver and gonad tissue from swordtail fish 
Three X. birchmanni and three X. malinche were collected from the eastern Sierra Madre 
Oriental in the state of Hidalgo, Mexico. Fish were caught using baited minnow traps and were 
immediately euthanized by decapitation (Texas A&M AUP# - IACUC 2013–0168). Testis, 
ovaries, and liver were dissected and stored at 4°C in RNAlater. Total RNA was extracted from 
testis, ovary and liver tissue using the Qiagen RNeasy kit (Valencia, CA, USA) following the 
manufacturer’s protocol. RNA was quantified and assessed for quality on a Nanodrop 1000 
(Nanodrop technologies, Willmington, DE, USA) and approximately 1 µg of total RNA was 
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used input to the Illumina TruSeq mRNA sample prep kit. Samples were prepared following the 
manufacturer’s protocol with minor modifications. Briefly, mRNA was purified using 
manufacturer’s beads and chemically fragmented. First and second strand cDNA was 
synthesized and end repaired. Following A-tailing, each sample was individually barcoded with 
an Illumina index and amplified for 12 cycles. The six libraries were sequenced on the HiSeq 
2500 at the Lewis Sigler Institute at Princeton University to collect single-end 150 bp reads, 
while single-end 100 bp data was collected on the HiSeq 4000 at Weill Cornell Medical College 
for all other samples (SRA Accessions: SRX2436594 and SRX2436597). Reads were processed 
and a de novo transcriptome assembled for the highest coverage testis library following the 
approach described above for publicly available samples. Details on assembly quality are 
available in Supplementary file 2A. Other individuals were used in analysis of gene expression 
levels (see next section). 
 
3.2.2 Characterizing patterns of recombination in hybrid swordtail fish 
Percomorph fish have a partial ortholog of PRDM9 that lacks the KRAB and SSXRD 
domains found in mammalian PRDM9. As a result, we hypothesized that they would behave like 
PRDM9 knockouts, in that the predicted PRDM9 binding motif would not co-localize with 
recombination events, and functional genomic elements such as the transcriptional start sites and 
CpG-islands would be enriched for recombination events. 
To build a hybrid recombination map, we generated low coverage sequence data for 268 
individuals from a natural hybrid population (‘Totonicapa’) formed between the percomorph 
species X. birchmanni and X. malinche (RRID:SCR_008340) and sampled between 2013–2015. 
The two parental species are closely related, with pairwise sequence divergence <0.5% (Schumer 
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et al., 2014). Interestingly, in sharp contrast to what is seen in placental mammals, the zinc finger 
is slowly evolving between X. birchmanni and X. malinche (dN/dS = 0.09; Figure 5A). 
DNA was extracted from fin clips for the 268 individuals and libraries were prepared 
following Stern, 2016. Briefly, three to ten nanograms of DNA was mixed with Tn5 transposase 
enzyme pre-charged with custom adapters and incubated at 55 °C for 15 min. The reaction was 
stopped by adding 0.2% SDS and incubating at 55 °C for an additional seven minutes. One of 96 
custom indices were added to each sample in a plate with an individual PCR reaction including 1 
µl of the tagmented DNA; between 13–16 PCR cycles were used. After amplification, 5 µl of 
each reaction was pool and purified using Agencourt AMPpure XP beads. Library size 
distribution and quality was visualized on the Bioanalyzer 1000 and size selected by the 
Princeton Lewis Sigler Core Facility to be between 350–750 basepairs. Libraries were sequenced 
on the Illumina HiSeq 4000 at Weill Cornell Medical Center across three lanes to collect paired-
end 100 bp reads. 
Ancestry assignment in hybrids was performed using the Multiplexed Shotgun 
Genotyping (‘MSG’) pipeline (Andolfatto et al., 2011). This approach has been previously 
validated for genome-wide ancestry determination in late generation X. birchmanni x X. 
malinche hybrids (Schumer et al., 2014; Schumer et al., 2016b). Briefly, raw data was parsed by 
barcode and trimmed to remove low-quality basepairs (Phred quality score <20). Reads with 
fewer than 30 bp after trimming were discarded. Because of prohibitively long computational 
times, reads from individuals with more than 16 million reads were subsampled to 16 million 
before running the MSG pipeline. The minimum number of reads for an individual to be 
included was set to 300,000, since ancestry inference with fewer reads is predicted to have lower 
accuracy based on simulations (Schumer et al. 2015). This procedure resulted in 239 individuals 
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for our final analysis, with an average coverage of 8.3 million reads, or ~1X genome-wide 
coverage. 
The parameters used in the MSG run were based on previous work on this hybrid 
population (Schumer et al. in review). The expected number of recombination events per 
chromosome (recRate) was set to 8, based on a prior expectation of approximately 30 
generations of admixture and assuming initial admixture proportions of 75% of the genome 
derived from X. birchmanni and 25% derived from X. malinche. Similarly, priors for each 
ancestry state were set based on these mixture proportions (par1 = 0.5625, par1par2 = 0.375 and 
par2 = 0.0625). The recombination rate scaling factor was set to the default value of 1. 
Ancestry transitions were identified as the interval over which the posterior probability 
changed from ≥0.95 in support of one ancestry state to ≥0.95 for a different ancestry state. 
Breakpoint intervals that occurred within 10 kb of a contig edge were excluded from the analysis 
due to concerns that false breakpoints may occur more frequently near the edges of contigs. The 
identified recombination intervals varied significantly in their lengths, that is, in the resolution of 
the crossover event. The median resolution was 13 kb, with 75% of breakpoints resolved within 
35 kb or less. 
To evaluate the relationship between recombination frequency and genomic elements 
such as the transcriptional start sites, CpG-islands, and computationally predicted PRDM9 
binding sites, we needed to convert the observed recombination events into an estimate of 
recombination frequency throughout the genome. To this end, we considered the proportion of 
events observed in a particular 10 kb window; we note that this rate is not equivalent to a rate per 
meiosis, but is, instead, a relative measure. We filtered the data to remove windows within 10 kb 
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of a contig boundary. Because the majority of events span multiple 10 kb windows, we randomly 
placed events that spanned multiple windows into one of the windows that they spanned. 
We used the closest-feature command from the program bedops v2.4.19 (Neph et al., 
2012) to determine the minimum distance between each 10 kb window and the functional feature 
of interest. For the transcriptional start sites, we used the Ensembl annotation of the Xiphophorus 
maculatus genome with coordinates lifted over to v.4.4.2 of the linkage group assembly (Amores 
et al., 2014; Schumer et al., 2016a) http://genome.uoregon.edu/xma/index_v1.0.php). For CpG-





4744374&hgta_outputType=primaryTable&hgta_outFileName=). To identify putative PRDM9 
binding sites, we used the zinc finger array prediction software available at zf.princeton.edu with 
the polynomial SVM settings to generate a position weight matrix for the X. malinche and X. 
birchmanni PRDM9 orthologs (Persikov and Singh, 2014). This approach yielded identical 
predicted binding motifs in the two species (Figure 5A). We used this position weight matrix to 
search the X. malinche genome (Schumer et al., 2014) for putative PRDM9 binding sites with the 
meme-suite program FIMO (v4.11.1; Grant et al., 2011). We selected all regions with a predicted 
PRDM9 binding score of ≥5. Since the individuals surveyed are interspecific hybrids, and the 
two species may differ in the locations of predicted PRDM9 binding sites, we repeated the FIMO 
search against the X. birchmanni genome, obtaining qualitatively identical results. 
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After determining the minimum distance between each 10 kb window and the features of 
interest, we calculated the average recombination frequency in hybrids as a function of distance 
from the feature of interest in 10 kb windows (Figure 5D-E; Figure 5—figure supplement 2). To 
estimate the uncertainty associated with rates at a given distance from a feature, we repeated this 
analysis 500 times for each feature, bootstrapping windows with replacement. Because we found 
a positive correlation between distance from transcriptional start sites and CpG-islands in 10 kb 
windows with recombination frequency, we checked that power (i.e., the proportion of ancestry 
informative sites) was not higher near these features. 
Most work in humans and mice has focused on the empirical PRDM9 binding motif 
rather than the computationally predicted motif. Since we expect the computationally predicted 
motif to be a poorer predictor of PRDM9 binding, we checked how its use would affect the 
analyses, by repeating the analysis described above for the computational prediction obtained for 
the human PRDM9A allele, using recombination rates in 10 kb windows estimated from the 
CEU LD map (Frazer et al., 2007); downloaded from: 
http://www.well.ox.ac.uk/~anjali/AAmap/). We also repeated this analysis for the gor-1 PRDM9 
allele in Gorilla gorilla, using recombination rates in 10 kb windows estimated from a recent LD 
map (Schwartz et al., 2014; Great Ape Genome Project et al., 2016; downloaded from Stevison, 
2016: https://github.com/lstevison/great-ape-recombination). 
 
3.2.3 Comparisons of recombination landscapes with and without PRDM9 
To investigate whether patterns of recombination rates near transcriptional start sites and 
CpG-islands systematically distinguish between species that do and do not use PRDM9-directed 
recombination, we compared available data across species. We downloaded previously published 
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recombination maps for three species without PRDM9 genes (dog, Auton et al., 2013, zebra 
finch and long-tailed finch, Singhal et al., 2015) and four species with complete PRDM9 
orthologs (human, Frazer et al., 2007; Hinch et al., 2011; gorilla, Great Ape Genome Project et 
al., 2016; sheep, Johnston et al., 2016; and mouse, Brunschwig et al., 2012). 
For each species, we binned recombination rate into 10 kb windows along the genome, 
excluding the sex chromosomes and windows overlapping with assembly gaps from all analyses. 
For each species, we downloaded annotations of assembly gaps, transcriptional start sites and 
CpG-islands from the UCSC genome browser website. For CpG-island positions in the gorilla 
genome, we used the LiftOver tool (http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgLiftOver) to convert the 
available coordinates for the GorGor4 genome assembly to the GorGor3 assembly. For zebra 
finch and long-tailed finches, we used the coordinates of CpG-islands and transcriptional start 
sites as annotated for the TaeGut3.2 genome assembly, noting that these coordinates are 
consistent with the TaeGut3.1 assembly for all chromosomes for which genetic distances were 
inferred in (Singhal et al., 2015). 
For each map, we calculated the distance to the nearest transcriptional start site and to the 
nearest CpG-island from the midpoint of each 10 kb window. To visualize these patterns, we fit a 
Gaussian loess curve using the distance to nearest transcriptional start site or CpG-island and 
recombination rate for each species, using only windows within 100 kb of a representative 
element. For visual comparison, we scaled the resulting curves by setting the y-value 
(recombination rate) of the last point to one. 
A caveat is that other than for swordtail and sheep, we relied on linkage disequilibrium 
based genetics maps, which estimate population recombination rates 4Ner, where Ne is the 
effective population size and r the recombination rate per meiosis. Because estimates of Ne 
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decrease near genes as a consequence of diversity-reducing linked selection (e.g., Wright and 
Andolfatto, 2008; Hernandez et al., 2011), a decrease in estimated population recombination 
rates near genes may not reflect a reduction in the recombination rate r. To explore the potential 
importance of this caveat, we considered two species where both linkage disequilibrium-based 
maps and pedigree or admixture maps were available: dogs and humans. In both cases, the 
qualitative results were the same as for the linkage disequilibrium-based maps (Figure 6—figure 
supplement 1). Since diversity-reducing linked selection should give rise, if anything, to a trough 
in diversity levels, it cannot explain the observed peaks at these features in species lacking 
PRDM9 or swordtail fish; in fact, since these species also experience this form of selection (e.g., 
Singhal et al., 2015), the true peaks in recombination rates near promoter-like features are likely 
somewhat more pronounced. 
We note further that although the peak in recombination rate at these features in swordtail 
fish appears to be less prominent than in dog or birds, quantitative comparisons of different 
species are difficult because these maps differ in their resolution. 
 
3.2.4 Native ChIP-seq of X. birchmanni testis and liver tissue 
 Whole testis and liver were dissected from two X. birchmanni adults and stored in 
HypoThermosol FRS (BioLife Solutions, Bothell, WA) buffer on ice until processing. Native 
chromatin ChIP was performed as described previously (Markenscoff-Papadimitriou et al., 
2014). Briefly, tissue was homogenized and lysed; the lysate was spun through a sucrose cushion 
(to pellet nuclei). Nuclei were resuspended in 500 µl MNase digestion buffer and digested with 1 
unit of micrococcal nuclease (MNase, Sigma N5386, St. Louis, MO) for 2 min at 37 °C, then 
inactivated with 20 µl 0.5M EDTA and chilled on ice. The first soluble chromatin fraction was 
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recovered by spinning for 10 min at 10,000 rcf at 4 °C and collecting the supernatant. To isolate 
the second soluble chromatin fraction, the pellet was resuspended in 500 µl dialysis buffer, 
rotated overnight at 4 °C, then centrifuged for 10 min at 10,000 rcf at 4 °C to pellet insoluble 
material. The digestion quality of each fraction was evaluated on an agarose gel. The two soluble 
fractions were combined for chromatin immunoprecipitation with 1 µg of H3K4me3 antibody 
(Millipore 04–745, Billerica, MA); 1/10 vol was retained as an input control. Antibody was 
bound to the remaining chromatin overnight while rotating at 4 °C. The next day blocked Protein 
A and Protein G beads were added, and rotated for 3 hr. The bound beads were then washed a 
total of 7 times with chilled wash buffers and immunoprecipitated chromatin was eluted in 
elution buffer for 30 min at 37 °C and cleaned up with ChIP DNA Clean and Concentrator kit 
(Zymo Research, Irvine, CA). Libraries were prepared for sequencing using the NuGEN ultralow 
library prep kit (NuGEN, San Carlos, CA) following manufacturer’s instructions and sequenced 
on an Illumina HiSeq 2500 at Hudson Alpha to collect 10.3–10.5 and 12.2–14.5 paired-end 50 
bp reads for pull-down and input samples respectively. 
Raw reads were trimmed to remove adapter sequences and reads with fewer than 18 bp 
after adapter trimming using the program cutadapt. These trimmed reads were then mapped to 
the X. maculatus reference genome with bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012) and the 
resulting bam file was sorted with samtools (Li et al., 2009). Homer (Heinz et al., 2010) was 
used to generate bigWig files and call peaks using the option style –factor. We also performed 
the analysis using the option style –histone and found that the results were qualitatively similar. 
Peak files were converted to bed files and bedtools2 (Quinlan and Hall, 2010) was used to 
analyze overlap between the locations of H3K4me3 peaks and predicted PRDM9 binding motifs 
in the swordtail genome (see above). Based on Homer analysis, which identified 20,662 peaks in 
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the testis and 15,050 in the liver, the IP efficiency was estimated to be 38% for the testis sample 
and 40% for the liver sample; the peak width was estimated to be 229 bp for the testis sample 
and 238 for the liver sample. 
Having identified H3K4me3 peaks in testis and liver tissue, we next asked about the 
relationship between these peaks and predicted PRDM9 binding sites (see above). If PRDM9 is 
generating H3K4me3 peaks during meiosis, we expect to see an association between predicted 
PRDM9 binding motifs in the swordtail genome and H3K4me3 peaks. To test for such an 
association, we generated 500 null motifs by randomly shuffling without replacement the 
position weight matrix of the X. birchmanni PRDM9 and re-running FIMO as described above. 
We then asked how frequently randomly shuffled PRDM9 motifs overlap H3K4me3 peaks 
compared to the real motif. We found that no evidence that the real motif overlapped H3K4me3 
peaks more frequently than the shuffled versions of the motif (Figure 5C). 
As a secondary approach, we compared H3K4me3 peaks that are specific to the testis to 
H3K4me3 peaks that are specific to the liver, defined as peaks in the testis where there is no 
overlapping peak in the liver. Using a Chi-squared test, we asked whether H3K4me3 peaks 
found only in the testis are more likely to overlap a PRDM9 binding motif than those that are 
liver specific (where the definition is analogous) (Figure 5C). Because the size of H3K4me3 
peaks will impact the expected overlap with PRDM9 binding motifs, we also constrained the size 
of the H3K4me3 peaks in the liver analysis to be the same as that inferred from the testis using 
the –size flag in homer (229 bp). Results were not qualitatively different with the original 
analysis, using liver H3K4me3 peaks that were inferred to be 238 bp. Counterintuitively liver-
specific H3K4me3 peaks appear to overlap predicted PRDM9 motifs more often than testes-
specific peaks (χ = 14.8; p=1.2e-4). However, performing this same analysis with the 500 null 
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motifs (generated as described above), we found that liver-specific peaks were significantly 
enriched in shuffled motifs in 85% of simulations (at the 0.05 level). This analysis suggests that 
base composition differences between liver and testes-specific H3K4me3 peaks explain the 
difference in overlap results. 
We also repeated the above analysis for clusters of three zinc fingers in the swordtail 
PRDM9 zinc finger array, using a smaller number of shuffled sequences (n = 20). We observed 
the same qualitative patterns for each of the zinc finger clusters as reported above. 
Finally, we used a third approach to ask about the association of H3K4me3 peaks and 
PRDM9 binding sites. We generated five replicate datasets of H3K4me3 sequences and their 
flanking 250 bp regions from both the testis and the liver. We ran the program MEME to predict 
motifs enriched in the testis-specific H3K4me3 peaks using the liver as a background sequence 
set on these five replicate datasets. We then examined the top ten predicted motifs to ask whether 
any of these motifs resembled the computationally predicted PRDM9 binding motifs (Figure 5—
figure supplement 5). 
The above analyses suggest that in swordtail fish, PRDM9 does not make H3K4me3 
marks but they do not indicate whether H3K4me3 peaks are associated with recombination 
events in swordtails. We therefore verified that recombination rates in 10 kb windows are 
significantly correlated with the distance of that window to the nearest H3K4me3 peak (rho = 
−0.072, p=2.3e-69; Figure 5D). This relationship weakens but remains significant when 
accounting for distance both to transcriptional start sites and CpG-islands by a partial correlation 
analysis (rho = −0.026, p=5.4e-10). Furthermore, windows that contain a testis-specific 
H3K4me3 peak have a higher recombination rate than windows that contain a liver-specific peak 
(Figure 5—figure supplement 4). Finally, there is a significant positive correlation between the 
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number of bp in a 10 kb window overlapping an H3K4me3 peak and the number of 
recombination events observed in that window in the testis but not in the liver (testis: rho = 
0.044, p=2.8e-29; liver: rho = 0.002, p=0.66). Together, these analyses suggest that a relationship 




3.3.1 Fish species with a partial PRDM9 ortholog share broad patterns of 
recombination with species that lack PRDM9 
To more directly test the hypothesis that the partial ortholog of PRDM9 does not direct 
recombination, we examined patterns of crossing-over in naturally-occurring swordtail fish 
hybrids (Xiphophorus birchmanni x X. malinche; see Materials and methods). Like other 
percomorphs, swordtail fish have testis-specific expression of a PRDM9β type gene that lacks 
the KRAB and SSXRD domains, and has a slowly evolving zinc finger array (Figure 5A); they 
further carry substitutions at two catalytic residues of the SET domain (Y341F and Y357P), as 
well as at residues of the SET domain implicated in H3K4me2 recognition (see Materials and 
methods). Based on these features, we predicted that they should behave like a PRDM9 
knockout, with no increase in recombination around the PRDM9 motif.  
To test these predictions, we collected ~1X genome coverage from 268 natural hybrids 
and inferred crossover events from ancestry switchpoints between the two parental species using 
a hidden Markov model (see Materials and methods). By this approach, we found recombination 
rates to be elevated near transcriptional start sites and CpG-islands, two promoter-like features 
(Figure 5D-E; Figure 5—figure supplement 2). Moreover, and in contrast to what is observed in 
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species with PRDM9-mediated recombination (Figure 5—figure supplement 3), there is no 
elevation in recombination rates near computationally-predicted PRDM9 binding sites (Figure 
5F). These patterns resemble those previously reported for birds lacking PRDM9 (Singhal et al., 
2015). 
In addition, we performed native chromatin ChIP-seq with an H3K4me3 antibody in X. 
birchmanni testis and liver tissue. Consistent with a role for H3K4me3 in inducing double strand 
breaks, recombination is increased around H3K4me3 peaks (testing the association with 
distance, rho = −0.072, p=2.3e-69; Figure 5D), an effect that remains significant after correcting 
for distance to transcriptional start sites and CpG-islands (rho = −0.026, p=5.4e-10). In fact, the 
increase in recombination rate near the transcriptional start site is almost completely explained 
by the joint effects of proximity to H3K4me3 peaks and CpG-islands (transcriptional start site 
with both: rho = −0.009, p=0.02). Windows that contain testis-specific H3K4me3 peaks have 
significantly higher recombination rates than those that contain liver-specific H3K4me3 peaks 
(Figure 5—figure supplement 4). However, H3K4me3 peaks in the testis are not enriched for the 
computationally predicted PRDM9 motifs (Figure 5C), nor do they overlap with PRDM9 motifs 
in the testis more than the liver (see Methods). Conversely, sequence motifs associated with 
testis-specific H3K4me3 peaks do not resemble the predicted PRDM9 motif (Figure 5—figure 
supplement 5). Thus, there is no evidence that PRDM9 lays down the H3K4me3 marks 
associated with an increase in recombination in swordtails.  
 
3.3.2 Recombination landscapes in vertebrates with and without PRDM9 
To put the genomic patterns of recombination in swordtail fish in an explicit comparative 
framework, we re-analyzed patterns of recombination near transcriptional start sites and CpG-
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islands in previously published genetic maps based on linkage disequilibrium data from three 
species without functional PRDM9 genes (dog, zebra finch and long-tailed finch) and three 
species known to use PRDM9-mediated recombination (human, gorilla and mouse), as well as 
using a pedigree-based genetic map for one species with a complete PRDM9 ortholog, but for 
which no direct evidence of PRDM9’s role in recombination has yet been reported (sheep; see 
Materials and methods for details and references). 
Among species with complete PRDM9 genes, recombination rates are either weakly 
reduced near transcriptional start sites and CpG-islands or similar to what is seen in nearby 
windows (Figure 6; see Figure 6—figure supplement 1 for results with genetic maps based on 
pedigrees or admixture switches instead of linkage disequilibrium data in humans and dogs). In 
contrast, in all species lacking PRDM9 and in swordtail fish, the recombination rate is notably 
increased in windows overlapping either a transcriptional start site or CpG-island relative to 
nearby windows. Quantitative comparisons are difficult because of the varying resolution of the 
different genetic maps. Nonetheless, these results indicate that patterns of recombination near 
transcriptional start sites and CpG-islands differ between species carrying complete PRDM9 
orthologs and species lacking PRDM9 altogether, and that swordtail fish exhibit patterns of 




Swordtail fish with a truncated copy of PRDM9 that is missing KRAB and SSXRD 
domains behave like PRDM9 knockouts in their fine-scale recombination patterns. It is unclear if 
this behavior can be attributed to loss of the N terminal domains, since two key catalytic residues 
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within the SET domain were also substituted in this species. However, substitutions at catalytic 
residues are only seen in PRDM9 genes that have lost KRAB and/or SSXRD domains or have 
lost the zinc finger array entirely. When the zinc finger array is lost, PRDM9 obviously cannot 
induce double strand breaks by binding DNA and its new role may not require the same methyl-
transferase specificities. We speculate that the absence of KRAB and SSXRD domains in a 
PRDM9 ortholog may similarly signify that PRDM9 is no longer used to direct recombination 
and lead to reduced constraint on the catalytic activities of the SET domain. Consistent with this 
hypothesis, a number of recent papers suggest that the KRAB domain may play a role in 
recruiting the recombination machinery, though its exact role in this process remains unclear 
(Imai et al., 2017; Parvanov et al., 2017; Thibault-Sennett et al,. 2018).  
Notably, in order for our hypothesis to be correct that these truncated PRDM9 orthologs 
represent genuine losses of PRDM9-directed recombination, we are assuming that PRDM9-
directed recombination arose before the common ancestor of vertebrates. Nonetheless, direct 
evidence of PRDM9’s role in recombination remains restricted to mammals; mice, cattle and 
humans in particular (Baudat et al., 2010; Myers et al., 2010; Parvanoc et al., 2010; Sandor et al., 
2012). Further work is necessary to demonstrate the role of PRDM9 in directing recombination 






Figure 5: Patterns of recombination and PRDM9 evolution in swordtail fish. 
(a) Shown are the predicted binding motifs of PRDM9 for four closely related species of Xiphophorus. The zinc 
finger array of PRDM9 appears to be evolving slowly in Xiphophorus, with few changes over 1 million years of 
divergence (Cui et al., 2013; Jones et al., 2013). (b) Shown are the expression levels of PRDM9 in the liver and 
testis of X. birchmanni and X. malinche. PRDM9 is upregulated in the germline relative to the liver in X. birchmanni 
(circles) and X. malinche (squares; panel shows three biological replicates for each species). (c) Shown is the 
proportion of motifs overlapping H3K4me3 peaks in testes for the predicted PRDM9 binding motif (dashed line) 
and the distribution of this value for 500 shuffled motifs. The computationally-predicted PRDM9 binding sites is not 
unusually associated with H3K4me3 peaks in testes. Panels d-e show the relative crossover rate as a function of 
distance to (d) H3K4me3 peaks in testis, (e) CpG-islands and (f) the predicted PRDM9 binding motif. Crossover 
rates increase near H3K4me3 peaks in testis and near CpG-islands, Crossover rates do not increase near 




Figure 5 – Figure Supplement 1: Expression levels of meiosis-related genes in 
swordtail fish tissues. 
Shown are the expression levels of six meiosis-related genes in tissues containing germline cells and in liver tissue, 
based on analysis of three male and female biological replicates from each swordtail species (X. birchmanni and X. 
malinche). In general, the seven meiosis-related genes surveyed had higher expression in tissues containing germline 
cells than liver tissue, but this pattern was much more pronounced in testis tissue (compared to ovary tissue). As a 




Figure 5 – Figure Supplement 2: Recombination frequency in swordtails as a function 
of distance to the nearest transcriptional start site. 
Shown in the relative frequency of crossovers in swordtails as a function of distance to the nearest transcriptional 
start site. Partial correlation analyses suggest that the association between the transcriptional start sites and 




Figure 5 – Figure Supplement 3: Recombination rates show a peak near the 
computationally predicted PRDM9A binding motif in humans and gor-1 allele in gorillas. 
Most work investigating relationships between PRDM9 motifs and recombination rates have focused on the PRDM9 
motif empirically inferred from recombination hotspots, but the empirical motif is unknown for many species. To 
generate results comparable to those we present for swordtails in Figure 5F, we therefore determined recombination 
rate (using the map based on linkage disequilibrium patterns in the CEU; Frazer et al., 2007) as a function of 
distance to computationally predicted binding sites for the PRDM9A motif in humans and as a function of distance 
to computationally predicted binding sites for the gor-1 PRDM9 allele (Schwartz et al., 2014) in gorillas (using the 




Figure 5 – Figure Supplement 4: Higher observed recombination rate at testis-specific 
H3K4me3 peaks than liver-specific H3K4me3 peaks. 
Shown are the average number of recombination events in X. birchmanni – X. malinche hybrids observed at 
H3K4me3 peaks found only in the testis or liver of X. birchmanni. Peaks found only in the testis have higher 
observed recombination rates that those observed for peaks found only in the liver. This pattern supports the 




Figure 5 – Figure Supplement 5: MEME prediction of sequences enriched in testis-
H3K4me3 peaks relative to liver-specific H3K4me3 peaks. 
Results shown in A-E are from five replicate runs of 2000 testis-specific sequences using liver-specific sequences as 






Figure 6: Patterns of recombination near transcriptional start sites and CpG-islands in 
species with and without complete PRDM9 orthologs. 
For each species, recombination rates estimated from patterns of linkage disequilibrium (or in swordtail fish, from 
admixture switches) were binned in 10kb windows along the genome; curves were fit using Gaussian loess 
smoothing. The fold change in recombination rates shown on the y-axis is relative to recombination rates at the last 
point shown. Species shown in the top row have complete PRDM9 orthologs (mouse, human, gorilla and sheep), 
whereas species in the bottom row have no PRDM9 ortholog (dog, zebra finch, long-tailed finch), or a partial 
PRDM9 ortholog (swordtail fish).  
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Figure 6 – Figure Supplement 1: Dependence of patterns of recombination near 
transcriptional start sites and CpG-islands in dog and human on the type of genetic map. 
(a) Recombination rates near transcriptional start sites and CpG-islands in dogs are shown using recombination 
maps inferred either from linkage disequilibrium patterns or pedigree data. The magnitude of the peak near these 
features is lower in the map with lower resolution. This observation raises the possibility that a higher resolution 
map in swordtail fish would have a higher peak near these features. (b) Recombination rates near transcriptional 
start sites and CpG-islands in humans are shown using recombination maps inferred either from linkage 
disequilibrium patterns or ancestry switches in African-American samples. Recombination rates near the 
transcriptional start sites and CpG-islands in human do not seem to be strongly influenced by the choice of genetic 
map, though peaks at these features are slightly reduced in admixture- and pedigree-based methods.   


































































Chapter 4: Modeling the Evolution of PRDM9 and its Binding Sites 
 
4.1 Abstract 
Given that gene conversion leads to the undertransmission of hotspot-promoting alleles, a 
long-standing question in the field is how hotspots arise and why they persist. In humans, mice 
and many other species, the PRDM9 gene is responsible for the localization of hotspots through 
the DNA-binding specificity of its Cys-2-His-2 zinc finger array, which carries the signature of 
recurrent positive selection at DNA-binding residues. Positive selection acting on PRDM9 is 
usually explained by the Red Queen theory of recombination hotspots, which posits that as the 
number of PRDM9 binding sites decays over time as a consequence of gene conversion, viability 
selection to restore hotspots drives the evolution of novel PRDM9 alleles. Here, we consider an 
alternative model that explicitly incorporates binding competition between sites for PRDM9. In 
so doing, we reveal the importance of a novel source of hotspots not explored in previous 
models: weak binding sites initially outcompeted by stronger ones. Because the rate of decay of 
hotspots is proportional to their heat, and because there are many more weaker potential binding 
sites than there are stronger ones, this dynamic leads to an increase over time in the number of 
binding sites used, at the expense of their effective heats. In this model, the net rate of binding 
for a given PRDM9 allele does not necessarily decay significantly over time, but the rate of 
symmetrical binding does, as the heat of the strongest hotspots decreases. Importantly, such a 
lack of symmetrically bound hotspots decreases viability in hybrid mice crosses. When we model 
a requirement for the initiation of a sufficient number of double strand breaks at sites 
symmetrically bound by PRDM9 per chromosome per meiosis, we find that our model can 
explain the rapid evolutionary dynamics of PRDM9. Moreover, this requirement fundamentally 
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reshapes the recombination landscape by favoring invading alleles that result in highly skewed 
binding distributions—that is, those maximizing the probability of being bound symmetrically by 
minimizing the number of sites that are bound efficiently. More generally, our model highlights a 
possible evolutionary advantage of localizing recombination events to hotspots: in promoting the 
symmetrical binding of double strand break-promoting factors, plausibly as a mechanism for 
reducing search space during homolog engagement.  
 
4.2 Model 
4.2.1 Assumptions about the underlying biology of meiosis 
Our general model for the coevolution of PRDM9 and its binding sites makes the 
following simplifying assumptions about the underlying biology of meiosis. We assume that: a 
constant number of PRDM9 molecules are expressed per allelic copy of PRDM9 each meiosis. 
Each unique PRDM9 allele has a correspondingly unique set of cognate binding sites, with no 
overlap between distinct alleles. The probability of a particular binding site being bound is a 
consequence of binding competition for the available cognate PRDM9 molecules. Allelic 
variation at binding sites consists only of two alleles, a hot allele and a cold allele, wherein hot 
alleles can have variable binding affinities across loci, but cold alleles are never bound by 
PRDM9. There are a constant number of double strand breaks initiated per meiosis. All PRDM9-
bound sites, regardless of their underlying heats, have the same probability of experiencing a 
double strand break in a given meiosis. When a locus heterozygous for a binding site experiences 
a double strand break, and is repaired using the homologous chromosome, gene conversion 
always results in the conversion of the broken hot allele to a cold allele. When a double strand 
break occurs at locus wherein either or both of the sister chromatids of the unbroken homologous 
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chromosome have likewise been bound by PRDM9, it is considered to be a symmetric double 
strand break. Fitness is given as the probability that at least one symmetric double strand break 
occurs per meiosis, in a given germ cell, within an arbitrarily defined proportion of the genome 
(e.g., within the smallest chromosome or chromosomal arm). 
 
4.2.2 General overview of the basic model 
We model the change in frequencies of PRDM9 alleles in a single generation as a 
consequence of mutation and Wright-Fisher sampling with probabilities weighted by allelic 
fitness (with fertility selection). The fitness of different PRDM9 genotypes are given as a 
function of the probabilities of experiencing symmetric double strand breaks across the sites 
found on the smallest chromosomal arm during meiosis, given the number of binding sites of 
each heat for each PRDM9 allele, and the allele frequencies at PRDM9. Under this model, we 
assume that cold alleles fix rapidly in the population as a consequence of gene conversion, and 
thus calculate fitness under an assumption that all binding sites are found homozygous for hot 
alleles. The numbers of binding sites of each binding heat lost per generation is calculated 
deterministically as a function of the rate of introduction of novel cold alleles, and the probability 
of their fixation given their effective heat across the population, in light of the number of binding 
sites of each heat for each PRDM9 allele, and the allele frequencies at PRDM9.  
Except where explicitly stated otherwise, the parameters used in simulations are given in 
Table 1. A long-term effective population of 10,000 was used. This estimate is slightly larger 
than those observed for historical human populations (3,700 to 7,300; Tenesa et al., 2007), but 
smaller than those observed in wild mice (25,000 to 733,000; Phifer-Rixley et al., 2012). We 
assumed that there 5,000 PRDM9 molecules per meiosis on the basis of observations suggesting 
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that about 5,000 PRDM9-bound sites are modified per meiosis in mice (Diagouraga et al., 2018), 
and an assumption that the majority of expressed PRDM9 molecules bind the genome. Mutation 
rates from hot to cold alleles are given as 1.25e-7 to reflect a per base pair mutation rate of 
1.25e-8 and an assumption of ~10 non-degenerate base pairs necessary for PRDM9 binding per 
binding site. The mutation rate of new PRDM9 alleles was given as 1e-5, consistent with 
observations in humans (Jeffreys et al., 2013). The number of double strand breaks per meiosis 
was given as 300, consistent with observations in both humans and mice (Baudat et al., 2007). 
 
4.2.3 Dynamics of PRDM9 binding 
Importantly, the probability of any given binding sites depends not only on whether or 
not it is found in an individual carrying the cognate PRDM9 allele, but further, whether or not 
that individual is homozygous or heterozygous for that allele. For the sake of clarify, I present 
the majority of equations in this and the following two sections as if there were a single PRDM9 
allele found in the population. The consequence of considering PRDM9 allele and genotype 
frequencies on these variables is outlined in detail in section 4.2.6.  
We model the binding of PRDM9 to its binding sites as a consequence of Michaelis-
Menten kinetics, wherein binding sites act as competitive inhibitors of one another by competing 
for the binding of the available free PRDM9 molecules, PF. Under this model, an equilibrium is 
assumed between the rates at which binding sites of each heat associate and dissociate with 
PRDM9. In particular, the number of available binding sites of a particular heat i, SF(i), 
multiplied by the available free PRDM9 molecules, PF, is assumed to be equal to the number of 
such sites bound by PRDM9, PB(i), multiplied by dissociation constant, ki (the rate at which they 









𝑃! !  
𝑃!𝑆! ! = 𝑃! ! 𝑘! 
 
 In turn, the number of available free PRDM9 molecules for a given PRDM9 allele, PF, 
can be given as the total number expressed, PT, minus the sum of the number bound at sites of 
each heat, PB(i).  
 
 Equation 3.3 
𝑃!(!) = 𝑃! − 𝑃! !
!
= 𝑃! − 𝑃! 
 
The number of free binding sites of each heat can likewise be given as the total number 
of such binding sites, 4Si, where the four is necessary to account for four copies of each 




𝑆!(!) = 4𝑆! − 𝑃! !  
 
 Substituting equations 3.3 and 3.4 into equation 3.2 allows us to define the probability of 
a particular site being bound, Mi, as a function of the relevant dissociation constant, ki, and the 
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 In turn, the number of free PRDM9 molecules, PF, is given as the value which solves the 
above set of equations for each heat, such that the number of free PRDM9 molecules is equal to 
the total number minus the number bound across heats. In simulations wherein multiple binding 
heats are considered this value is calculated using numerical iteration.  
 
 Equation 3.6 








 When considering only a single binding heat across sites, the number of free PRDM9 
molecules, PF, can be calculated analytically (see section 4.7.1). 
 
4.2.4 Dynamics of PRDM9 binding sites 













 We give the rate of gene conversion at a binding site of particular heat i, gi, as the 
probability of being bound by PRDM9, Mi, multiplied by the probability of experiencing a 
double strand break conditional on being bound, c. 
 
Equation 4.2 
𝑔! = 𝑐𝑀! 
 
 So long as gene conversion is sufficiently strong to rapidly fix cold alleles at PRDM9 
binding sites relative to the lifespan of PRDM9 alleles, the probability of fixation for a newly 
arising cold allele can be approximated as 2gi. This approximation follows from how gene 
conversion acts analogously to selection in the change of allele frequencies over time. We can 
thus approximate the decay in number of binding sites, of a particular heat i, per generation, as 
the rate of introduction of cold alleles per generation, 2Nμ,	multiplied	by	their	fixation	
probabilities,	2gi,	and	by	the	number	of	such	sites	currently	remaining,	Si.	
	
	 Equation 4.3 
∆𝑆! = −2𝑁𝜇 ∗ 2𝑔! ∗ 𝑆! = −4𝑁𝜇𝑔!𝑆! 
 
  The loss of sites is thus modeled deterministically in our simulations following the above 
equation, taking into consideration the genotypic frequencies of relevant PRDM9 alleles and 
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their binding distributions. The equation for the number of sites of a particular heat i recognized 
by PRDM9 allele j lost per generation is given most simply as the following (see section 4.2.6, 
and in particular equation 6.10, for details): 
 
Equation 4.4 
∆𝑆 !,! = −4𝑁𝜇𝑔(!,!)𝑆(!,!) 
 
4.2.5 Fitness 
We define fitness as the probability of experiencing at least one symmetric double strand 
break on the smallest chromosome or chromosomal arm in the genome. Importantly, in order to 
appropriately model the dynamics of PRDM9 binding in light of competition between binding 
sites, we model values such as the level of PRDM9 expression, PT, and the number of sites of 
each heat, Si, genome-wide. However, under our model, the rate of decay of sites of particular 
heats does not vary across chromosomes. As such, we approximate fitness by assuming that a 
constant proportion of sites of each heat are found on the smallest chromosome or chromosomal 
arm relative to the genome, r, and defining the number of available loci for a particular heat i on 
this chromosomal arm as rSi. Fitness is thus given as one minus the probability that no 
symmetric double strand breaks are formed at any of the available loci across heats for the 
available PRDM9 alleles on this chromosomal arm. Where αi is the probability of a symmetric 
double strand break at a site of heat i, fitness can be expressed as: 
 
Equation 5.1 






 The probability of experiencing a symmetric double strand break, αi, is a function of the 
probability of being bound by PRDM9, Mi, and of the probability of experiencing a double 
strand break conditional on being bound, c. In particular, it is the probability that, for a site of a 
given heat i, at least one of the four available copies of the relevant chromosome are bound by 
PRDM9 and experience a double strand break, and that at least one of the two sister chromatids 
of the unbroken homologous chromosome have likewise been bound by PRDM9. For a brief 
derivation of this equation, see section 4.7.3. 
 
Equation 5.2 




4.2.6 Dynamics considering allelic and genotypic frequencies at PRDM9 
Importantly, we assume that the total level of PRDM9 expression is constant per allelic 
copy of PRDM9. As a consequence, in heterozygotes, there is only half the concentration of 







The relevant free concentration of a particular PRDM9 allele j thus depends on whether 
or not a particular individual is homozygous or heterozygous for the PRDM9 allele, but not, in a 
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heterozygote, with which other PRDM9 allele it is found with.  
 
Equations 6.2 and 6.3 
𝑃! !|!!" = 𝑃! 1+
4𝑆(!,!)











Likewise, the probability of a particular binding site being bound by PRDM9 depends on 
whether or not a particular individual is homozygous or heterozygous for the cognate PRDM9 
allele j, but not, in a heterozygote, with which other PRDM9 allele it is found with.  
 
Equations 6.4 and 6.5 
𝑀 !,!|!!" =
𝑃! !|!!"







In contrast, the probability of a particular binding site being cut, conditional on being 
bound by PRDM9, depends on the specific combination of alleles present. This is because the 
total number of PRDM9 bound sites is allowed to vary across alleles under our model. The 
probability that a site bound by PRDM9 experiences a double strand break can thus be given as a 
function of whether the individual is homozygous or heterozygous for the cognate allele, and if 
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The rate of gene conversion in a particular individual thus likewise depends on the 
specific combination of PRDM9 alleles present. The probability of gene conversion for a binding 
site of heat i for the cognate PRDM9 allele j can thus be given as a function of whether the 
individual is homozygous or heterozygous for the cognate allele, and if heterozygous, with 
which alternative PRDM9 allele k it is found with.  
 
Equations 6.8 and 6.9 
𝑔 !,!|!!" = 𝑐 !|!!" 𝑀 !,!|!!"  
𝑔 !,!,!|!!" = 𝑐 !,!|!!" 𝑀 !,!|!!"  
 
The overall rate of gene conversion at a binding site of particular heat i for a particular 
PRDM9 allele j across the population, g(i,j), can be given as the above value calculated for each 
genotype at PRDM9 and weighted by their genotypic frequencies. Where fj denotes the allele 
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Following from this equation, the net rate at which PRDM9 binding sites are lost from 
the population is a constant (see section 4.7.4 for details). 
 
Equation 6.11 
∆𝑆 = −𝑁𝜇𝐷  
 
Similarly, the probability that a given site experiences a symmetric double strand break 
depends on the specific combination of PRDM9 alleles present. The probability of a symmetric 
double strand break being observed for a binding site of heat i for the cognate PRDM9 allele j 
can thus be given as a function of whether the individual is homozygous or heterozygous for the 
cognate allele, and if heterozygous, with which alternative PRDM9 allele k it is found with. 
 
Equations 6.12 and 6.13 
𝛼 !,!|!!" = 1− 1− 𝑐 !|!!" 𝑀 !,!|!!" ! 2− 𝑐 !|!!" 𝑀 !,!|!!" 2−𝑀 !,!|!!"
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 Finally, the fitness of any given individuals is determined by the specific combination of 
PRDM9 alleles. When considering a heterozygote for PRDM9 alleles j and k, fitness is defined 
as the probability that no symmetric double strand breaks are made on the smallest chromosomal 




Equations 6.14 and 6.15 
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4.2.7 Dynamics of PRDM9 alleles 
The allele frequencies at PRDM9 are changed over the course of a single generation as a 
consequence of mutation, and Wright-Fisher sampling with fertility selection. To derive the 
allelic fitness for a given PRDM9 allele j, Wj, we derive the mean fitnesses of the individuals 
carrying at least one copy, weighted by their genotypic frequencies, wherein we count 
homozygotes twice to account for the presence of two copies of the relevant allele. The expected 
frequencies after selection are used as probabilities when simulating Wright-Fisher sampling. 
 
Equations 7.1 and 7.2 






− 1 𝑓!  
 
4.3 Results  
4.3.1 Binding symmetry increases over time when only a single heat is considered 
 In order to understand the dynamics of our model, we first investigated its behavior in the 
simplest possible scenario, considering only a single segregating PRDM9 allele, and assuming 
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that all binding sites have equivalent binding affinities. Importantly, when PRDM9 binding sites 
are lost from the population, some proportion of the freed PRDM9 molecules will bind the 
remaining sites, and some proportion will remain unbound, depending on the dissociation 
constants of remaining sites. We thus compared how the free concentration of PRDM9, rates of 
PRDM9 binding, and fitness change over time in this simplified scenario for a range of 
dissociation constants (Figure 7).  
For the strongest binding sites considered, the free concentration of PRDM9 initially does 
not change much. The vast majority of PRDM9 molecules made available by the loss of binding 
sites simply bind remaining sites. This dynamic changes when there are fewer available binding 
sites during meiosis than expressed PRDM9 molecules, at which point the free concentration of 
PRDM9 increases dramatically as binding sites are lost. For the weakest binding sites 
considered, the increase in the free concentration of PRDM9 is approximately linear over time, 
with the vast majority of PRDM9 molecules made available by the loss of binding sites 
remaining unbound (Figure 7A). Accordingly, the increase in the probability of being bound by 
PRDM9 for the weakest binding sites considered is negligible, whereas the probability of being 
bound for the strongest binding sites considered increases dramatically over time, saturating only 
when there are fewer available binding sites per meiosis than expressed PRDM9 molecules 
(Figure 7B).  
Importantly, when considering stronger binding sites (e.g., with a dissociation constant, 
k, between 1 and 10,000), fitness always increases over time. For weaker binding sites (e.g., with 
a dissociation constant, k, of 100,000 or greater), fitness will increase over time until there are 
very few binding sites available during meiosis (e.g., several thousand across the genome) 
(Figure 7C). Given what is known about the binding of PRDM9 to the genome, this represents a 
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highly implausible biological scenario. In particular, empirical estimates of the dissociation 
constants for known PRDM9 hotspots range from 7.2 to 159.7 [nM] (Patel et al., Striedner et. al., 
2017). Under our model, we define the dissociation constants for PRDM9 binding sites in units 
of molecules per meiotic nucleus volume. For a reasonable estimation of this volume (~38.2 
µm3; see section 4.7.2) we expect that dissociation constants given in units of [nM] can be 
approximately converted into the units of our model by multiplying by ~23, suggesting values of 
k ranging from ~166 to 3,678 might reasonably recapitulate the appropriate dynamic of PRDM9 
binding at known hotspots. Accordingly, the weaker binding sites considered here (k of 100,000 
or greater) likely reflect the dynamic when PRDM9 binding is limited to non-specific sites, at 
which point it would be reasonable to consider the majority of the genome as potential binding 
sites.  
Thus, for biologically plausible values of PRDM9 dissociation constants, fitness will 
always increase over time when only one binding heat is considered. As binding sites are lost, 
the decrease in fitness owed to the loss of potential sites for symmetric double strand breaks is 
always counteracted by the increased rate of symmetric PRDM9 binding across remaining sites.  
 
4.3.2 Fitness when considering two heats 
 We next turned to a model in which we considered that the hot alleles found at PRDM9 
binding sites could have either of two binding affinities. Under this model, we assume that there 
are some small number of strong binding sites, and some larger number of weaker ones. In order 
to understand how fitness decays over time in this model, we examined fitness as a function of 
the number of strong binding sites (S1), under the assumption that there is a large number of 
weak binding sites (S2 = 200,000). When the number of weak binding sites is held constant, the 
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number of strong binding sites shows a peak in fitness for some optimal number of strong 
binding sites (Figure 8; top panel). We additionally investigated fitness as a function of the 
number of weak binding sites (S2), under the assumption that there was a small number of strong 
binding sites (S1 = 1,250), for the same combinations of dissociation constants. Here we 
observed that fitness is always greater the fewer weaker binding sites there are (Figure 8; bottom 
panel). This suggests that fitness will decay in this model only as a consequence of the loss of 
strong binding sites, and not weak ones. Importantly, fitness itself is improved when there is a 
greater disparity between the underlying heats of strong and weak binding sites (Figure 8). When 
we examine fitness as a function of one or the other dissociation constant, we find that fitness 
always increases with decreasing dissociation constants at strong binding sites, and decreases 
with increasing dissociation constants at weak binding sites (Figure 8 – Figure Supplement 1).  
In order to understand how fitness is reduced when there are either too many or too few 
strong binding sites, we investigated both the proportion of PRDM9 bound to strong binding 
sites, and the probability of a symmetric double strand break occurring at a strong binding site, as 
functions of the number of strong binding sites (Figure 8 – Figure Supplement 2). We find that 
when there are too many strong binding sites, the probability of a given strong binding site being 
bound by PRDM9 becomes reduced. The corresponding reduction in the probability of 
experiencing a symmetric double strand break per site explains the reduction in fitness, as 
opposed to there being an insufficient number of such sites. When there are too few strong 
binding sites, the proportion of PRDM9 bound to them decreases substantially, similar to what 
was observed when considering only a single binding heat. In this case, however, the expressed 
PRDM9 molecules are more likely to bind weak binding sites than they are to remain unbound. 
As a consequence, double strand breaks are titrated away from the highly symmetrically bound 
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strong binding sites to weak ones, where they are unlikely to be accompanied by the symmetric 
binding of PRDM9. Thus fitness only decays under the two heat model when the loss of strong 
binding sites leads to a sufficient increase in the number of PRDM9 molecules bound to weak 
binding sites.  
 Our model thus suggests that the requirement for the symmetric binding of PRDM9 
favors a highly skewed binding distribution for PRDM9, with the vast majority of its binding 
being localized to the smallest number of sites. Importantly, the shape of this distribution 
depends on the level of expression of PRDM9, which varies two-fold between individuals 
heterozygous or homozygous for a particular PRDM9 allele. We briefly investigated fitness as a 
function of the number of strong binding sites when either homozygous for a given PRDM9 
allele, or heterozygous for two copies of PRDM9 with the same binding distributions (Figure 9; 
top panel). The optimal number of strong binding sites when heterozygous for PRDM9 is 
reduced relative to the number optimizing fitness in homozygotes, suggesting that even more 
highly skewed binding distributions are favored in the heterozygous state owing to the reduced 
concentration of PRDM9. Correspondingly, given a particular binding distribution, there is an 
optimal level of PRDM9 expression (Figure 9; bottom panel).  
 
4.3.3 Dynamics of PRDM9 turnover when considering two heats  
 Given that different binding distributions will correspond to different degrees of fitness 
depending on the genotypic status of the relevant PRDM9 allele, the dynamic of PRDM9 
turnover under our model depends on what the binding distributions of novel PRDM9 alleles 
look like. We briefly explored the dynamics of PRDM9 turnover when new PRDM9 alleles 
arose with numbers of strong binding sites optimizing fitness in the heterozygous and 
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homozygous state (S1 = 698; S1 = 1,367 respectively), given an assumption that strong binding 
sites were very strong (k1 = 1), and that there were plentiful weak binding sites (k2 = 50,000; S2 = 
200,000) (Figure 10). When new PRDM9 alleles arise with values maximizing fitness in the 
heterozygous state, it is very easy for them to invade the population, and we observe diversifying 
selection leading to a high number of segregating PRDM9 alleles (Figure 10; top panel). On the 
other hand, when new PRDM9 alleles arise with values maximizing fitness in the homozygous 
state, we typically observe only one major PRDM9 allele at a time. Nonetheless, older PRDM9 
alleles persist within the population at lower frequencies (Figure 10; bottom panel). This likely 
represents the fact that, as PRDM9 alleles lose strong binding sites, their fitness in the 
heterozygous state initially increases.  
In this regard, it is worth pointing out that one drawback of the two heat model is that, as 
strong binding sites are lost, the underlying distribution of binding heats becomes even more 
highly skewed over time. It seems probable that in reality, owing to there being many more weak 
binding sites than strong ones, and owing to the strongest binding sites being lost first, the 
underlying distribution of binding affinities itself should become more dispersed over time. That 
this does not happen in the two heat model is a consequence of the fact that we consider all 
strong binding sites to be the same heat. If the underlying distribution of binding affinities 
becomes less skewed over time, one potential consequence would be that new PRDM9 alleles 
arising with binding distributions which do better in the heterozygous state than the homozygous 
one, might begin to do better the homozygous state as they age, rather than the opposite pattern 
observed here.  
 Importantly, because selection acts differently on PRDM9 alleles with different binding 
distributions, selection can act to shape the recombination landscape by favoring certain PRDM9 
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alleles over others. In this regard, we can allow the number of strong binding sites to vary in our 
model across newly arising PRDM9 alleles, in order to understand how the requirement for 
symmetry shapes this value. We implement this approach in two manners (Figure 11). First, we 
consider a model with inheritance, in which the number of strong binding sites for each newly 
arising allele is taken as the value of the originating allele plus some variance drawn from a 
normal distribution with a mean of zero. We find that over time, selection causes the number of 
strong binding sites for new PRDM9 alleles to evolve to a value somewhat below that which 
maximizes fitness in the heterozygous state (Figure 11; top panel). Next, we considered a model 
without inheritance, in which the number of strong binding sites for newly arising PRDM9 
alleles is drawn from a flat distribution from 1 to 2,000. Here we considered the distribution 
across segregating alleles over time of the initial value for the number of strong binding sites. 
We observe that successfully invading alleles (those reaching a frequency of 5% of higher) 
tended to begin with a number of strong binding sites near that which maximizes fitness in the 
heterozygous state (Figure 11; bottom panel). Moreover, the vast majority of such alleles began 
with binding distributions that provide a higher fitness in the heterozygous state than the 
homozygous one (>96%). These observations reflect the fact that selection almost entirely acts 
on heterozygotes rather than homozygotes, owing to new alleles always appearing in the 
heterozygous state, and young alleles at low frequencies almost always being found in the 
heterozygous state.  
Our model thus suggests that the requirement for symmetry favors a highly skewed 
binding distribution, and in particular, will favor PRDM9 alleles with binding distributions so 
highly skewed they perform better in heterozygotes than homozygotes. As a consequence, the 
requirement for symmetry drives not only PRDM9 turnover, but suggests a source of 
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diversifying selection on the DNA-binding specificity of PRDM9. If such PRDM9 alleles (those 
which have higher fitness in heterozygotes relative to homozygotes) arise to high frequencies, 
their allelic fitness will decrease as the proportion of time they are found in a homozygous state 
increases. 
At the same time, under this latter model, in which new PRDM9 alleles begin with 
randomly drawn values of S1, some PRDM9 alleles will have binding distributions better suited 
to the homozygous state. These alleles will, conditional on having successfully invaded the 
population, tend to reach higher frequencies in the population (Figure 11 – Figure Supplement 1; 
top panel). This results in a dynamic of PRDM9 turnover in which some alleles remain at low 
frequencies and do not live long, and other PRDM9 alleles reach higher frequencies and live 
longer (Figure 11 – Figure Supplement 1; Figure 11 – Figure Supplement 2). This feature of our 
model seems to give rise to more realistic patterns of PRDM9 turnover and diversity (Figure 11 – 
Figure Supplement 1; bottom panel). In particular, while there is high allelic diversity at PRDM9 
in many species (Groeneveld et al., 2012; Kono et al., 2014), humans carry a major allele, 
PRDM9A, which is found segregating at high frequencies, particularly in non-African 
populations. A model in which PRDM9 alleles might be better suited for hetero- or homozygotes 
depending on their binding distributions might explain these patterns, wherein diversifying 
selection is typically observed, but there are occasionally PRDM9 alleles which arise to high 
frequencies. While in this model PRDM9 alleles with more dispersed underlying binding 
distributions appear by chance, it seems probable that, in reality, older PRDM9 alleles may serve 
this role as binding distributions initially selected for in the heterozygous state become more 
dispersed over time. Notably, the PRDM9A allele in humans is believed to be fairly old, with 
extensive evidence of the loss of its binding sites along the human lineage (Myers et al., 2010).   
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4.3.4 Considering empirical distributions  
 In order to understand the implications of our model under more realistic binding 
distributions, we briefly inferred the probability of different sites being bound by PRDM9, and 
their corresponding dissociation constants, from DMC1 ChIP-seq data from a human individual 
homozygous for the PRDM9A allele (individual AA2 from Pratto et al., 2014), under the 
assumptions that there are approximately 5,000 PRDM9 bound sites per meiosis, that the vast 
majority of expressed PRDM9 molecules are bound, that each PRDM9 bound site has an equal 
probability of experiencing a double strand break, and that the DMC1 signal observed per 
hotspot is directly proportional to the rate of double strand break formation (see section 4.7.5 for 
details). We thus ignore the contribution of variance in repair time to the DMC1 signal. We ran a 
simulation of our model using this distribution, and considering only one PRDM9 allele. We find 
that while fitness initially decreases under these conditions, it eventually begins to increase 
(Figure 12; middle left panel).  
We believe the observed decrease and then increase in fitness reflects the fact that 
empirical distributions of PRDM9 binding do not capture weak binding sites, currently being 
outcompeted by stronger ones. The later increase in fitness is likely a consequence of there being 
a limited number of sites included in the model, similar to what occurs when considering only a 
single heat. As a rough approximation of what the true underlying distribution of PRDM9 
binding sites looks like, we assumed that the distribution of DMC1 reads observed at hotspots 
called for four other individuals, but not the individual examined here, was reflective of the 
distribution of PRDM9’s binding affinity across the genome outside of hotspots. When we 
assumed that 10% of PRDM9 binding sites were observed in called hotspots, and thus that there 
were 9 times as many PRDM9 binding sites with affinities drawn from this background 
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distribution, we observe that fitness continues to decay over time (Figure 12; middle right panel). 
Moreover, the observed decrease in fitness is associated with an overall decrease in the skew-
ness of PRDM9’s binding distribution, as measured by the number of PRDM9 molecules found 
bound to the hottest 100 sites each generation (Figure 12; bottom panels). This suggests that the 
underlying distribution of binding heats itself is becoming less skewed over time.  
 
4.4 Discussion 
Here we have developed a model for the co-evolution of PRDM9 binding sites similar to 
previous models (Ubeda and Wilkins, 2011; Lesecque et al., 2014; Latrille et al., 2017), but 
incorporating several important considerations revealed by recent work exploring the role of 
PRDM9 in mediating hybrid sterility in crosses of certain Mus musculus subspecies. In 
particular, we (i) model the binding of PRDM9 competitively, as opposed to assuming that each 
binding site has a constant probability of being bound by PRDM9 over time, and (ii) model 
fitness as a function of PRDM9 binding symmetry, as opposed to its overall degree of binding.  
In crosses of Mus musculus subspecies exhibiting hybrid sterility, asymmetry in PRDM9 
binding is a consequence of lineage specific erosion of binding sites leading to widespread 
heterozygosity at PRDM9 binding sites in the F1 generation (Davies et al., 2016; Smagulova et 
al., 2016). Within panmictic populations, however, asymmetry is unlikely to be caused by 
widespread heterozygosity at PRDM9 binding sites, in part because, by fixing cold alleles, gene 
conversion acts to remove heterozygosity over time. In order for our model to work, we therefore 
needed to understand how PRDM9 binding symmetry changes over time.  
First, we demonstrated that under a simplified scenario, wherein all PRDM9 binding sites 
have equivalent binding affinities, as PRDM9 binding sites are lost to drive, the probability that 
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remaining sites will be bound increases over time. As a consequence, when using otherwise 
realistic parameter values, fitness given as a function of symmetrical PRDM9 binding will 
always increase over time. The amount of fitness lost due to the loss of sites for potential 
symmetric double strand breaks as a consequence of gene conversion is always less than that 
gained by the increase in symmetry of PRDM9 binding across remaining sites (Figure 8 – Figure 
Supplement 2). While this scenario is biologically implausible, it illustrates the fact that the 
decrease in fitness over time caused by a general requirement for symmetry cannot be simply a 
function of the monotonic loss of binding sites. 
In order for PRDM9 binding to become more asymmetric over time, the amount of 
symmetric binding lost due to the loss of sites must be greater than the increase in binding 
symmetry across remaining sites. The simplest model in which this is true is when we consider 
only two classes of PRDM9 binding sites. In this scenario, fitness is maximized when the strong 
binding sites are nearly saturated for PRDM9, and when the majority of PRDM9 molecules are 
bound to those sites. These conditions reflect the fact that a requirement for symmetry favors 
highly skewed binding distributions. Having an excess of strong binding sites would reduce 
fitness by reducing the amount of binding and symmetric binding observed at each. Fitness only 
decays when PRDM9 molecules made available by the loss of strong binding sites do not 
substantially contribute to an increased amount of symmetrical binding at remaining strong 
binding sites.  
Intriguingly, this aspect of our model suggests two possible sources of selection on the 
expression level of PRDM9. Overexpression of PRDM9 can result in an excess of PRDM9 
binding to weak binding sites, resulting in the titration of double strand breaks away from 
stronger, symmetrically bound ones. Inversely, if the expression of PRDM9 is too low, there 
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might not be a sufficient degree of symmetry at its strongest sites. This suggests both that the 
level of PRDM9 expression may be under stabilizing selection, and that it might co-evolve with 
the binding distribution of PRDM9. 
The number of strong binding sites optimizing fitness likewise depends on the level of 
PRDM9 expression. This aspect of our model is particularly important because the level of 
expression of a particular PRDM9 allele is reduced by half in heterozygotes relative to 
homozygotes. As a consequence, the binding distributions which maximize fitness in 
heterozygotes are even more highly skewed than those which maximize fitness in homozygotes. 
The fact that selection acts on new PRDM9 alleles almost entirely in heterozygotes has important 
implications for understanding the dynamics of PRDM9 turnover. In particular, selection will act 
to favor the appearance of PRDM9 alleles with binding distributions maximizing their 
contributions to fitness in the heterozygous state. Our results suggest that the majority of 
successfully invading PRDM9 alleles will be better suited in heterozygotes relative to 
homozygotes. One further consequence is that selection acts against PRDM9 alleles when they 
reach high enough frequencies to be found as homozygotes. The requirement for symmetrical 
binding of PRDM9 thus not only drives the turnover of PRDM9, but introduces a source of 
diversifying selection within the population on the DNA-binding specificity of PRDM9.  
One short-coming of the two heat model, however, is that as strong binding sites are lost 
over time, the underlying distribution of binding affinities always becomes more highly skewed, 
regardless of whether or not PRDM9 binding itself is becoming more concentrated at strong 
binding sites, or becoming more dispersed as it begins to bind weak ones. This has important 
implication for the dynamic of PRDM9 turnover, because PRDM9 alleles with slightly less 
skewed underlying binding distributions tend to do better in homozygotes, and can thereby reach 
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higher frequencies in the population. Under our two heat model, PRDM9 alleles which arise with 
larger numbers of strong binding sites, such that fitness is greater in the homozygous relative to 
heterozygous state, will eventually experience a sufficient amount of erosion against its strong 
binding sites that it becomes better situated in the heterozygous state. In reality, it seems unlikely 
that the underlying distribution of binding affinities would become more highly skewed over 
time in this manner. 
When we tried approximating the distribution of PRDM9 binding using empirical heats 
of DMC1 ChIP-seq hotspots, we observed that fitness would initially decrease over time, but 
then increase, likely a consequence of the fact that estimates of PRDM9’s binding distribution 
inferred from empirical data lack signal for the colder PRDM9 binding sites presently 
outcompeted by stronger ones. When we incorporate additional weaker binding sites into this 
model, fitness continues to decrease over time, concordant with the underlying distributions of 
PRDM9 binding affinities continuing to become more dispersed over time. Given that selection 
will act to favor the appearance of PRDM9 alleles with binding distributions that do well in 
heterozygotes, which are more highly skewed than those which do well in homozygotes, this 
suggests that older PRDM9 alleles might do better in the homozygous state. Whether or not 
PRDM9 alleles are likely to reach an age where this benefit is observed is likely dependent on 
both the shape of the underlying binding distribution, as well as additional parameters of our 
model such as population size. Further work is necessary in order to understand the dynamics of 
PRDM9 turnover when considering more realistic binding distributions.  
The general conclusions of our model bring to light the need to re-phrase the hotspot 
conversion paradox. When competition for a binding factor promoting the use of sites as 
hotspots is considered, the number of hotspots does not necessarily decay substantially over 
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time. Whether it does is determined by the threshold used to label whether or not a site is a 
hotspot. At the extremes, the number of sites being used for recombination per meiosis is always 
increasing, but the number of sites symmetrically bound is decreasing. Ultimately, populations 
do not run out of hotspots by running out of binding sites, but by using too many of them. The 
rapid evolution of PRDM9 solves this problem because new PRDM9 alleles tend to use less 
binding sites per meiosis in lieu of the requirement for symmetric binding.  
Importantly, because the total amount of PRDM9 binding does not need to decay 
substantially over time in our model, the requirement for the symmetrical binding of PRDM9 is 
crucial to the solution of the hotspot conversion paradox. Were this requirement to be lost, two 
interesting things might happen. First, if fitness were simply a function of the overall amount of 
PRDM9 binding, there would be directional selection favoring greater amounts of PRDM9 
expression. Second, the binding distribution would eventually become so dispersed that the 
recombination landscape could be described as lacking hotspots altogether. Our model thus 
provides theoretical support for the hypothesis that the existence of PRDM9-mediated hotspots 
reflects a requirement or benefit of the symmetric binding of PRDM9.  
Previous work has hypothesized that the symmetric binding of PRDM9 plays a role in 
double strand break-dependent repair and/or homolog pairing in mice (Davies et al., 2016; 
Gregorova et al., 2018). This could be mediated as a consequence of PRDM9-bound sites being 
brought to the chromosomal axis. After double strand breaks are made at a subset of PRDM9-
bound sites, the resulting ssDNA engages in the process of homology search for a homologous 
sequence. If this process preferentially checks sites on the homologous chromosomes bound by 
PRDM9, the search space can be reduced so long as PRDM9 is bound symmetrically (Davies et 
al., 2016). This general argument should hold for any recombination-promoting factor, and might 
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thus underlie the evolutionary advantage of using hotspots. Intriguingly, species known to lack 
recombination hotspots (e.g., C. elegans and Drosophila) additionally lack double strand break-
dependent mechanisms of homolog pairing.  
The hypothesis that the benefit of the symmetric binding of PRDM9 is mediated by a role 
of PRDM9 in double strand break repair or homolog pairing may additionally offer some insight 
into the circumstances under which PRDM9 is evolutionarily maintained. In particular, if the 
distribution of heats in the absence of PRDM9 is less highly skewed than that observed in the 
presence of PRDM9, then PRDM9-directed recombination may offer a benefit by increasing the 
probability of symmetry per double strand break. If fitness is defined in terms of this symmetry, 
as it is under our model, then the benefit of PRDM9-directed recombination should be greater the 
fewer double strand breaks made.   
Our general model makes a number of simplifying assumptions which are not 
biologically plausible. For example, the overall level of PRDM9 expression as well as the 
number of double strand breaks will vary across germ cells of a single individual. Nonetheless, 
the general behavior of our model is likely to be robust to variation in these numbers across germ 
cells so long as fitness is defined as some function of the mean phenotypes of the germ cells for a 
given individual. In this regard, we additionally assumed that fitness of an individual was equal 
to the fitness of a germ cell. In reality, a large proportion of gametes can die without a 
correspondingly large reduction in fertility (Dogan et al., 2013; Hunter et al., 2017). 
Incorporating this consideration would likely slow down the dynamics of PRDM9 turnover 
under our model, but is unlikely to change its qualitative behavior. Notably, the level of PRDM9 
expression and the number of double strand breaks will likewise vary across individuals. In this 
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regard, our model could be readily expanded to incorporate such variation, and to model its co-
evolution with the binding distributions of PRDM9 alleles.  
We additionally assume that PRDM9 binding sites have either a hot or a cold allele, and 
that gene conversion in a heterozygote always results in the conversion of the broken hot allele to 
a cold allele. In reality, the majority of bias in the transmission of variants at PRDM9 binding 
sites are likely between hot alleles of varying heats, and a large proportion of gene conversion 
events will not extend through the PRDM9 binding motif (Cole et al., 2014). When considering 
gene conversion events between hot alleles of differing heats, how the shape of the underlying 
distribution of binding affinities changes over time will have slightly different dynamics. 
Whether or not this increases or decreases the rate of PRDM9 turnover in our model is likely 
dependent upon the differences in heat between binding sites subject to gene conversion. 
Nonetheless, this is unlikely to change the qualitative behavior of our model. Likewise, if we 
consider that not all gene conversion events cover the PRDM9 binding site, the dynamics of 









Figure 7: Fitness increases over time when only a single binding heat is considered. 
We initialized our simulation with 20,000 binding sites of equivalent binding affinities, varying the value of the 
dissociation constant from one to one million (k = 1; 100; 1,000; 10,000; 100,000; 1,000,000; represented by 
different colors in each panel). In order to ensure that each iteration began with a similar levels of PRDM9 binding 
and fitness, we chose unique integer values for the total level of PRDM9 expression such that in the first generation, 
approximately 5,000 sites were bound by PRDM9 (PT = 5,001; 5,007; 5,067; 5,667; 11,667; 71,667). Because a 
constant number of binding sites are lost per generation, we present the dynamic of our model as a function of the 
proportion of initial binding sites lost. We stop the simulation when there are fewer PRDM9 bound sites than double 
strand breaks per meiosis. (a) The free concentration of PRDM9 over time. For the strongest binding sites (in red), 
the free concentration of PRDM9 does not change dramatically over time, until there are more expressed PRDM9 
molecules than binding sites available during meiosis (vertical dashed line). Inversely, for the weakest binding sites 
(in purple), the increase in the free concentration of PRDM9 is approximately linear over time. Intermediate values 
show intermediate patterns. (b) The probability of PRDM9 binding over time. When considering the strongest 
binding sites (in red), the probability of being bound begins to saturate when there are more expressed PRDM9 
molecules than binding sites available during meiosis (vertical dashed line). (c) Fitness over time. Fitness increases 
over time for all dissociation constants, with the exception of slight decreases when there are a small number of very 
weak sites (in blue and purple), a biologically implausible scenario.  
  




Figure 8: Fitness as a function of the numbers of strong and weak binding sites under 
the two heat model.   
The top plot shows fitness as a function of the number of strong binding sites (S1) when there are 200,000 weak 
binding sites (S2), for a variable set of dissociation constants shown in the legend. The black line indicates the 
scenario in which the heats have the same dissociation constants, and recapitulates the one heat model in which 
fitness always increases as sites are lost. When dissociation constants are variable, there is a peak value of S1 which 
optimizes fitness. Fitness itself is maximized the greater the disparity of binding between the two classes of heats. 
As this disparity is increased, the optimal value of S1 is shifted lower. The bottom plot shows fitness as a function of 
the number of weak binding sites (S2) when there are 1,250 strong binding sites (S1), such that the number of strong 
binding sites available during meiosis is equal to the total number of expressed PRDM9 molecules (5,000). In this 
case, fitness is always greater the fewer weak binding sites there are. Dissociation constants were chosen such when 
there were 20,000 strong binding sites and 200,000 weak binding sites, and 99.95% of expressed PRDM9 molecules 
were bound, there relative proportion of PRDM9 found at cold to hot binding sites respectively would be 10:1 




Figure 8 – Figure Supplement 1: Fitness as a function of dissociation constants under 
the two heat model.   
Shown is fitness as a function of the dissociation constants considering a scenario in which there were few strong 
binding sites (S1 = 1,250), and a large number of weak ones (S2 = 200,000). Fitness is maximized when the 
dissociation constant for strong binding sites is very small (red), and when the dissociation constant for weak 





Figure 8 – Figure Supplement 2: Dynamics of PRDM9 binding as a function of the 
number of strong binding sites 
Shown are various variables of our model as a function of the number of strong binding sites (S1; k1 = 1), when there 
are a large number of weak binding sites (S2 = 200,000; k2 = 50,000). The probability of PRDM9 binding, and the 
probability of experiencing symmetric double strand breaks, is always increased per strong binding site the fewer 
there are. Fitness is thus reduced for large numbers of strong binding sites because in practice they are not 
sufficiently hot (top panel). Inversely, having more strong binding sites always means that more of the total 
expressed PRDM9 molecules will bind strong sites. When there are a very small number of strong binding sites, 
PRDM9 begins binding weaker binding sites instead. Fitness is thus reduced for small numbers of strong binding 




Figure 9: The relation between PRDM9 expression and the binding distribution in 
homozygotes versus heterozygotes under the two heat model.   
The top plot shows fitness as a function of the number of strong binding sites (S1; k1 = 1), when there are a large 
number of weak binding sites (S2 = 200,000; k2 = 50,000). Fitness is shown in red for individuals homozygous at 
PRDM9, and in blue for individuals heterozygous for two distinct PRDM9 alleles with the same binding 
distributions. The red and blue vertical dashed lines indicate the value of S1 which optimizes in fitness in 
homozygotes (S1 = 1,367) and in heterozygotes (S1 = 698) respectively. Because there is less PRDM9 expression for 
the relevant cognate PRDM9 alleles in a heterozygote, more highly skewed binding distributions are favored. The 
bottom plot shows fitness as a function of PRDM9 expression under the above conditions, when there are 698 strong 
PRDM9 binding sites, the value maximizing fitness in the heterozygous state. The dashed vertical line indicates the 





Figure 10: Dynamics of PRDM9 turnover when PRDM9 alleles with numbers of 
strong binding sites optimizing fitness in the heterozygous versus homozygous state.   
The top plot shows the allele frequencies of PRDM9 over time when new PRDM9 alleles begin with a number of 
strong binding sites optimizing fitness in the heterozygous state (S1 = 698), given that strong binding sites are very 
hot (k1 = 1) and there are a large number of fairly weak binding sites (S2 = 200,000; k2 = 50,000). The bottom plot 
shows the allele frequencies of PRDM9 over time when new PRDM9 alleles begin with a number of strong binding 







Figure 11: Selection shapes the recombination landscape by favoring PRDM9 alleles 
with binding distributions which do better in heterozygotes than in homozygotes   
The top plot shows the mean number of strong binding sites currently segregating PRDM9 alleles began with, 
weighted by their frequencies, under a model in which new PRDM9 alleles have a value of S1 inherited from their 
originating allele, plus a number drawn from a normal distribution with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 100. 
When initiating the simulation with a single PRDM9 allele beginning with the number of sites optimizing its fitness 
in the homozygous state (S1 = 1,367), selection quickly acts in favor of PRDM9 alleles with fewer binding sites until 
this value is somewhat lower than the value maximizing fitness in individuals heterozygous for alleles with the same 
binding distributions (S1 = 698, horizontal red line). The bottom plot shows the distribution of the initial number of 
strong binding sites for all PRDM9 alleles reaching a minimum frequency in the population of 5%, after running a 
simulation for 900,000 generations (after a burn-in of 100,000 generations) wherein each new PRDM9 allele arose 
with a value of S1 drawn at random from 1 to 2,000. This distribution is approximated focused around the value 
maximizing fitness in the heterozygous state (S1 = 698, vertical red line). Notably, PRDM9 alleles do not arise with 
values maximizing fitness in the homozygous state (S1 = 1367, vertical blue line), and the vast majority of invading 




Figure 11 – Figure Supplement 1: PRDM9 alleles with different binding distributions 
exhibit different dynamics in the population 
The top plot shows the maximum frequency reached over 900,000 generations (after a burn-in period of 100,000 
generations) for each of 175,667 unique PRDM9 alleles (724 reaching a frequency in the population greater than 
5%), as a function of the number of strong binding sites (S1) each allele began with, under a model in which new 
PRDM9 alleles arise with a value of S1 drawn at random from 1 to 2,000. Conditional on successfully invading the 
population, PRDM9 alleles with more strong binding sites tend to reach higher frequencies. The bottom plot 
demonstrates the dynamic of PRDM9 turnover under this model within a randomly sampled window, in which there 
are many PRDM9 alleles segregating at a time, even when there are occasionally PRDM9 alleles reaching higher 
frequencies. This general kind of dynamic is consistent with empirical observations, in which there appears to be 





Figure 11 – Figure Supplement 2: Distribution of the initial number of strong binding 
sites (S1) across segregating alleles at various frequency thresholds.  
Here we show the stationary distribution of the initial number of strong binding sites (S1) across 900,000 generations 
(after a burn-in period of 100,000 generations), under a model in which new PRDM9 alleles arise with a value of S1 
drawn at random from 1 to 2,000, by plotting the density of this value across PRDM9 alleles, weighting by the 
integral of frequencies of each over PRDM9 allele over their lifespans. This distribution thus represents what you 
would expect if you were draw a PRDM9 allele from the population at any given point in time at random. Whether 
we consider all PRDM9 alleles (black), or only those reaching a frequency greater than 5% (blue), we do not 
observe a substantial difference in this distribution. Most PRDM9 alleles are found with initial values of S1 slightly 
greater than that which maximizes fitness in the heterozygous state (S1 = 698; dashed vertical blue line), and which 
provide a higher fitness in the heterozygous state than the homozygous one (S1 = 1029; dashed vertical black line). 
When we consider only PRDM9 alleles reaching very high frequencies (e.g., >75%; in red), we observe that these 
PRDM9 alleles tend to have equivalent fitness in either hetero- or homozygotes. The dashed vertical red line 





Figure 12: Investigation of empirical binding distributions   
Briefly, we inferred dissociation constants and binding probability for PRDM9 binding sites from DMC1 ChIP-seq 
peaks called for the AA2 individual from Pratto et al., 2014 (see section 4.7.5 for details). In the left panels we 
consider only peaks called as hotspots for the AA2 individual. In the right panels we assumed that the distribution of 
weaker PRDM9 binding sites could be approximated by the number of DMC1 reads mapping to peaks called as 
hotspots for the remaining 4 individuals in the dataset, but not the individual examined, and that there were nine 
times as many sites drawn from this distribution, as from that giving rise to the called hotspots. Top panels show the 
number of sites with different PRDM9 binding probabilities for the starting distributions. Middle panels show how 
fitness changes over time. The bottom panels show the proportion of PRDM9 molecules found bound to the hottest 




Table 2:  Parameters and variables of the model  
Shown are the symbols used to indicate the various parameters and variables of the model, and brief 
descriptions of what these symbols indicate. For the sake of clarity, subscripts indicating whether or not 
these variables are conditional on particular binding heats, particular PRDM9 alleles, or the genotypic 
status of PRDM9, have been omitted.  
Parameter Description Value  
N Effective population size 10,000 
μ Mutation rate from hot to cold alleles at PRDM9 binding sites 1e-7 
ν Mutation rate for new PRDM9 alleles 1e-5 
D Number of double strand breaks initiated genome-wide per meiosis 300 
PT Total number of PRDM9 molecules expressed per meiosis 5,000 
k Dissociation constant of a binding site of heat i variable 
S Number of binding sites genome-wide variable 
r Proportion of binding sites found on the smallest chromosomal arm 1/40 
Variable Description  
PF Number of free PRDM9 molecules  
PB Number of PRDM9-bound sites (bound PRDM9 molecules)  
M Probability of a binding site being bound by PRDM9  
c Probability of a PRDM9-bound site experiencing a double strand break  
g Probability of a binding site experiencing a double strand breaks (rate of gene 
conversion) 
 
α Probability of a binding site experiencing a symmetric double strand break  





4.7 Supplementary Methods 
4.7.1. Solving the free concentration of PRDM9 when considering a single heat 
 By subbing in values for the free concentration of PRDM9 and the free number of 
binding sites from equations 3.3 and 3.3 into equation 3.2, considering only a single binding 
heat, and solving for zero, it is possible to get a quadratic equation describing the total number of 
PRDM9 bound sites.  
 
0 = 𝑃!! − 𝑘 + 4𝑆 + 𝑃! 𝑃! + 4𝑆𝑃! 
 
 The plus or minus sign in the solution can be shown to always be a minus sign by solving 
for the condition under which the total number of PRDM9 bound sites remains positive.  
 
𝑃! =
𝑘 + 4𝑆 + 𝑃! ± 𝑘 + 4𝑆 + 𝑃! ! − 16𝑆𝑃!
2  
 
 When it is a plus sign:  
0 < 𝑘 + 4𝑆 + 𝑃! + 𝑘 + 4𝑆 + 𝑃! ! − 16𝑆𝑃! 
 The equation reduces to: 
0 < −16𝑆𝑃! 
 
 When it is a minus sign: 
0 < 𝑘 + 4𝑆 + 𝑃! − 𝑘 + 4𝑆 + 𝑃! ! − 16𝑆𝑃! 
 The equation reduces to: 
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0 < 16𝑆𝑃! 
 
 This provides the analytic solution to the free concentration of PRDM9 when considering 
sites of equal binding affinity.  
 
𝑃! = 𝑃! − 𝑃! = 𝑃! −
𝑘 + 4𝑆 + 𝑃! − 𝑘 + 4𝑆 + 𝑃! ! − 16𝑆𝑃!
2  
 
4.7.2. Converting dissociation constants to [nM] 
 Under out model, dissociation constants are given in units of molecules per meiotic 
nucleus volume. In order to convert between dissociation constants in these units, and values 
given in [nM] from empirical studies, we need to estimate the relevant volume in which the 
PRDM9 protein is localized during meiosis. Recent 3D imaging of whole spermatocytes from 
mice estimates the depth of the cell as ~9µm (Huang et al., 2016). Assuming that the cell is 
approximately spherical, this provides a rough estimate of the volume of a spermatocyte of 381.7 
µm3. As a general rule of thumb, the volume of the nucleus is approximately 1/10 that of the cell, 
giving an estimated volume of the meiotic nucleus of 38.17 µm3. This estimate is slightly 
smaller, but on the same order of magnitude, as more direct estimates of the nuclear volume of 
spermatozoa (47.93 to 74.37 µm3; Rouen et al., 2015). Using this volume, dissociation constants 
in units of [nM] can be converted into the units of our model by multiplying by ~23.   
 
4.7.3. Derivation of the probability of a symmetric double strand break per site 
 We define a symmetric double strand break as those occurring at PRDM9-bound sites at 
which at least one of the two sister chromatids of the homologous chromosome have likewise 
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been bound by PRDM9. First we consider the probability that at least one of two sister 
chromatids of a particular homolog has been bound by PRDM9 at a site of a particular heat and 
experienced a double strand break, gi, which can be expressed as cMi (equation 4.2). This can be 
expressed as one minus the probability that neither sister chromatids has been bound and cut: 
 
1− 1− 𝑐𝑀! ! 
 
 Which can be simplified to: 
𝑐𝑀! 2− 𝑐𝑀!  
 
 Likewise, on the unbroken chromosome, the probability that either of the two sister 
chromatids have simply been bound can be given as one minus the probability that neither was 
bound, and simplified accordingly.  
 
1− 1−𝑀! ! 
𝑀! 2−𝑀!  
 
 In order for a symmetric double strand break to occur, both these events must happen. 
The probability that both events occur with a specific chromosome being broken can be given as 
the probability of one times the other:   
 




 The probability that such an event occurs in at least one direction, with either homolog 
being the initiating one, can be given as one minus the probability that such an event does not 
occur in either direction. This is the net probability of a symmetric double strand break per site.  
 




4.7.4. Derivation of the net rate of binding site erosion 
The overall rate at which PRDM9 binding sites for a particular PRDM9 allele j are lost 
from the population can be calculated by taking the summation of rates at which sites of each 
particular heat i for that PRDM9 allele are lost from the population (see equation 4.4). 
 
∆𝑆! = ∆𝑆 !,!
!




When substituting in the expression for the rates of gene conversion at such sites 
(equation 6.10), we derive the following expression: 
 
∆𝑆! = −4𝑁𝜇 𝑆 !,! 𝑓!






Further substitution for the equations defining the probability of being cut conditional on 
PRDM9 c (equations 6.6 and 6.7), reveals that the total number of double strand breaks lost by a 








∆𝑆! = −𝑁𝜇𝐷 𝑓!






Using this expression, the change in the total number of binding sites for a given PRDM9 
allele j can be partitioned into the change in the number of binding sites owing to gene 
conversion occurring in individuals homozygous for that PRDM9 allele, and owing to gene 
conversion occurring in individuals heterozygous for it.  
 
∆𝑆! = ∆𝑆 !|!!" + ∆𝑆 !|!!"  
Where: 
∆𝑆 !|!!" = −𝑁𝜇𝐷 ∗ 𝑓!
! 






The number of binding sites lost for a given PRDM9 allele j owing to gene conversion 










Importantly, the gain or reduction in the expected number of sites lost by one PRDM9 
allele j as a consequence of dominance when heterozygous with another PRDM9 allele k is equal 
and opposite to the gain or reduction in the expected number of sites lost by PRDM9 allele k 
owing to its dominance status when paired with allele j, such that the number of sites lost by both 
alleles when heterozygous with one another is equivalent to the number of sites lost by any 
combination of PRDM9 alleles.  
 
∆𝑆 !|!,! + ∆𝑆 !|!,! = −𝑁𝜇𝐷 ∗ 2𝑓!𝑓! 
 
As a consequence, the net number of binding sites lost due to gene conversion occurring 
in an individual heterozygote for any two PRDM9 alleles is the same constant as observed in an 
individual homozygote for a single PRDM9 allele (the	mutation	rate	from	hot	to	cold	alleles	
μ,	multiplied	by	the	number	of	double	strand	breaks	D). The overall rate at which PRDM9 
binding sites are lost from the population across heats and alleles can thus be given by: 
 
∆𝑆 = −𝑁𝜇𝐷 
 
4.7.5 Estimating binding distributions of PRDM9 from empirical data 
 In order to estimate the binding distribution of PRDM9 from empirical data, we first 
assumed that the signal observed in DMC1 ChIP-seq data from a human male homozygous for 
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PRDM9 (individual AA2 from Pratto et al., 2014; yi) was directly proportional to the rate of 
double strand break formation at these sites, and not to repair delay. We excluded sex 
chromosomes from this analysis. We next assumed that 300 double strand breaks were localized 
across the autosomal chromosomes. The inferred gene conversion coefficients could thus be 
given as the normalized signal, divided by four to account for the presence of four copies of each 







 We next assumed that each PRDM9 binding site had an equal probability of experiencing 
a double strand break conditional on being bound by PRDM9, and thus that the probability of 
each given site being bound by PRDM9 could be given by the above gene conversion 
coefficient, divided by the number of double strand breaks, D, and multiplied by the total number 






Finally, we assumed that the vast majority of expressed PRDM9 molecules were bound, 
and there was on average 1 PRDM9 molecules remaining unbound per meiosis. This allows for 
conversion between the inferred probabilities of PRDM9 binding into dissociation constants in 















My interest in understanding how recombination has evolved, and how it is localized 
differently across species, stems in part from the important evolutionary consequences of this 
variation. A more general understanding of how life on Earth has evolved requires some insight 
into the distribution of underlying molecular processes influencing their evolution. In this regard, 
the widespread availability of whole genome sequences for non-model organisms has the 
potential to serve as a large database of phenotypic information about each species, and might be 
leveraged to this end. However, to do so, we need to understand what specific genes underlie 
particular processes, how they do so, and what alternatives are used in their absence. In this 
regard, the work presented in chapters 2 and 3 of this dissertation sought to leverage what is 
known about PRDM9 regarding both how it localizes recombination events in some species in 
order to infer whether or not species are likely to be using it in an analogous manner, and to 
understand what happens when they are not. In doing so, we have begun to answer important 
questions about the distribution and evolution of mechanisms behind the localization of 
recombination events in vertebrates, and provided a framework in which a number of further 
questions naturally arise.  
First, understanding the phylogenetic distribution of these underlying mechanisms allows 
us to ask important questions about both the circumstances under which they evolve, which may 
be informative as to why they did so, and about their evolutionary consequences. In this regard, 
the phylogenetic distribution of PRDM9 investigated in the work presented in Chapter 2 of this 
dissertation can be leveraged to investigate genes or phenotypes co-evolving with PRDM9. To 
address these questions, I am currently collaborating with Maria Isabel Alves, Molly Schumer 
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and Molly Przeworski on a project to re-visit the phylogenetic distribution of PRDM9 in light of 
new genome sequences, and to investigate whether or not other genes, or phenotypes related to 
recombination, are co-evolving with PRDM9.  
To this end, we have performed several RNA-seq experiments which have confirmed the 
loss of complete PRDM9 orthologs in herring, Clupea harengus, and cavefish, Astyanax 
mexicanus, as well as the complete loss of PRDM9 in Anolis carolinensis. We additionally 
observed the absence of PRDM9 in the fence lizard, Sceloporus undulatus, which is ~83.9 
million years diverged from A. carolinensis (as inferred by the TimeTree project; Hedges et al., 
2015), suggesting that this loss event was ancient.  
Moreover, we are currently developing a method using phylogenetic independent 
contrasts to investigate whether or not other genes tend to be lost, more often than expected by 
chance, when we predict that PRDM9-mediated recombination has been lost, and whether or not 
the loss of PRDM9-directed recombination has tended to occur more frequently within lineages 
particular phenotypes related to recombination (e.g., in lineages with higher recombination 
rates). In doing so, we will be able to learn about the conditions under which PRDM9 is 
conserved, which may inform our understanding of its evolutionary benefit, as well as identify 
genes co-evolving with PRDM9. In this regard, just as molecular biology can inform 
comparative genetics, we can leverage comparative genetics based approaches to potentially 
learn something about the underlying molecular biology.  
One important and unresolved question for our understanding of the evolution of 
recombination rate variation is the question of when PRDM9 first gained its role in 
recombination. The work presented here argues that it seems very likely PRDM9 gained this role 
prior to the common ancestor of vertebrates, though direct evidence to date remains restricted to 
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mammals. To address this question, I am collaborating with Carla Hoge, Zachary Fuller, Molly 
Schumer and Molly Przeworski, on a project investigating whether or not species outside of 
mammals carrying a complete PRDM9 ortholog. To this end, we have built a linkage 
disequilibrium-based map of recombination events in a species of coral, Acropora millepora, 
which carries a rapidly evolving PRDM9 gene.  
Ultimately, my interest in understanding the distribution of mechanisms used for 
localizing recombination events stems from how different strategies influence how different 
species evolve. Understanding where PRDM9 is used not only informs our understanding of the 
molecular biology of different species, but of population-level processes such as how natural 
selection can act on the genome, or how genomes must evolve to maintain their particular 
mechanisms. The model of co-evolution of PRDM9 and its binding sites presented in chapter 4 
aims to provide a framework for understanding the evolutionary consequences of PRDM9 at the 
population level. I am continuing to develop this model under the co-advisement of Molly 
Przeworski and Guy Sella.  
Further work is necessary to characterize how various parameters such as the population 
size and mutation rates influence the dynamics of our model, as well as to understand the more 
general dynamics of our model when considering more realistic binding distributions. But there 
are a number of interesting ways in which our model can be further expanded. For example, we 
could incorporate the mutagenic effect of double strand breaks on the mutation rates at PRDM9 
binding sites, or allow variable heats of alleles segregating at individual hotspots. One further 
intuitive extension of our model would be to investigate patterns of hybrid fertility when 
simulating two diverging populations. Notably, recent evidence suggesting that PRDM9 alleles 
play a role in the reduced fertility of certain cattle crosses suggests that PRDM9’s role in hybrid 
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sterility may be more common than previously thought (Seroussi et al., 2019). Understanding 
these dynamics might therefor shed light on patterns of speciation within species carrying using 
PRDM9 to localize recombination events.  
Together, by leveraging insights from molecular biology, comparative genetics, and 
population genetics, these projects will serve to further expand our understanding of the 
distribution of mechanisms localizing recombination events, the genes involved in these 
processes, the conditions under which various mechanisms are beneficial, and what the important 
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Supplementary File 1A. PRDM9 orthologs identified in RefSeq and whole genome databases. 
Includes which amino acids are found aligning to each of three catalytic tyrosine residues of the 




Species Major	clade Data	source Domain	architecture Accession	(nucleotide) Accession	(protein) Gene	name Transcript Y276 Y341 Y357
Lethenteron	camtschaticum Jawless	fish WGS SSXRD-SET NA NA LC1 NA Y Y Y
Petromyzon	marinus Jawless	fish WGS KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA NA PM1 Locus_149* Y Y Y
Petromyzon	marinus Jawless	fish WGS KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA NA PM2 Locus_149* Y Y Y
Petromyzon	marinus Jawless	fish WGS KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA NA PM3 Locus_149* Y Y Y
Petromyzon	marinus Jawless	fish WGS KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA NA PM4 Locus_149* Y Y Y
Petromyzon	marinus Jawless	fish WGS KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA NA PM5 Locus_149* Y Y Y
Callorhinchus	milii Cartilaginous	fish WGS KRAB-SET NA NA CM1 NA Y Y Y
Callorhinchus	milii Cartilaginous	fish WGS KRAB-SET NA NA CM2 NA Y Y Y
Rhincodon	Typus Cartilaginous	fish WGS KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA NA RT1 NA Y Y Y
Anguilla	anguilla Bony	fish WGS KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA NA AA1 Locus_15790 - Y Y
Anguilla	japonica Bony	fish WGS SSXRD-SET NA NA AJ1 NA Y Y Y
Anguilla	rostrata Bony	fish WGS KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA NA AR1 NA Y Y Y
Anguilla	rostrata Bony	fish WGS KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA NA AR2 NA Y Y Y
Anguilla	rostrata Bony	fish WGS SET NA NA AR3 NA Y F Y
Anguilla	rostrata Bony	fish WGS SET NA NA AR5 NA Y Y C
Astyanax	mexicanus Bony	fish RefSeq SET XM_015601967.1 XP_015457453 LOC103042434 Locus_12285 Y Y Y
Astyanax	mexicanus Bony	fish RefSeq SET XM_007232858.2 XP_007232920 LOC103033426 Locus_1939 L F Y
Brevoortia	tyrannus Bony	fish transcript KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA NA BT1 Locus_1252 Y Y Y
Clupea	harengus Bony	fish RefSeq SET XM_012839010.1 XP_012694464 LOC105910301 NA Y Y Y
Clupea	harengus Bony	fish RefSeq SET XM_012837665.1 XP_012693119 LOC105909076 NA Y F Y
Clupea	harengus Bony	fish RefSeq SET XM_012832960.1 XP_012688414 LOC105904988 NA - Y Y
Clupea	harengus Bony	fish RefSeq SET XM_012832953.1 XP_012688407 LOC105904982 NA Y Y Y
Clupea	harengus Bony	fish RefSeq SET XM_012828810.1 XP_012684264 LOC105901378 NA Y Y Y
Clupea	harengus Bony	fish RefSeq SET XM_012828080.1 XP_012683534 LOC105900721 NA Y Y Y
Cynoglossus	semilaevis Bony	fish RefSeq SET XM_008314357.2 XP_008312579 LOC103381812 NA Y F P
Cyprinus	carpio Bony	fish WGS SET NA NA CC1 NA F F Y
Cyprinus	carpio Bony	fish WGS SET NA NA CC2 NA F F Y
Danio	rerio Bony	fish RefSeq SET NM_200902.1 NP_957196 prdm9 Locus_13877 F F Y
Esox	lucius Bony	fish RefSeq SET XM_010888657.2 XP_010886959 LOC105021172 Locus_3683 Y F P
Esox	lucius Bony	fish WGS KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_013132385.1 XP_012987839 LOC105009593 Locus_288 Y Y Y
Esox	lucius Bony	fish WGS SET XM_010905246.1 XP_010903548 LOC105031050 Locus_8038 Y Y Y
Esox	lucius Bony	fish WGS SET NA NA EL1 NA Y F P
Fundulus	heteroclitus Bony	fish RefSeq SET XM_012871696.1 XP_012727150 LOC105932499 NA Y F P
Gadus	morhua Bony	fish WGS SET NA NA GM1 Locus_164 Y Y Y
Gadus	morhua Bony	fish WGS SET NA NA GM2 Locus_8486 Y F P
Haplochromis	burtoni Bony	fish RefSeq SET XM_005913560.2 XP_005913622 LOC102302769 NA F F P
Ictalurus	punctatus Bony	fish WGS SET XM_017484877.1 XP_017340366 LOC108274655 Locus_2586 Y Y Y
Ictalurus	punctatus Bony	fish WGS SET XM_017473539.1	 XP_017329028 LOC108268514 Locus_2594 Y Y Y
Ictalurus	punctatus Bony	fish WGS SET XM_017466072.1 XP_017321561 LOC108264487 Locus_1123 Y Y Y
Ictalurus	punctatus Bony	fish WGS SET XM_017456674.1 XP_017312163 LOC108258194 Locus_27439 F F Y
Ictalurus	punctatus Bony	fish WGS SET XM_017459046.1 XP_017314535 LOC108259500 NA Y Y Y
Ictalurus	punctatus Bony	fish WGS SET XM_017484168.1 XP_017339657 LOC108274183 NA Y Y Y
Ictalurus	punctatus Bony	fish WGS SET NA NA IP2 Locus_7020 Y Y Y
Ictalurus	punctatus Bony	fish WGS SET NA NA IP10 NA Y Y Y
Larimichthys	crocea Bony	fish RefSeq SET XM_010749492.1 XP_010747794 LOC104933940 NA Y Y P
Lepisosteus	oculatus Bony	fish RefSeq SET XM_015346147.1 XP_015201633 LOC102684919 Locus_6947 Y F Y
Lepisosteus	oculatus Bony	fish RefSeq+transcript KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_015339929.1 XP_015195415 prdm7 Locus_826 Y Y Y
Maylandia	zebra Bony	fish RefSeq SET XM_004556707.1 XP_004556764 LOC101474223 NA F F P
Neolamprologus	brichardi Bony	fish RefSeq SET XM_006790934.1 XP_006790997 LOC102790270 NA F F P
Nothobranchius	furzeri Bony	fish RefSeq SET XM_015962796.1 XP_015818282 znf286a NA Y F P
Notothenia	coriiceps Bony	fish RefSeq SET XM_010770676.1 XP_010768978 LOC104945047 NA Y Y P
Oreochromis	niloticus Bony	fish RefSeq SET XM_005458179.2 XP_005458236 LOC100709898 NA F F P
Oryzias	latipes Bony	fish RefSeq SET XM_011488351.1 XP_011486653 LOC101168249 NA Y Y P
Osteoglossum	bicirrhosum Bony	fish transcript SET NA NA OB1 Locus_17337 Y Y H
Poecilia	formosa Bony	fish RefSeq SET XM_007571442.2 XP_007571504 LOC103151399 NA Y F P
Poecilia	latipinna Bony	fish RefSeq SET XM_015031324.1 XP_014886810 LOC106946738 NA Y F P
Poecilia	mexicana Bony	fish RefSeq SET XM_015011120.1 XP_014866606 LOC106932420 NA Y F P
Poecilia	reticulata Bony	fish RefSeq SET XM_008437276.2 XP_008435498 LOC103481653 NA Y F P
Pundamilia	nyererei Bony	fish RefSeq SET XM_005725898.2 XP_005725955 LOC102207111 NA F F P
Pygocentrus	nattereri Bony	fish WGS SET XM_017686009.1 XP_017541498 LOC108413481 NA F F Y
Pygocentrus	nattereri Bony	fish WGS SET XM_017717966.1 XP_017573455 LOC108439518 NA Y Y Y
Salmo	salar Bony	fish RefSeq SET XM_014213122.1 XP_014068597 LOC106612178 NA - Y Y
Salmo	salar Bony	fish RefSeq SET XM_014209909.1 XP_014065384 LOC106610521 NA C F P
Salmo	salar Bony	fish RefSeq+transcript KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_014201207.1 XP_014056682 LOC106605487 Locus_1436 Y Y Y




Salmo	salar Bony	fish RefSeq+WGS KRAB-SSXRD-SET NM_001173912.1 NP_001167383 prdm9 Locus_30430 Y Y Y
Salmo	trutta Bony	fish transcript KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA NA ST1 Locus_1800 Y Y Y
Salmo	trutta Bony	fish transcript KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA NA ST2 Locus_5837 Y Y Y
Salmo	trutta Bony	fish transcript SET NA NA ST3 Locus_1375 C F P
Scleropages	formosus Bony	fish WGS SET XM_018741992.1 XP_018597508 LOC108928188 NA Y Y H
Scleropages	formosus Bony	fish WGS SET NA NA SF2 NA Y Y H
Scleropages	formosus Bony	fish WGS SET NA NA SF3 NA Y Y H
Scleropages	formosus Bony	fish WGS SET NA NA SF4 NA Y Y H
Sinocyclocheilus	anshuiensis Bony	fish WGS SET XM_016470092.1 XP_016325578 LOC107675671 NA F F Y
Sinocyclocheilus	anshuiensis Bony	fish WGS SET XM_016481125.1 XP_016336611 LOC107684768 NA F F Y
Sinocyclocheilus	grahami Bony	fish WGS SET XM_016244761.1 XP_016100247 LOC107560549 NA F F Y
Sinocyclocheilus	grahami Bony	fish WGS SET XM_016286309.1 XP_016141795 LOC107595784 NA F F Y
Sinocyclocheilus	rhinocerous Bony	fish WGS SET XM_016518492.1 XP_016373978 LOC107713071 NA F F Y
Sinocyclocheilus	rhinocerous Bony	fish WGS SET XM_016554477.1 XP_016409963 LOC107741704 NA F F Y
Squalius	pyrenaicus Bony	fish WGS SET NA NA SP1 NA L F Y
Squalius	pyrenaicus Bony	fish WGS SET NA NA SP2 NA L F Y
Takifugu	rubripes Bony	fish RefSeq SET XM_011602711.1 XP_011601013 LOC101067663 NA Y F P
Xiphophorus	maculatus Bony	fish RefSeq SET XM_014473436.1 XP_014328922 LOC102216811 Locus_5816	(X.	birchmanni) Y F P
Latimeria	chalumnae Coelacanth RefSeq+WGS KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_005997995.2 XP_005998057 LOC102357625 NA Y Y Y
Latimeria	menadoensis Coelacanth transcript KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA NA LM1 Locus_428 Y Y Y
Boa	constrictor Squamata WGS KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA NA BC1 NA Y Y Y
Crotalus	horridus Squamata WGS KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA NA CH1 NA Y Y Y
Crotalus	mitchelli Squamata WGS KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA NA CRM1 NA Y Y Y
Deinagkistrodon	acutus Squamata WGS KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA NA DA1 NA Y Y Y
Eublepharis	macularius Squamata WGS KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA NA EM1 NA Y Y Y
Gekko	japonicus Squamata WGS KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA NA GJ1 NA Y Y Y
Ophiophagus	hannah Squamata WGS KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA NA OH1 NA Y Y Y
Ophiosaurus	gracilis Squamata WGS KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA NA OG1 NA Y Y Y
Pantherophis	guttaris Squamata WGS KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA NA PG1 NA Y Y Y
Pogona	vitticeps Squamata WGS KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA NA PV1 Locus_10728+Locus_13762 Y Y Y
Protobothrops	mucrosquamatus Squamata RefSeq+WGS KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_015818509.1 XP_015673995 LOC107289708 NA Y Y Y
Python	bivittatus Squamata WGS KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_007430451.1 XP_007430513 LOC103055134 NA Y Y Y
Thamnophis	sirtalis Squamata WGS KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA NA TS1 NA Y Y Y
Vipera	berus Squamata WGS KRAB-SET NA NA VB1 NA Y Y Y
Apalone	spinifera Turtle WGS KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA NA AS1 NA Y Y Y
Chelonia	mydas Turtle RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_007053408.1 XP_007053470 LOC102932627 NA Y Y Y
Chrysemys	picta	bellii Turtle RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_005314305.2 XP_005314362 LOC101947848 NA Y Y Y
Pelodiscus	sinensis Turtle RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_006118340.2 XP_006118402 LOC102446823 NA Y Y Y
Ornithorhynchus	anatinus Monotremata WGS SSXRD-SET NA NA OA1 Locus_44459 Y Y Y
Ornithorhynchus	anatinus Monotremata WGS SET NA NA OA2 Locus_5589 Y Y Y
Macropus	eugenii Marsupial WGS KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA NA ME1 Locus_540 Y Y Y
Monodelphis	domestica Marsupial WGS KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA NA MD1 Locus_69973 Y Y Y
Phasocolarctos	cinereus	 Marsupial transcript KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA NA PC1 Locus_2211 Y Y Y
Sarcophilus	harrisii Marsupial RefSeq SSXRD-SET XM_012545671.1 XP_012401125 LOC100923245 NA Y Y Y
Acinonyx	jubatus Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_015083458.1 XP_014938944 LOC106985288 NA Y Y Y
Ailuropoda	melanoleuca Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_002926812.1 XP_002926858 PRDM7 NA Y Y Y
Balaenoptera	acutorostrata	scammoni Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_007172595.1 XP_007172657 PRDM7 NA Y Y Y
Bison	bison	bison Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_010847405.1 XP_010845707 LOC104993967 NA Y Y Y
Bison	bison	bison Placental RefSeq+WGS KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_010833278.1 XP_010831580 LOC104983753 NA Y Y Y
Bos	mutus Placental RefSeq+WGS KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_014478250.1 XP_014333736 LOC102271291 NA Y Y Y
Bos	mutus Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_014478012.1 XP_014333498 LOC102282730 NA Y Y Y
Bos	taurus Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_015470633.1 XP_015326119 PRDM7 NA Y Y Y
Bos	taurus Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_015461807.1 XP_015317293 LOC100851938 NA Y Y Y
Bos	taurus Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_015461536.1 XP_015317022 LOC520584 NA Y Y Y
Bos	taurus Placental RefSeq SSXRD-SET XM_015460866.1 XP_015316352 LOC100139638 NA Y Y Y
Bos	taurus Placental RefSeq SSXRD-SET XM_015460310.1 XP_015315796 LOC100336498 NA Y Y Y
Bos	taurus Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET NM_001319897.1 NP_001306826 PRDM9 NA Y Y Y
Bubalus	bubalis Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_006071966.1 XP_006072028 PRDM9 NA Y Y Y
Camelus	bactrianus Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_010969971.1 XP_010968273 PRDM7 NA Y Y Y
Camelus	dromedarius Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_010999967.1 XP_010998269 PRDM7 NA Y Y Y
Camelus	ferus Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_014560137.1 XP_014415623 PRDM7 NA Y Y Y
Carlito	syrichta Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_008050056.1 XP_008048247 PRDM7 NA Y Y Y
Ceratotherium	simum	simum Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_004436416.1 XP_004436473 LOC101392897 NA Y Y Y
Cercocebus	atys Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_012077315.1 XP_011932705 LOC105593797 NA Y Y M
Cercocebus	atys Placental RefSeq SET XM_012069660.1 XP_011925050 PRDM7 NA Y Y Y
Chinchilla	lanigera Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_013505574.1 XP_013361028 LOC102004729 NA Y Y Y
Chlorocebus	sabaeus Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_007961264.1 XP_007959455 PRDM9 NA Y Y Y
Chrysochloris	asiatica Placental RefSeq SET XM_006877017.1 XP_006877079 LOC102825979 NA Y Y Y
Chrysochloris	asiatica Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_006876858.1 XP_006876920 LOC102825977 NA Y Y Y
Colobus	angolensis	palliatus Placental RefSeq SET XM_011933022.1 XP_011788412 LOC105505231 NA Y Y Y
Colobus	angolensis	palliatus Placental RefSeq SSXRD-SET XM_011928064.1 XP_011783454 PRDM7 NA Y Y Y
Condylura	cristata Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_012722840.1 XP_012578294 PRDM7 NA Y Y Y
Cricetulus	griseus Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_007617083.2 XP_007615273 LOC100752747 NA Y Y Y
Dasypus	novemcinctus Placental RefSeq SET XM_012529132.1 XP_012384586 LOC101444500 NA Y Y Y
Dasypus	novemcinctus Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_012522320.1 XP_012377774 LOC101427800 NA Y Y Y
Dipodomys	ordii Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_013013819.1 XP_012869273 LOC105983784 NA Y Y Y
Echinops	telfairi Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_013005479.1 XP_012860933 PRDM7 NA Y Y Y
Eptesicus	fuscus Placental RefSeq SSXRD-SET XM_008161096.1 XP_008159318 LOC103304164 NA Y Y Y
Equus	caballus Placental RefSeq SSXRD-SET XM_014738294.1 XP_014593780 PRDM7 NA Y Y Y
Equus	przewalskii Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_008544544.1 XP_008542766 PRDM7 NA Y Y Y
Erinaceus	europaeus Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_016191807.1 XP_016047293 PRDM7 NA Y Y Y
Felis	catus Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_003998383.2 XP_003998432 PRDM7 NA Y Y Y
Fukomys	damarensis Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_010608527.1 XP_010606829 Prdm9 NA - Y Y
Galeopterus	variegatus Placental RefSeq SSXRD-SET XM_008565035.1 XP_008563257 LOC103583815 NA F Y Y
Galeopterus	variegatus Placental RefSeq SSXRD-SET XM_008564130.1 XP_008562352 LOC103582578 NA Y Y Y
Galeopterus	variegatus Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_008563625.1 XP_008561847 LOC103581911 NA Y Y Y
Gorilla	gorilla	gorilla Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_004059007.1 XP_004059055 LOC101136369 NA Y Y Y
Gorilla	gorilla	gorilla Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_004058191.1 XP_004058239 PRDM7 NA Y Y Y





Homo	sapiens Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET NM_020227.3 NP_064612 PRDM9 NA Y Y Y
Homo	sapiens Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET NM_001098173.1 NP_001091643 PRDM7 NA Y Y S
Ictidomys	tridecemlineatus Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_013364880.1 XP_013220334 LOC101956232 NA Y Y Y
Jaculus	jaculus Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_004651065.1 XP_004651122 LOC101610194 NA Y Y Y
Leptonychotes	weddellii Placental RefSeq SSXRD-SET XM_006750674.1 XP_006750737 PRDM7 NA Y Y Y
Lipotes	vexillifer Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_007468486.1 XP_007468548 PRDM7 NA Y Y Y
Loxodonta	africana Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_010601864.1 XP_010600166 PRDM9 NA Y Y Y
Macaca	fascicularis Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_015451241.1 XP_015306727 PRDM9 NA Y Y Y
Macaca	mulatta Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_001083675.3 XP_001083675 PRDM9 NA Y Y Y
Macaca	nemestrina Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_011726557.1 XP_011724859 PRDM9 NA Y Y M
Mandrillus	leucophaeus Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_011999175.1 XP_011854565 LOC105553202 NA Y Y M
Mandrillus	leucophaeus Placental RefSeq SSXRD-SET XM_011972266.1 XP_011827656 PRDM7 NA Y Y Y
Marmota	marmota	marmota Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_015481050.1 XP_015336536 LOC107138448 NA Y Y Y
Mesocricetus	auratus Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_013122741.1 XP_012978195 LOC101825348 NA Y Y Y
Microcebus	murinus Placental RefSeq+WGS KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_012737208.1 XP_012592662 PRDM7 NA Y Y Y
Microtus	ochrogaster Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_013352266.1 XP_013207720 LOC101982521 NA Y Y Y
Miniopterus	natalensis Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_016215829.1 XP_016071315 LOC107539362 NA H Y Y
Mus	musculus Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET NM_144809.2 NP_659058 Prdm9 NA Y Y Y
Mustela	putorius	furo Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_013056864.1 XP_012912318 PRDM7 NA Y Y Y
Myotis	brandtii Placental RefSeq SET XM_014546243.1 XP_014401729 LOC102240554 NA Y Y Y
Myotis	brandtii Placental RefSeq SSXRD-SET XM_014543530.1 XP_014399016 LOC102262117 NA Y Y Y
Myotis	davidii Placental RefSeq SSXRD-SET XM_015559445.1 XP_015414931 LOC102765569 NA Y Y Y
Myotis	lucifugus Placental RefSeq SSXRD-SET XM_014450816.1 XP_014306302 LOC102440075 NA Y Y Y
Myotis	lucifugus Placental RefSeq SSXRD-SET XM_014445748.1 XP_014301234 LOC102430475 NA Y Y Y
Myotis	lucifugus Placental RefSeq SSXRD-SET XM_006108526.1 XP_006108588 LOC102441203 NA Y Y Y
Nannospalax	galili Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_008843407.1 XP_008841629 Prdm9 NA Y Y Y
Nomascus	leucogenys Placental RefSeq SSXRD-SET XM_012505231.1 XP_012360685 PRDM7 NA Y Y Y
Ochotona	princeps Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_012930960.1 XP_012786414 LOC101535585 NA Y Y Y
Octodon	degus Placental RefSeq SSXRD-SET XM_012513401.1 XP_012368855 LOC101575321 NA Y Y N
Octodon	degus Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_012513326.1 XP_012368780 Prdm9 NA Y Y Y
Octodon	degus Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_012513325.1 XP_012368779 LOC101567490 NA Y Y Y
Octodon	degus Placental RefSeq SSXRD-SET XM_012512912.1 XP_012368366 LOC101577431 NA Y Y Y
Octodon	degus Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_012512792.1 XP_012368246 LOC101566810 NA - Y Y
Odobenus	rosmarus	divergens Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_012561567.1 XP_012417021 PRDM7 NA Y Y Y
Orcinus	orca Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_004280126.1 XP_004280174 PRDM7 NA Y Y Y
Orycteropus	afer	afer Placental RefSeq SSXRD-SET XM_007959318.1 XP_007957509 LOC103213575 NA Y Y Y
Oryctolagus	cuniculus Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_017338435.1 XP_017193924 LOC100358830 NA Y Y Y
Otolemur	garnettii Placental RefSeq SET XM_012814055.1 XP_012669509 LOC100953233 NA - Y Y
Otolemur	garnettii Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_012813959.1 XP_012669413 LOC100965706 NA Y Y Y
Otolemur	garnettii Placental RefSeq SET XM_012813958.1 XP_012669412 LOC100965068 NA Y Y Y
Otolemur	garnettii Placental RefSeq SET XM_012813941.1 XP_012669395 LOC100940489 NA Y Y Y
Otolemur	garnettii Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_012810523.1 XP_012665977 LOC100957257 NA Y Y Y
Ovis	aries Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_015105257.1 XP_014960743 LOC101103705 NA Y Y Y
Ovis	aries Placental RefSeq SET XM_012108802.2 XP_011964192 LOC101116534 NA - Y Y
Ovis	aries Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_012107055.2 XP_011962445 LOC101118592 NA Y Y Y
Ovis	aries Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_012106207.2 XP_011961597 LOC101120895 NA Y Y Y
Ovis	aries	musimon Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_015091002.1 XP_014946488 LOC101103705 NA Y Y Y
Ovis	aries	musimon Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_012169314.1 XP_012024704 LOC101101875 NA Y Y Y
Ovis	aries	musimon Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_012166124.2 XP_012021514 LOC101120895 NA Y Y Y
Pan	paniscus Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_008961193.1 XP_008959441 PRDM9 NA Y Y M
Pan	troglodytes Placental RefSeq SSXRD-SET XM_016930466.1 XP_016785955 LOC750421 NA Y Y S
Panthera	tigris	altaica Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_007091109.1 XP_007091171 PRDM7 NA Y Y Y
Papio	anubis Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_009208194.1 XP_009206458 PRDM9 NA Y Y Y
Peromyscus	maniculatus	bairdii Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_006975951.2 XP_006976013 LOC102907103 NA Y Y Y
Physeter	catodon Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_007125515.1 XP_007125577 PRDM7 NA Y Y Y
Pongo	abelii Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_009251087.1 XP_009249362 PRDM7 NA Y Y M
Pongo	abelii Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_009240607.1 XP_009238882 PRDM9 NA Y Y Y
Propithecus	coquereli Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_012657157.1 XP_012512611 PRDM7 NA Y Y Y
Pteropus	alecto Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_015593139.1 XP_015448625 LOC102878419 NA Y Y Y
Pteropus	vampyrus Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_011379124.1 XP_011377426 PRDM7 NA Y Y Y
Pteropus	vampyrus Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_011378437.1 XP_011376739 LOC105304380 NA Y Y Y
Rattus	norvegicus Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET NM_001108903.2 NP_001102373 Prdm9 NA Y Y Y
Rhinopithecus	roxellana Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_010383039.1 XP_010381341 LOC104677903 NA Y Y M
Rhinopithecus	roxellana Placental RefSeq SSXRD-SET XM_010378562.1 XP_010376864 PRDM7 NA Y Y Y
Rousettus	aegyptiacus Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_016155816.1 XP_016011302 PRDM9 NA Y Y Y
Rousettus	aegyptiacus Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_016140423.1 XP_015995909 LOC107508545 NA Y Y Y
Sorex	araneus Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_004600789.1 XP_004600846 PRDM7 NA Y Y Y
Sus	scrofa Placental RefSeq+WGS KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_013994213.1 XP_013849667 PRDM7 NA Y Y Y
Trichechus	manatus	latirostris Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_004378704.1 XP_004378761 LOC101353821 NA Y Y Y
Tupaia	chinensis Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_014590100.1 XP_014445586 PRDM9 NA Y Y Y
Tursiops	truncatus Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_004318593.1 XP_004318641 PRDM9 NA Y Y Y
Ursus	maritimus Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_008702823.1 XP_008701045 PRDM7 NA Y Y Y
Vicugna	pacos Placental RefSeq KRAB-SSXRD-SET XM_015246230.1 XP_015101716 PRDM7 NA Y Y Y
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Supplementary File 1B. Genomes targeted for the PRDM9 search. Major groups or individual 
species lacking PRDM9 in RefSeq were targeted for further analysis of their whole genome 
sequences, with the exception of previously reported bird and crocodilian losses. Species 
included and results of this search are reported here. 
 
  
Species Genome	Source Major	cladde Gene	
name
Structure Transcript Contigs/Accession
Anguilla	anguilla NCBI Bony	fish AA1 KRAB-SSXRD-SET Locus_15790 AZBK01624676,AZBK01624677,AZBK01624678,AZB
K01484799,AZBK01624679,AZBK01624680
Anguilla	japonica NCBI Bony	fish AJ1 SSXRD-SET NA AVPY01287062
Anguilla	rostrata NCBI Bony	fish AR2 KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA LTYT01002562
Anguilla	rostrata NCBI Bony	fish AR1 KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA LTYT01003501
Anguilla	rostrata NCBI Bony	fish AR3 SET NA LTYT01004818
Anguilla	rostrata NCBI Bony	fish AR5 SET NA LTYT01023031
Apalone	spinifera NCBI Turtles AS1 KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA APJP01599555,APJP01307155,APJP01754501,APJP0
1584553
Boa	constrictor http://gigadb.org/dataset/100060 Snakes BC1 KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA scaffold-1290
Callorhinchus	Millii NCBI Cartilaginous	fish CM1 KRAB-SET NA AAVX02040825,AAVX02040826
Callorhinchus	Millii NCBI Cartilaginous	fish CM2 KRAB-SET NA AAVX02043025
Crotalus	horridus NCBI Snakes CH1 KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA LVCR01079341,LVCR01033411
Crotalus	mitchelli NCBI Snakes CRM1 KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA JPMF01002428,JPMF01170461,JPMF01162046,JPM
F01471734,JPMF01422528,JPMF01290850,JPMF01
112669,JPMF01241214
Cyprinus	carpio NCBI Bony	fish CC1 SET NA LHQP01016450
Cyprinus	carpio NCBI Bony	fish CC2 SET NA LHQP01014856
Deinagkistrodon	acutus http://gigadb.org/dataset/100196 Snakes DA1 KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA scaffold404	
Esox	lucius NCBI Bony	fish EL1 SET Locus_3683 AZJR02001573
Eublepharis	macularius http://gigadb.org/dataset/100246 Lizards EM1 KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA scaffold1575	
Gadus	morhua NCBI Bony	fish GM2 SET Locus_8486 CAEA020001281
Gadus	morhua NCBI Bony	fish GM1 SET Locus_164 CAEA020014035
Gekko	japonicus NCBI Lizards GJ1 KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA LNDG01065447,LNDG01140945,LNDG01140947,LN
DG01151342
Ictalurus	punctatus NCBI Bony	fish IP2 SET Locus_7020 LBML01008540
Ictalurus	punctatus NCBI Bony	fish IP10 SET NA LBML01016145
Lethenteron	camtschaticum NCBI Jawless	fish LC1 SSXRD-SET NA APJL01116581,APJL01163597
Macropus	eugenii NCBI Marsupial	mammals ME1 KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA ABQO020687710,ABQO020632161,ABQO02034962
4,ABQO020440802,ABQO020902656
Monodelphis	domestica NCBI Marsupial	mammals MD1 KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA AAFR03059810,AAFR03059811
Ophiophagus	hannah NCBI Snakes OH1 KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA AZIM01002628
Ophiosaurus	gracilis http://gigadb.org/dataset/100119 Lizards OG1 KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA scaffold1294
Ornithorhynchus	anatinus NCBI Monotremata OA2 SET Locus_5589 AAPN01004103,AAPN01004104,AAPN01306292,AA
PN01306293
Ornithorhynchus	anatinus NCBI Monotremata OA1 SSXRD-SET Locus_44459 AAPN01250772:AAPN01250776
Pantherophis	guttaris NCBI Snakes PG1 KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA JTLQ01150919,JTLQ01457650,JTLQ01129783,JTLQ0
1097360
Petromyzon	marinus NCBI Jawless	fish PM3 KRAB-SSXRD-SET Locus_149 AEFG01039144
Petromyzon	marinus NCBI Jawless	fish PM1 KRAB-SSXRD-SET Locus_149 AEFG01042909
Petromyzon	marinus NCBI Jawless	fish PM2 KRAB-SSXRD-SET Locus_149 AEFG01048530
Petromyzon	marinus NCBI Jawless	fish PM5 KRAB-SSXRD-SET Locus_149 AEFG01069653
Petromyzon	marinus NCBI Jawless	fish PM4 KRAB-SSXRD-SET Locus_149 AEFG01069898
Pogona	vitticeps http://gigadb.org/dataset/100166 Lizards PV1 KRAB-SSXRD-SET Locus_10728 scf000489:238,782..252,271
Rhincodon	Typus NCBI Cartilaginous	fish RT1 KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA LVEK01784315,LVEK01985499
Scleropages	formosus NCBI Bony	fish SF2 SET NA JARO02016308
Scleropages	formosus NCBI Bony	fish SF3 SET NA JARO02019532
Scleropages	formosus NCBI Bony	fish SF4 SET NA JARO02005742
Squalius	pyrenaicus NCBI Bony	fish SP1 SET NA CVRK01019629
Squalius	pyrenaicus NCBI Bony	fish SP2 SET NA CVRK01004779
Thamnophis	sirtalis NCBI Snakes TS1 KRAB-SSXRD-SET NA LFLD01148136,LFLD01168102







Query	Sequence Arrangement Genewise	Species KRAB	evalue SSXRD	evalue SET	evalue Gene	
name
Homo	sapiens	(PRDM9) support	from	transcript,	scaffold Homo	sapiens 1.11E-05 109 3.60E-07 AA1
Anguilla	anguilla	(AA1) single	scaffold Homo	sapiens NA 21 1.67E-10 AJ1
Anguilla	anguilla	(AA1) single	scaffold Homo	sapiens 1.63E-05 67;91 1.09E-10 AR2
Anguilla	anguilla	(AA1) single	scaffold Homo	sapiens 1.42E-05 65;88 2.05E-10 AR1
Homo	sapiens	(PRDM9) single	scaffold Homo	sapiens NA NA 5.58E-11 AR3
Homo	sapiens	(PRDM9) single	scaffold Homo	sapiens NA NA 2.14E-10 AR5
Chelonia	mydas	(PRDM9) unsupported	arrangement	(single	ortholog	found) Chelonia	mydas 6.08E-08 1.26E-05 1.28E-08 AS1
Homo	sapiens	(PRDM9) single	scaffold Homo	sapiens 6.01E-07 3.10E-04 4.08E-05 BC1
Homo	sapiens	(PRDM9) single	scaffold Homo	sapiens 0.2 NA 3.23E-03 CM1
Callorhinchus	millii	(CM1) single	scaffold Homo	sapiens 8.00E-02 NA 5.00E-02 CM2
Boa	constrictor	(BC1) unsupported	arrangement	(single	ortholog	found) Boa	constrictor 1.24E-07 2.70E-04 1.07E-05 CH1
Boa	constrictor	(BC1) unsupported	arrangement	(single	ortholog	found) Boa	constrictor 3.16E-07 2.41E-04 1.1 CRM1
Homo	sapiens	(PRDM9) single	scaffold Homo	sapiens NA NA 3.25E-04 CC1
Homo	sapiens	(PRDM9) single	scaffold Homo	sapiens NA NA 1.18E-04 CC2
Boa	constrictor	(BC1) single	scaffold Boa	constrictor 6.63E-06 3.80E-04 1.17E-05 DA1
Homo	sapiens	(PRDM9) single	scaffold Homo	sapiens NA NA 2.21E-03 EL1
Pogona	vitticeps	(PV1) single	scaffold Pogona	viticeps 4.17E-09 8.65E-05 8.14E-07 EM1
Homo	sapiens	(PRDM9) single	scaffold Homo	sapiens NA NA 3.15E-05 GM2
Homo	sapiens	(PRDM9) single	scaffold Homo	sapiens NA NA 3.31E-06 GM1
Pogona	vitticeps	(PV1) unsupported	arrangement	(single	ortholog	found) Pogona	viticeps 6.48E-11 2.00E-03 8.29E-03 GJ1
Homo	sapiens	(PRDM9) single	scaffold Homo	sapiens NA NA 7.73E-09 IP2
Homo	sapiens	(PRDM9) single	scaffold Homo	sapiens NA NA 5.48E-12 IP10
Petromyzon	marinus	(PM1) unsupported	arrangement	(single	ortholog	found) Petromyzon	marinus	(transcript) NA 2.59E-04 4.10E-07 LC1
Monodelphis	domestica	(MD1) unsupported	arrangement	(single	ortholog	found) Homo	sapiens 1.14E-08 2.88E-13 0.06 ME1
Homo	sapiens	(PRDM9) single	scaffold Homo	sapiens 8.55E-09 4.41E-13 1.92E-08 MD1
Boa	constrictor	(BC1) single	scaffold Boa	constrictor 5.06E-08 9.57E-04 1.72E-04 OH1
Pogona	vitticeps	(PV1) single	scaffold Pogona	viticeps 1.18E-08 7.44E-05 1.21E-05 OG1
Homo	sapiens	(PRDM9) support	from	transcript,	scaffold Homo	sapiens NA NA 4.39E-07 OA2
Homo	sapiens	(PRDM9) single	scaffold Homo	sapiens NA 0.45 1.39E-08 OA1
Homo	sapiens	(PRDM9) unsupported	arrangement	(single	ortholog	found) Boa	constrictor 2.10E-06 6.82E-04 1.13E-04 PG1
Homo	sapiens	(PRDM9) single	scaffold Petromyzon	marinus	(transcript) 1.18E-03 2.05E-03 7.26E-14 PM3
Homo	sapiens	(PRDM9) single	scaffold Petromyzon	marinus	(transcript) 7.01E-04 2.91E-03 6.02E-12 PM1
Homo	sapiens	(PRDM9) single	scaffold Petromyzon	marinus	(transcript) 7.05E-04 5.39E-03 8.39E-14 PM2
Homo	sapiens	(PRDM9) single	scaffold Petromyzon	marinus	(transcript) 1.14E-03 1.98E-03 1.15E-13 PM5
Homo	sapiens	(PRDM9) single	scaffold Petromyzon	marinus	(transcript) 1.13E-03 1.97E-03 6.56E-14 PM4
Homo	sapiens	(PRDM9) single	scaffold Homo	sapiens 7.67E-10 7.21E-05 3.77E-06 PV1
Callorhinchus	millii	(CM1) unsupported	arrangement	(single	ortholog	found) Callorhinchus	millii 4.40E-10 103 3.62E-11 RT1
Homo	sapiens	(PRDM9) single	scaffold Homo	sapiens NA NA 2.64E-13 SF2
Homo	sapiens	(PRDM9) single	scaffold Homo	sapiens NA NA 1.31E-13 SF3
Homo	sapiens	(PRDM9) single	scaffold Homo	sapiens NA NA 5.46E-12 SF4
Homo	sapiens	(PRDM9) single	scaffold Homo	sapiens NA NA 4.40E-03 SP1
Homo	sapiens	(PRDM9) single	scaffold Homo	sapiens NA NA 3.78E-03 SP2
Boa	constrictor	(BC1) unsupported	arrangement	(single	ortholog	found) Boa	constrictor 3.55E-08 1.06E-03 8.39E-05 TS1
Boa	constrictor	(BC1) unsupported	arrangement	(single	ortholog	found) Boa	constrictor 0.04 NA 1.12E-04 VB1
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Supplementary File 2A. Accession numbers and assembly descriptions of publicly available 
testes RNAseq samples used for de novo assembly and assessment of PRDM9 expression. N50 
describes the shortest contig length in which 50% of the assembled transcriptome is contained.  
 
*For assembly, channel catfish data and salmon data were down-sampled to 15% and 20% of the 
original number of reads, respectively. 
 
  
Species	(common	name) SRA	Accession Number	of	sequences	assembled	 Assembly	N50	(bp)
Ambystoma	mexicanum	(Mexican	salamander) SRR2885289 65,430 1,646
Anguilla	anguilla	(European	eel) SRR1532765 204,457 2,305
Astyanax	mexicanus	(Mexican	tetra) SRR2045409 132,268 2,648
Brevoortia	tyrannus	(Atlantic	Menhaden) SRR1820331 208,748 1,359
Callorhinchus	milii	(elephant	shark) SRR513757 265,956 812
Cynops	pyrrhogaster	(Japanese	fire	belly	newt) SRR1553344 163,230 1,926
Danio	rerio	(zebrafish) SRR1524249 194,569 2,354
Esox	lucius	(pike) SRR1533661 137,688 2,724
Gadus	morhua	(cod) SRR2045424 78,280 1,966
Ictalurus	punctatus*	(Channel	catfish) SRR653303 275,791 856
Latimeria	menadoensis	(Indonesian	coelacanth) SRR576101 94,325 984
Lepisosteus	oculatus	(spotted	gar) SRR1524260 144,631 3,076
Macropus	eugenii	(Tammar	wallaby) DRR013676 110,948 1,592
Monodelphis	domestica	(gray	short-tailed	opossum) SRR649379;	SRR649380 178,722 699
Mus	musculus	(mouse) SRR306775 49,230 1,316
Ornithorhynchus	anatinus	(platypus) SRR649383;	SRR649384 136,099 880
Osteoglossum	bircirrhosum	(Silver	Arowana) SRR1532797 202,437 2839
Petromyzon	marinus	(sea	lamprey) SRR369904 124,994 1048
Phascolarctos	cinereus	(Koala) SRR1207975 481,174 1,227
Pogona	vitticeps	(bearded	dragon) ERR413070 147,543 1,279
Salmo	salar*	(Salmon) SRR1422872 237,736 1,699
Salmo	trutta	(brown	trout) SRR1532786 301,091 2,606
Xenopus	tropicalis	(western	clawed	frog) SRR649399;	SRR943353 116,163;	103,312 795;	2,304
Xiphophorus	birchmanni	and	X.	malinche	(lowland	and	highland	swordtail) This	study	(SRX2436594;	SRX2436597) 64,607 2,423
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Supplementary File 2B. Summary of expression results of PRDM9 in the testis in 
representative species from major taxa. Only species that passed the core recombination protein 
quality test (see Methods, Supplementary File 2C) are included in this table, with the exception 
of cases, indicated with asterisks, in which PRDM9 was detected but one or more conserved 






























Supplementary File 2C. Results of a rpsblast search of assembled transcriptomes and a 
reciprocal best blast test to PRMD9. Domain structures found in transcripts that blasted to 




































fidence_0.387_Length_3469_fr1 NA NA 3.00E-08 NA NA NA NA 221 321
Astyanax	mexicanus Y
Locus_12285_Transcript_4/10_Con
fidence_0.274_Length_2663 NA NA 2.00E-08 NA NA NA NA 188 288
Astyanax	mexicanus Y
Locus_12285_Transcript_8/10_Con
fidence_0.387_Length_2666 NA NA 2.00E-08 NA NA NA NA 188 288
Astyanax	mexicanus Y
Locus_12285_Transcript_6/10_Con
fidence_0.323_Length_2664 NA NA 2.00E-08 NA NA NA NA 188 288
Astyanax	mexicanus Y
Locus_12285_Transcript_10/10_Co
nfidence_0.387_Length_3371 NA NA 2.00E-08 NA NA NA NA 188 288
Astyanax	mexicanus Y
Locus_12285_Transcript_9/10_Con
fidence_0.371_Length_3373 NA NA 3.00E-08 NA NA NA NA 188 288
Astyanax	mexicanus Y
Locus_12285_Transcript_3/10_Con
fidence_0.371_Length_3428 NA NA 2.00E-08 NA NA NA NA 207 307
Astyanax	mexicanus Y
Locus_1939_Transcript_3/3_Confid
ence_0.600_Length_3670 NA NA 1.00E-05 NA NA NA NA 383 436
Astyanax	mexicanus Y
Locus_1939_Transcript_2/3_Confid
ence_0.400_Length_3764 NA NA 1.00E-05 NA NA NA NA 414 467
Pogona	vitticeps Y
Locus_10728_Transcript_3/4_Confi
dence_0.727_Length_1638 2.00E-05 0.008 NA 270 305 423 453 NA NA
Pogona	vitticeps Y
Locus_13762_Transcript_1/1_Confi
dence_1.000_Length_750 NA NA 6.00E-06 NA NA NA NA 10 64
Pogona	vitticeps Y
Locus_10728_Transcript_4/4_Confi
dence_0.727_Length_1624 2.00E-05 0.015 NA 265 300 18 448 NA NA
Salmo	trutta	 Y
Locus_1800_Transcript_8/8_Confid
ence_0.705_Length_2033 26 NA NA 60 82 NA NA NA NA
Salmo	trutta	 Y
Locus_1800_Transcript_5/8_Confid
ence_0.705_Length_2033 26 NA NA 60 82 NA NA NA NA
Salmo	trutta	 Y
Locus_1800_Transcript_7/8_Confid
ence_0.682_Length_2300 30 NA NA 60 82 NA NA NA NA
Salmo	trutta	 Y
Locus_1800_Transcript_1/8_Confid
ence_0.705_Length_2016 31 NA 1.00E-07 60 82 NA NA 461 545
Salmo	trutta	 Y
Locus_1800_Transcript_4/8_Confid
ence_0.705_Length_2033 26 NA NA 60 82 NA NA NA NA
Salmo	trutta	 Y
Locus_5837_Transcript_2/5_Confid
ence_0.636_Length_1638 3.3 16 9.00E-10 12 37 56 173 302 417
Salmo	trutta	 Y
Locus_5837_Transcript_5/5_Confid
ence_0.818_Length_1722 3.5 15 1.00E-09 12 37 238 255 302 417
Salmo	trutta	 Y
Locus_5837_Transcript_3/5_Confid
ence_0.682_Length_1475 NA 8 1.00E-09 NA NA 156 173 220 335
Salmo	trutta	 Y
Locus_1375_Transcript_7/12_Confi
dence_0.605_Length_2945 NA NA 0.002 NA NA NA NA 218 270
Salmo	trutta	 Y
Locus_1375_Transcript_6/12_Confi
dence_0.605_Length_3458 NA NA 7.00E-05 NA NA NA NA 218 270
Salmo	trutta	 Y
Locus_1375_Transcript_10/12_Con
fidence_0.500_Length_3215 NA NA 0.002 NA NA NA NA 218 270
Salmo	trutta	 Y
Locus_1375_Transcript_12/12_Con
fidence_0.605_Length_3458 NA NA 0.002 NA NA NA NA 218 270
Salmo	trutta	 Y
Locus_1375_Transcript_9/12_Confi
dence_0.605_Length_3458 NA NA 0.002 NA NA NA NA 218 270
Salmo	trutta	 Y
Locus_1375_Transcript_8/12_Confi
dence_0.605_Length_3458 NA NA 0.002 NA NA NA NA 218 270
Salmo	trutta	 Y
Locus_1375_Transcript_11/12_Con
fidence_0.605_Length_3467 NA NA 0.002 NA NA NA NA 218 270
Salmo	trutta	 Y
Locus_1375_Transcript_3/12_Confi
dence_0.553_Length_3106 NA NA 0.002 NA NA NA NA 100 152
Salmo	trutta	 Y
Locus_1800_Transcript_2/8_Confid
ence_0.386_Length_1607 NA NA 1.00E-07 NA NA NA NA 323 407
Salmo	trutta	 Y
Locus_1800_Transcript_3/8_Confid
ence_0.386_Length_1604 NA NA 1.00E-07 NA NA NA NA 324 408
Salmo	trutta	 Y
Locus_5837_Transcript_3/5_Confid















nce_0.200_Length_1030 2.00E-09 NA NA NA NA NA NA 236 272
Anguilla	anguilla Y
Locus_15790_Transcript_4/8_Confi
dence_0.600_Length_2211 0.15 NA NA 197 233 NA NA 198 289
Anguilla	anguilla Y
Locus_15790_Transcript_5/8_Confi
dence_0.550_Length_3029 0.31 NA 0.016 197 233 NA NA 936 1009
Anguilla	anguilla Y
Locus_15790_Transcript_8/8_Confi
dence_0.600_Length_3651 0.26 NA NA 197 233 NA NA NA NA
Anguilla	anguilla Y
Locus_15790_Transcript_1/8_Confi
dence_0.550_Length_3651 0.26 NA NA 197 233 NA NA NA NA
Anguilla	anguilla Y
Locus_15790_Transcript_2/8_Confi
dence_0.500_Length_3002 NA NA 7.2 NA NA NA NA 984 1000
Anguilla	anguilla Y
Locus_15790_Transcript_4/8_Confi
dence_0.600_Length_2211 NA NA 5.2 NA NA NA NA 720 736
Anguilla	anguilla Y
Locus_15790_Transcript_8/8_Confi
dence_0.600_Length_3651 NA NA 8.9 NA NA NA NA 1200 1216
Anguilla	anguilla Y
Locus_15790_Transcript_1/8_Confi
dence_0.550_Length_3651 NA NA 8.9 NA NA NA NA 1200 1216
Anguilla	anguilla Y
Locus_13424_Transcript_2/2_Confi




dence_1.000_Length_142 NA NA 0.26 NA NA NA NA 1 17
Salmo	salar Y
Locus_1436_Transcript_10/16_Con
fidence_0.243_Length_2861 6.1 NA 5.00E-08 142 167 NA NA 459 543
Salmo	salar Y
Locus_1436_Transcript_15/16_Con
fidence_0.196_Length_2317 5.1 NA 3.00E-08 142 167 NA NA 459 543
Salmo	salar Y
Locus_1436_Transcript_9/16_Confi
dence_0.155_Length_2297 NA NA 3.00E-08 NA NA NA NA 271 355
Salmo	salar Y
Locus_30430_Transcript_1/3_Confi
dence_0.500_Length_596 NA NA 5.00E-07 NA NA NA NA 14 71
Salmo	salar Y
Locus_30430_Transcript_3/3_Confi
dence_0.750_Length_749 NA NA 1.00E-06 NA NA NA NA 14 71
Salmo	salar Y
Locus_30430_Transcript_2/3_Confi
dence_0.750_Length_773 NA NA 1.00E-06 NA NA NA NA 14 71
Salmo	salar Y
Locus_41218_Transcript_2/4_Confi
dence_0.600_Length_2034 NA NA 0.012 NA NA NA NA 1 51
Salmo	salar Y
Locus_41218_Transcript_4/4_Confi
dence_0.600_Length_2547 NA NA 0.013 NA NA NA NA 1 51
Salmo	salar Y
Locus_41218_Transcript_3/4_Confi
dence_0.700_Length_2603 NA NA 0.014 NA NA NA NA 1 51
Danio	rerio Y
Locus_13877_Transcript_1/1_Confi
dence_1.000_Length_2960 NA NA 0.011 NA NA NA NA 135 235
Esox	lucius N
Locus_3683_Transcript_3/3_Confid
ence_0.571_Length_2911 NA NA 2.00E-04 NA NA NA NA 114 197
Esox	lucius N
Locus_8038_Transcript_3/3_Confid
ence_0.538_Length_593 NA NA 3.00E-07 NA NA NA NA 10 64
Esox	lucius N
Locus_8038_Transcript_2/3_Confid
ence_0.615_Length_1184 NA NA 9.00E-07 NA NA NA NA 10 64
Esox	lucius N
Locus_3683_Transcript_1/3_Confid
ence_0.714_Length_2924 NA NA 2.00E-04 NA NA NA NA 118 201
Esox	lucius N
Locus_8038_Transcript_1/3_Confid
ence_0.462_Length_852 NA NA 0.005 NA NA NA NA 109 150
Esox	lucius N
Locus_288_Transcript_3/9_Confide
nce_0.367_Length_500 4.5 NA NA NA NA 33 50 NA NA
Esox	lucius N
Locus_288_Transcript_4/9_Confide
nce_0.233_Length_686 6.6 NA NA NA NA 76 93 NA NA
Esox	lucius N
Locus_288_Transcript_9/9_Confide
nce_0.367_Length_557 4.9 NA NA NA NA 33 50 NA NA
Esox	lucius N
Locus_288_Transcript_5/9_Confide
nce_0.400_Length_557 3.4 NA NA NA NA 33 50 NA NA
Esox	lucius N
Locus_288_Transcript_6/9_Confide
nce_0.367_Length_736 5.1 NA NA NA NA 33 50 NA NA
Esox	lucius N
Locus_288_Transcript_2/9_Confide




ence_1.000_Length_3498 NA NA 0.001 NA NA NA NA 208 260
Macropus	eugenii Y
Locus_540_Transcript_1/1_Confide
nce_1.000_Length_3633_fr4 9.00E-16 NA NA 225 263 NA NA NA NA
Macropus	eugenii Y
Locus_2262_Transcript_3/3_Confid
ence_0.786_Length_1834_fr6 6.00E-25 NA NA 185 224 NA NA NA NA
Macropus	eugenii Y
Locus_2262_Transcript_2/3_Confid
ence_0.143_Length_1833_fr6 6.00E-25 NA NA 185 224 NA NA NA NA
Macropus	eugenii Y
Locus_2262_Transcript_1/3_Confid
ence_0.214_Length_1884_fr6 7.00E-25 NA NA 185 224 NA NA NA NA
Brevoortia	tyrannus	 Y
Locus_1252_Transcript_20/24_Con
fidence_0.236_Length_2581_fr4 0.021 3.1 1.00E-11 61 92 285 304 350 465
Brevoortia	tyrannus	 Y
Locus_1252_Transcript_17/24_Con
fidence_0.253_Length_2593_fr4 0.17 35 1.00E-11 76 107 289 308 354 469
Brevoortia	tyrannus	 Y
Locus_1252_Transcript_16/24_Con






fidence_0.286_Length_2241_fr6 NA 28 1.00E-11 NA NA 166 185 231 346
Brevoortia	tyrannus	 Y
Locus_1252_Transcript_24/24_Con
fidence_0.286_Length_2226_fr6 NA 28 1.00E-11 NA NA 166 185 231 346
Brevoortia	tyrannus	 Y
Locus_1252_Transcript_18/24_Con
fidence_0.198_Length_1500_fr6 NA NA 0.001 NA NA NA NA 55 100
Petromyzon	marinus	 N
Locus_149_Transcript_1/7_Confide
nce_0.542_Length_1474_fr1 NA 0.008 3.00E-13 NA NA 188 208 262 369
Petromyzon	marinus	 N
Locus_149_Transcript_5/7_Confide
nce_0.500_Length_1541_fr2 0.93 0.011 5.00E-13 20 54 225 245 299 406
Petromyzon	marinus	 N
Locus_149_Transcript_4/7_Confide
nce_0.500_Length_1565_fr2 0.93 0.011 5.00E-13 20 54 225 245 299 406
Petromyzon	marinus	 N
Locus_149_Transcript_7/7_Confide
nce_0.542_Length_1586_fr2 0.93 0.011 5.00E-13 20 54 225 245 299 406
Petromyzon	marinus	 N
Locus_149_Transcript_6/7_Confide
nce_0.500_Length_1629_fr2 0.93 0.011 5.00E-13 20 54 225 245 299 406
Petromyzon	marinus	 N
Locus_149_Transcript_2/7_Confide
































dence_0.312_Length_3380_fr6 0.072 4.00E-13 6.00E-07 145 180 293 322 368 485
Lepisosteus	oculatus Y
Locus_826_Transcript_7/12_Confid
ence_0.375_Length_3176_fr1 0.018 21 2.00E-12 51 85 737 757 803 920
Lepisosteus	oculatus Y
Locus_6947_Transcript_5/5_Confid
ence_0.500_Length_7242_fr1 NA NA 1.00E-07 NA NA NA NA 2236 2335
Lepisosteus	oculatus Y
Locus_6947_Transcript_3/5_Confid
ence_0.553_Length_7242_fr1 NA NA 2.00E-07 NA NA NA NA 2236 2335
Lepisosteus	oculatus Y
Locus_11539_Transcript_7/10_Con
fidence_0.250_Length_604_fr1 NA NA 0.055 NA NA NA NA 149 199
Lepisosteus	oculatus Y
Locus_11539_Transcript_5/10_Con
fidence_0.250_Length_1072_fr1 NA NA 0.009 NA NA NA NA 282 351
Lepisosteus	oculatus Y
Locus_826_Transcript_11/12_Confi
dence_0.116_Length_414_fr1 0.005 NA NA 51 85 NA NA NA NA
Lepisosteus	oculatus Y
Locus_826_Transcript_10/12_Confi
dence_0.366_Length_3057_fr2 NA 16 2.00E-12 NA NA 697 717 763 880
Lepisosteus	oculatus Y
Locus_11539_Transcript_8/10_Con
fidence_0.229_Length_935_fr2 NA NA 0.08 NA NA NA NA 259 309
Lepisosteus	oculatus Y
Locus_11539_Transcript_6/10_Con
fidence_0.229_Length_1644_fr2 NA NA 2.4 NA NA NA NA 37 62
Lepisosteus	oculatus Y
Locus_11539_Transcript_4/10_Con
fidence_0.188_Length_1155_fr2 NA NA 1.6 NA NA NA NA 37 62
Lepisosteus	oculatus Y
Locus_11539_Transcript_9/10_Con
fidence_0.479_Length_2713_fr2 NA NA 4.2 NA NA NA NA 37 62
Lepisosteus	oculatus Y
Locus_826_Transcript_4/12_Confid
ence_0.330_Length_1840_fr3 NA 17 8.00E-13 NA NA 291 311 357 474
Lepisosteus	oculatus Y
Locus_6947_Transcript_2/5_Confid
ence_0.368_Length_7244_fr3 NA NA 4.00E-08 NA NA NA NA 2236 2340
Lepisosteus	oculatus Y
Locus_826_Transcript_3/12_Confid
ence_0.241_Length_736_fr3 NA NA 1.00E-04 NA NA NA NA 59 100
Lepisosteus	oculatus Y
Locus_826_Transcript_12/12_Confi
dence_0.241_Length_736_fr3 NA NA 1.00E-04 NA NA NA NA 59 100
Lepisosteus	oculatus Y
Locus_826_Transcript_6/12_Confid
ence_0.223_Length_434_fr3 NA NA 4.00E-05 NA NA NA NA 59 100
Lepisosteus	oculatus Y
Locus_826_Transcript_5/12_Confid
ence_0.223_Length_419_fr3 NA NA 5.00E-05 NA NA NA NA 59 100
Ictalurus	punctatus Y
Locus_1123_Transcript_14/15_Con
fidence_0.278_Length_2181_fr1 NA NA 9.00E-12 NA NA NA NA 147 265
Ictalurus	punctatus Y
Locus_7020_Transcript_7/9_Confid
ence_0.367_Length_1644_fr1 NA NA 2.00E-09 NA NA NA NA 192 292
Ictalurus	punctatus Y
Locus_7020_Transcript_8/9_Confid
ence_0.133_Length_1455_fr1 NA NA 2.00E-09 NA NA NA NA 192 292
Ictalurus	punctatus Y
Locus_7020_Transcript_2/9_Confid
ence_0.500_Length_1961_fr1 NA NA 2.00E-09 NA NA NA NA 192 292
Ictalurus	punctatus Y
Locus_7020_Transcript_3/9_Confid
ence_0.533_Length_1975_fr1 NA NA 2.00E-09 NA NA NA NA 180 280
Ictalurus	punctatus Y
Locus_7020_Transcript_9/9_Confid
ence_0.533_Length_2011_fr1 NA NA 2.00E-09 NA NA NA NA 192 292
Ictalurus	punctatus Y
Locus_7020_Transcript_1/9_Confid
ence_0.200_Length_1030_fr1 NA NA 3.00E-09 NA NA NA NA 192 292
Ictalurus	punctatus Y
Locus_7020_Transcript_6/9_Confid







fidence_0.423_Length_1591_fr2 NA NA 1.00E-10 NA NA NA NA 191 306
Ictalurus	punctatus Y
Locus_2594_Transcript_9/12_Confi
dence_0.380_Length_1596_fr2 NA NA 1.00E-10 NA NA NA NA 191 306
Ictalurus	punctatus Y
Locus_2594_Transcript_10/12_Con
fidence_0.380_Length_1620_fr2 NA NA 2.00E-10 NA NA NA NA 191 306
Ictalurus	punctatus Y
Locus_2594_Transcript_7/12_Confi
dence_0.423_Length_1600_fr2 NA NA 2.00E-10 NA NA NA NA 194 309
Ictalurus	punctatus Y
Locus_2594_Transcript_3/12_Confi
dence_0.423_Length_1591_fr2 NA NA 2.00E-10 NA NA NA NA 191 306
Ictalurus	punctatus Y
Locus_2594_Transcript_8/12_Confi
dence_0.352_Length_1793_fr3 NA NA 8.00E-11 NA NA NA NA 258 373
Ictalurus	punctatus Y
Locus_2586_Transcript_6/12_Confi
dence_0.202_Length_2837_fr3 NA NA 3.00E-09 NA NA NA NA 662 780
Ictalurus	punctatus Y
Locus_7020_Transcript_5/9_Confid
ence_0.533_Length_2046_fr3 NA NA 1.00E-09 NA NA NA NA 203 303
Ictalurus	punctatus Y
Locus_2586_Transcript_4/12_Confi
dence_0.393_Length_3201_fr3 NA NA 2.00E-10 NA NA NA NA 673 773
Ictalurus	punctatus Y
Locus_1123_Transcript_7/15_Confi
dence_0.300_Length_1832_fr3 NA NA 2.00E-10 NA NA NA NA 30 148
Ictalurus	punctatus Y
Locus_27439_Transcript_2/2_Confi
dence_0.938_Length_1087_fr5 NA NA 2.00E-07 NA NA NA NA 166 286
Ictalurus	punctatus Y
Locus_27439_Transcript_1/2_Confi
















dence_0.375_Length_3536_fr3 NA NA 2.00E-10 NA NA NA NA 181 297
Gadus	morhua Y
Locus_164_Transcript_26/28_Confi
dence_0.284_Length_1274_fr4 NA NA 2.00E-04 NA NA NA NA 150 267
Gadus	morhua Y
Locus_8486_Transcript_2/2_Confid
ence_0.833_Length_3798_fr4 NA NA 6.00E-05 NA NA NA NA 215 323
Gadus	morhua Y
Locus_164_Transcript_21/28_Confi
dence_0.284_Length_1300_fr6 NA NA 2.00E-04 NA NA NA NA 161 278
Gadus	morhua Y
Locus_164_Transcript_23/28_Confi
dence_0.236_Length_1250_fr6 NA NA 4.00E-04 NA NA NA NA 161 278
Gadus	morhua Y
Locus_164_Transcript_28/28_Confi
dence_0.284_Length_1309_fr6 NA NA 3.00E-04 NA NA NA NA 161 278
Gadus	morhua Y
Locus_164_Transcript_20/28_Confi
dence_0.277_Length_1323_fr6 NA NA 3.00E-04 NA NA NA NA 161 278
Gadus	morhua Y
Locus_164_Transcript_27/28_Confi
dence_0.270_Length_1334_fr6 NA NA 4.00E-04 NA NA NA NA 161 278
Gadus	morhua Y
Locus_164_Transcript_19/28_Confi
dence_0.270_Length_1240_fr6 NA NA 2.00E-04 NA NA NA NA 138 255
Gadus	morhua Y
Locus_164_Transcript_25/28_Confi








ence_1.000_Length_999 NA NA 5.00E-08 NA NA NA NA 243 328
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Supplementary File 2D. Results of the core recombination protein test for each species for 
which a transcriptome was assembled. Blue shading indicates that a reciprocal best blast test did 




Astyanax	mexicanus x x x x x x x
Pogona	vitticeps x x x x x x x
Salmo	trutta	 x x x x x x x
Callorhinchus	milii x x x x x x x
Latimeria	menadoensis x x x x x x x
Anguilla	anguilla x x x x x x x
Cynops	pyrrhogaster x x x x x x x
Monodelphis	domestica	 x x x x x x x
Ornithorhynchus	anatinus	 x x x x x x x
Salmo	salar x x x x x x x
Xenopus	tropicalis x x x x x x x
Danio	rerio x x x x x x x
Esox	lucius x x x x x x
Xiphophorus	birchmanni x x x x x x x
Macropus	eugenii x x x x x x x
Brevoortia	tyrannus	 x x x x x x x
Petromyzon	marinus	 x x x x x x
Phasocolarctos	cinereus	 x x x x x x x
Ambystoma	mexicanum	 x x x x x x x
Lepisosteus	oculatus x x x x x x x
Osteoglossum	bicirrhosum x x x x x x x
Ictalurus	punctatus x x x x x x x















Supplementary File 3A. Rates of amino acid evolution in SET domains of representative 
PRDM9 orthologs lacking other functional domains. To determine whether PRDM9 orthologs 
lacking functional domains are non-functional, we compared rates of evolution between each 
PRDM9 ortholog missing a domain and another sequence (listed here) with the complete domain 
structure. The number of aligned bases and the results of a likelihood ratio test of non-neutral 
versus neutral evolution are also shown. See Methods for details. 
 
  








Ornithorhynchus anatinus (platypus) Human 348 0.14 23 (2.5e-11)
Sarcophilus harrisii (Tasmanian devil) Human 354 0.06 46 (<1e-10)
Xiphophorus maculatus PRDM9β (southern platyfish) Astyanax mexicanus PRDM9β 270 0.17 15 (6.3e-8)
Astyanax mexicanus PRDM9α  (Mexican tetra) Salmo salar PRDM9α 348 0.0039 32 (1.1e-15)
Callorhinchus milii (Elephant shark) Rhincodon typus (whale shark) 312 0.11 21 (1e-10)
Gadus morhua PRDM9 (Atlantic cod) Salmo salar PRDM9α 327 0.15 14 (3.9e-4)
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Supplementary File 3B. Amino acid diversity levels of PRDM9 zinc finger arrays and the 
proportion localized to known DNA-binding residues. For each gene, we also report the ranking 
of this proportion relative to all other Cys-2-His-2 zinc finger genes from the same species, when 
such a ranking was feasible. This table additionally includes the average percent DNA identity 












Callorhinchus	milii cartilaginous	fish KRAB-SET 4 0.314 CM1 6 63 0.1706349
Anguilla	rostrata bony	fish KRAB-SSXRD-SET 8 0.468 AR2 NA NA 0.1271259
Anguilla	rostrata bony	fish KRAB-SSXRD-SET 4 0.379 AR1 NA NA 0.0952381
Balaenoptera	acutorostrata	scammoni placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 12 NA XP_007172657 NA 272 0
Bison	bison	bison placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 4 0.667 XP_010831580 1 285 0.031746
Bos	taurus placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 5 0.684 NP_001306826 1 313 0.047619
Bos	taurus placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 10 0.414 XP_015326119 6 313 0.1156085
Bubalus	bubalis placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 5 0.667 XP_006072028 1 268 0.0321429
Chelonia	mydas turtle KRAB-SSXRD-SET 6 0.414 XP_007053470 11 235 0.1230159
Chlorocebus	sabaeus placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 4 0.500 XP_007959455 1 344 0.031746
Chrysemys	picta	bellii turtle KRAB-SSXRD-SET 6 0.478 XP_005314362 1 308 0.0690476
Cricetulus	griseus placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 9 0.781 XP_007615273 3 259 0.0396825
Dasypus	novemcinctus placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 8 0.614 XP_012377774 1 289 0.0765306
Deinagkistrodon	acutus squamata KRAB-SSXRD-SET 5 0.302 DA1 1 194 0.0702381
Dipodomys	ordii placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 8 0.567 XP_012869273 1 234 0.0539966
Esox	lucius bony	fish KRAB-SSXRD-SET 7 0.455 XP_012987839 1 234 0.1111111
Fukomys	damarensis placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 6 0.430 XP_010606829 3 227 0.1047619
Homo	sapiens placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 12 0.687 NP_064612 1 357 0.0791847
Latimeria	chalumnae coelacanth KRAB-SSXRD-SET 6 0.545 XP_005998057 2 227 0.059127
Loxodonta	africana placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 11 0.617 XP_010600166 1 381 0.0833333
Macaca	fascicularis placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 5 0.680 XP_015306727 1 364 0.0464286
Macaca	mulatta placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 7 0.645 XP_001083675 1 366 0.074263
Marmota	marmota	marmota placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 5 0.483 XP_015336536 1 277 0.0535714
Microcebus	murinus placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 4 1.000 XP_012592662 1 326 0.0416667
Mus	musculus placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 10 0.910 NP_659058 1 224 0.0338624
Nannospalax	galili placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 5 1.000 XP_008841629 1 307 0.015873
Octodon	degus placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 6 0.333 XP_012368780 6 227 0.1880952
Octodon	degus placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 7 0.331 XP_012368246 5 227 0.2131519
Ophiophagus	hannah squamata KRAB-SSXRD-SET 6 0.327 OH1 NA NA 0.1222222
Ophiosaurus	gracilis squamata KRAB-SSXRD-SET 5 0.600 OG1 NA NA 0.025
Ovis	aries placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 7 0.615 XP_014960743 4 252 0.0459184
Ovis	aries placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 10 0.398 XP_011961597 1 252 0.1328042
Ovis	aries	musimon placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 11 0.353 XP_012021514 12 285 0.1261905
Papio	anubis placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 9 0.585 XP_009206458 1 404 0.083664
Pelodiscus	sinensis turtle KRAB-SSXRD-SET 12 0.692 XP_006118402 1 221 0.0441919
Peromyscus	maniculatus	bairdii placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 8 1.000 XP_006976013 1 243 0.0527211
Petromyzon	marinus jawless	fish KRAB-SSXRD-SET 10 0.469 PM3 NA NA 0.147619
Petromyzon	marinus jawless	fish KRAB-SSXRD-SET 9 0.409 PM5 NA NA 0.1607143
Petromyzon	marinus jawless	fish KRAB-SSXRD-SET 9 0.391 PM4 NA NA 0.1448413
Petromyzon	marinus jawless	fish KRAB-SSXRD-SET 6 0.372 PM1 NA NA 0.1809524
Pogona	vitticeps squamata KRAB-SSXRD-SET 6 0.660 PV1 NA NA 0.0920635
Protobothrops	mucrosquamatus squamata KRAB-SSXRD-SET 10 0.450 XP_015673995 5 195 0.1301587
Python	bivittatus squamata KRAB-SSXRD-SET 5 0.571 XP_007430513 1 206 0.0380952
Rattus	norvegicus placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 8 0.570 NP_001102373 1 255 0.0522959
Rousettus	aegyptiacus placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 6 0.742 XP_016011302 1 258 0.0396825
Salmo	salar bony	fish KRAB-SSXRD-SET 4 0.538 NP_001167383 9 510 0.1111111
Salmo	salar bony	fish KRAB-SSXRD-SET 5 0.500 XP_014056682 11 510 0.0964286
Sus	scrofa placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 8 0.542 XP_013849667 1 248 0.0463435
Thamnophis	sirtalis squamata KRAB-SSXRD-SET 6 0.459 TS1 3 179 0.0904762
Tupaia	chinensis placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 6 1.000 XP_014445586 1 249 0.0253968
Tursiops	truncatus placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 14 0.939 XP_004318641 1 233 0.0433019
Anguilla	rostrata bony	fish SET 11 0.238 AR3 NA NA 0.2965368
Astyanax	mexicanus bony	fish SET 17 0.258 XP_015457453 60 158 0.3342087
Astyanax	mexicanus bony	fish SET 4 0.167 XP_007232920 152 158 0.3412698
Clupea	harengus bony	fish SET 16 0.279 XP_012688414 6 118 0.2610119





Clupea	harengus bony	fish SET 6 0.274 XP_012684264 10 118 0.1579365
Clupea	harengus bony	fish SET 4 0.158 XP_012693119 114 118 0.2916667
Cynoglossus	semilaevis bony	fish SET 4 0.182 XP_008312579 80 107 0.2936508
Cyprinus	carpio bony	fish SET 4 0.182 CC2 NA NA 0.3392857
Cyprinus	carpio bony	fish SET 4 0.173 CC1 NA NA 0.3353175
Danio	rerio bony	fish SET 4 0.179 NP_957196 345 367 0.3214286
Esox	lucius bony	fish SET 6 0.295 XP_010903548 32 234 0.268254
Esox	lucius bony	fish SET 4 0.192 XP_010886959 176 234 0.327381
Esox	lucius bony	fish SET 4 0.192 EL1 177 234 0.327381
Fundulus	heteroclitus bony	fish SET 4 0.189 XP_012727150 158 206 0.265873
Gadus	morhua bony	fish SET 4 0.164 GM2 NA NA 0.2936508
Haplochromis	burtoni bony	fish SET 4 0.180 XP_005913622 148 168 0.3035714
Ictalurus	punctatus bony	fish SET 15 0.320 XP_017340366 14 140 0.2684807
Ictalurus	punctatus bony	fish SET 16 0.319 XP_017312163 15 140 0.2616071
Ictalurus	punctatus bony	fish SET 13 0.306 IP10 24 140 0.2748779
Ictalurus	punctatus bony	fish SET 12 0.303 IP2 25 140 0.287518
Ictalurus	punctatus bony	fish SET 14 0.286 XP_017329028 33 140 0.2726321
Ictalurus	punctatus bony	fish SET 7 0.276 XP_017314535 39 140 0.2664399
Ictalurus	punctatus bony	fish SET 10 0.253 XP_017321561 55 140 0.2925926
Ictalurus	punctatus bony	fish SET 4 0.179 XP_017339657 127 140 0.327381
Larimichthys	crocea bony	fish SET 4 0.192 XP_010747794 70 115 0.2857143
Lepisosteus	oculatus bony	fish SET 11 0.223 XP_015201633 48 106 0.3041126
Maylandia	zebra bony	fish SET 4 0.173 XP_004556764 161 176 0.3115079
Neolamprologus	brichardi bony	fish SET 4 0.173 XP_006790997 141 152 0.3055556
Nothobranchius	furzeri bony	fish SET 4 0.180 XP_015818282 245 266 0.3214286
Notothenia	coriiceps bony	fish SET 4 0.167 XP_010768978 83 87 0.3234127
Oreochromis	niloticus bony	fish SET 4 0.173 XP_005458236 173 190 0.3055556
Oryzias	latipes bony	fish SET 4 0.213 XP_011486653 104 191 0.2777778
Osteoglossum	bicirrhosum bony	fish SET 4 0.200 OB1 NA NA 0.2916667
Otolemur	garnettii placental SET 6 0.266 XP_012669412 121 285 0.1880952
Poecilia	formosa bony	fish SET 4 0.191 XP_007571504 184 242 0.2559524
Poecilia	latipinna bony	fish SET 4 0.191 XP_014886810 175 235 0.2559524
Poecilia	mexicana bony	fish SET 4 0.191 XP_014866606 187 244 0.2579365
Poecilia	reticulata bony	fish SET 4 0.191 XP_008435498 162 212 0.2579365
Pundamilia	nyererei bony	fish SET 4 0.173 XP_005725955 134 147 0.3055556
Pygocentrus	nattereri bony	fish SET 10 0.331 XP_017573455 12 142 0.2378307
Pygocentrus	nattereri bony	fish SET 4 0.179 XP_017541498 124 142 0.3253968
Salmo	salar bony	fish SET 4 0.188 XP_014035316 411 510 0.297619
Salmo	salar bony	fish SET 4 0.180 XP_014065384 454 510 0.2936508
Salmo	trutta bony	fish SET 4 0.188 ST3 NA NA 0.3015873
Scleropages	formosus bony	fish SET 7 0.245 SF4 NA NA 0.3741497
Scleropages	formosus bony	fish SET 4 0.196 XP_018597508 NA NA 0.297619
Sinocyclocheilus	anshuiensis bony	fish SET 4 0.185 XP_016336611 224 284 0.343254
Sinocyclocheilus	anshuiensis bony	fish SET 4 0.185 XP_016325578 225 284 0.3313492
Sinocyclocheilus	grahami bony	fish SET 4 0.185 XP_016100247 211 271 0.3313492
Sinocyclocheilus	rhinocerous bony	fish SET 4 0.185 XP_016409963 208 269 0.343254
Sinocyclocheilus	rhinocerous bony	fish SET 4 0.185 XP_016373978 209 269 0.3313492
Squalius	pyrenaicus bony	fish SET 4 0.185 SP1 NA NA 0.3353175
Squalius	pyrenaicus bony	fish SET 4 0.185 SP2 NA NA 0.3353175
Takifugu	rubripes bony	fish SET 4 0.188 XP_011601013 66 98 0.2936508
Xiphophorus	maculatus bony	fish SET 4 0.191 XP_014328922 117 158 0.2539683
Bos	taurus placental KRAB-SSXRD-SET 13 0.414 XP_015315796 7 313 0.1228632
Myotis	lucifugus placental SSXRD-SET 5 0.524 XP_006108588 1 308 0.0714286
Myotis	lucifugus placental SSXRD-SET 20 0.310 XP_014301234 68 308 0.3422306
Octodon	degus placental SSXRD-SET 5 0.282 XP_012368855 46 227 0.1964286
Sarcophilus	harrisii marsupial SSXRD-SET 4 0.224 XP_012401125 277 344 0.1587302
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Supplementary File 3C. Results of the likelihood ratio test of neutral versus not non-neutral 
evolution along the SET domain of mammalian PRDM9 orthologs lacking a KRAB or SSXRD 
domain, as annotated in RefSeq (see Methods). We also indicate whether another annotated 
ortholog exists with a KRAB domain. 
 
Refseq	gene	name Alignment	length Likelihood	difference dN/dS p-value Other	annotated	complete	ortholog?
LOC102441203.Myotis.lucifugus 348 15.6 0.16 4.7E-08
PRDM7.Leptonychotes.weddellii 348 27.4 0.05 2.6E-13
LOC103213575.Orycteropus.afer.afer 348 16.6 0.0 1.7E-08
LOC103304164.Eptesicus.fuscus 348 16.4 0.1 1.9E-08
LOC103582578.Galeopterus.variegatus 348 11.3 0.2 4.1E-06 Y
LOC103583815.Galeopterus.variegatus 348 8.5 0.1 7.5E-05 Y
PRDM7.Rhinopithecus.roxellana 348 0.8 NA 0.38 Y
PRDM7.Colobus.angolensis.palliatus 348 2.6 0.1 0.05
PRDM7.Mandrillus.leucophaeus 348 0.7 0.4 0.46 Y
PRDM7.Nomascus.leucogenys 348 2.1 0.3 0.09
LOC101577431.Octodon.degus 348 26.3 0.1 8.4E-13 Y
Prdm9.Octodon.degus 348 14.7 0.1 1.1E-07 Y
LOC101575321.Octodon.degus 348 24.8 0.0 3.6E-12 Y
LOC100923245.Sarcophilus.harrisii 348 46.3 0.1 <1e-10
PRDM7.Sus.scrofa 348 37.9 0.0 <1e-10 Y
LOC102430475.Myotis.lucifugus 348 16.2 0.2 2.6E-08
LOC102440075.Myotis.lucifugus 348 12.5 0.2 1.1E-06
LOC102262117.Myotis.brandtii 348 15.6 0.2 4.7E-08
PRDM7.Equus.caballus 348 27.3 0.1 3.1E-13
LOC100336498.Bos.taurus 348 14.0 0.2 2.3E-07 Y
LOC100139638.Bos.taurus 348 17.0 0.1 1.1E-08 Y
LOC102765569.Myotis.davidii 348 14.8 0.2 1.1E-07
LOC750421.Pan.troglodytes 348 0.6 0.5 0.58 Y
